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vAbstract
We complete the census of bright distant trans-Neptunian worlds through surveying the
Southern Hemisphere sky, particularly the unexplored high-latitude regions that would
contain trans-Neptunian objects (   s) that have experienced severe scattering.
In this thesis, we developed an archival     survey of 6,275 square degrees of sky south of
the ecliptic that have more than thirty nights of observation over five years, to a limiting
magnitude of 19.0 in clear. We generated our survey through an innovative analysis of the
archive of more than half a million images taken between 2 March 2004 and 23 October 2009
by the Siding Spring Survey. This survey for near-Earth asteroids uses the 0.5 m Uppsala
telescope at Siding Spring Observatory. Our survey took advantage of their dense temporal
coverage to resample their cadence of observation into a survey for slow-moving objects.
From twenty billion astronomical sources on the Uppsala images, we extracted thirteen
million transient sources, computed a subset of the trillion possible Solar System orbits that
these points of light could form, and produced only a few hundred potential candidate    
orbital arcs. This computational processing required a hundred thousand hours of CPU
time.
Our survey adds to the last two decades of work into understanding the cold, distant outer
regions of our Solar System that lie beyond Neptune’s orbit. These regions contain varied
populations of small objects. As the remnant planetesimals of the protoplanetary disk,
they o er insight into the early history and evolution of the Solar System. The brightest
reflect enough photons to allow spectroscopy, indicating the composition of the topmost
few millimetres of the volatile ices that form the mantles of these worlds. The sixteen
hundred    s known have been discovered through sky surveys with optical telescopes;
most extensive surveys have previously focussed on the Northern Hemisphere sky.
We detected no new objects in the southern sky. We defined the exact phase space of
orbital parameters that was well sampled by the Uppsala     survey by developing a survey
simulator. Examining our survey’s observation of the objects from a well-characterised
synthetic population, we found we had a 90% detection e ciency of the Kuiper belt and
scattered disk; seeing no objects with an absolutemagnitude between our range of sensitivity
of -2.5 to 3.5 limited the bright end of the     population distribution.
We unsuccessfully attempted to characterise two of the known distant objects. Pluto’s largest
moon, Charon, is suspected to have cryovolcanism-related ammonia on its surface; we
observed in the L-band with Gemini North’s GNIRS spectrograph to improve the detection,
but received too little telescope time to detect Charon. In contrast, little is known about the
newly discovered high-inclination Centaur-like object 2012 DR30: we obtained a light-curve
with the Faulkes South 2m, but found only that this object was unvarying in brightness at
better than the 5% level.
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1CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Is it not likely that in Pluto there has come to light the first of a
series of ultra-Neptunian bodies, the remaining members of
which still await discovery but which are destined eventually to
be detected?
– Frederick C. Leonard
August 1930
The realisation of the true extent of the populations in the outer regions of our Solar System
has been a triumph in the development of our understanding of planetary systems. In the
last two decades, Leonard’s hoped-for ultra-Neptunian bodies have come to light in beautiful
and unexpected variety. These distant icy worlds, the remnants of the protoplanetary
disk, o er insight into the early history and evolution of the Solar System (Barucci et al.
2008a). They have been extensively surveyed in the Northern Hemisphere sky; the eight1
dwarf planets discovered are su ciently bright for detailed spectroscopic study, and have
illuminated the evolution of volatile species far from the Sun (Brown 2012). Their abundant
smaller brethren retain the dynamical disturbances from the early rearrangements of the
architecture of the major planets. Around two hundred thousand that are larger than
100 km in diameter are thought to exist (Petit et al. 2011)2; some sixteen hundred3 have
been found. This sample of the population has revealed a fascinating level of diversity:
spectrally ultra-reddened objects (Sheppard 2010), objects on retrograde orbits tilted near-
perpendicular to the plane of the Solar System (Gladman et al. 2009), populations defined
by having their orbits held in weak filaments of gravitational resonances (Gladman et al.
2008), dwarf planets with moons on non-Keplerian orbits (Ragozzine & Brown 2009), and
the first inner Oort cloud object (Brown et al. 2004).
However, no survey has yet explored the whole sky; only minimal surveying has yet been
made in the Southern Hemisphere, beyond declinations of -35 degrees (Trujillo 2008). This
1Table at http://www.gps.caltech.edu/⇠mbrown/dps.html, updates daily
2Petit et al. (2011): inner classical belt 130k+30k 27k, outer/detached classical belt 80k
+60k
 40k, scattered 5k
+5k
 3k.
3The Minor Planet Center reported 356 Centaurs/scattered objects and 1249    s on 3 July 2012.
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thesis surveys the southern sky and completes the census of the brightest of these distant
worlds, begun more than eighty years ago (Tombaugh 1961).
In this chapter, we outline why a sky survey is scientifically valuable: we begin with our
current understanding of the trans-Neptunian populations’ origin at the dawn of the Solar
System (§ 1.1), their taxonomy and spectral colours (§ 1.2), and the observed and physical
properties of dwarf planets (§ 1.4). The photographic wide-field sky surveys that have
provided the observations that underlie this understanding started early in the twentieth
century, but did not approach their present sophistication until the early 1990s. We review
these, their requirements and inherent biases, and the limits that they have placed on the
trans-Neptunian population in § 1.3. We conclude in § 1.5 by summarising this overview of
the state of the field and how, by surveying the southern sky, this thesis will provide an
original contribution to our knowledge of the outer Solar System.
1.1. Origin of the trans-Neptunian populations
The outer Solar System encompasses the objects that orbit between and beyond the orbits
of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, the enormous worlds that gravitationally dominate
our planetary system. In this thesis, I considered the much smaller occupants of this
region, particularly those in the remote and vast outer reaches beyond Neptune: the trans-
Neptunian objects (   s). To understand how many    s exist of each size, and how they
are distributed on orbits around the Sun, we must first consider what is known of the
processes that formed and sculpted their populations. The discovery and mapping of the
    population will allow greater insight into the details of these physical processes.
Like the other planetary bodies in the Solar System, trans-Neptunian objects formed when
the Sun was young, in its T Tauri phase, and surrounded by a slowly accreting disk of dust
and gas. This dust was mainly crystalline silicates: Mg-rich olivine and orthopyroxene
(Taylor 2001) The heat of the young Sun controlled the gas temperature and pressure in
the protoplanetary disk, and the magnetorotational instability of the Sun’s magnetic fields
threading the disk drove turbulence in the disk. Together, these created a unique set of
ice lines: the distance from the Sun at which each volatile species could condense from
the disk’s gas into a solid, where it could then contribute to a forming icy body. The H2O
or snow line, where the disk cooled to 145-170 K, was at 2.7 AU, according both to theory
and observation of the asteroid belt (Lecar et al. 2006). At 160 K and 10 6 bar, the water ice
was crystalline; at 145 K it was instead amorphous ice (Taylor 2001). The ice lines migrated
during the disk evolution as the infall accretion rate dropped. The snow line may even have
moved inside the present Earth’s orbit, though this is inconsistent with the current 0.02 wt%
water content of the Earth (Oka et al. 2011).
There are two current models for the formation of the earliest planetesimals from the
primordial nebula. Either turbulence-induced instabilities in the disk coalesced into small
clumps of material, or disk material coagulated by collisions into small clumps. Gas drag
within the disk pulled the dust present towards the star, producing orbits at di erent rates;
gas drag and turbulence then controlled the collisional velocities. Beyond the snow line,
water contributed up to 50% of the mass of the nascent planetesimals, as much as that from
silicon and iron (Martin & Livio 2012).
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Radionucleide studies show that the agglomeration and growth frommicron-diameter dust
to centimetre-sized nuggets happened in the rapid span of < 50 kyr (Dauphas & Chaussidon
2011). Surface e ects held particles together on the micron scale, the strength of the “dust
bunnies” took over at the millimetre to metre scale, and gravity dominated the structure of
the body once it was larger than kilometres in size.
The physics guiding the growth between the metre-diameter scale and the kilometre-
diameter scale of these little planetesimals is not entirely clear. The gas drag in the disk
would have caused a one-metre body at one AU to drift into the Sun on a timescale of only
a hundred years. The relative orbital velocities for metre-scale objects set the maximum
relative velocities at any stage of planetesimal growth: they produce collisions that in simu-
lations grind the little planetesimals into dust, rather than allowing them to agglomerate
into larger objects (Kenyon et al. 2007).
At su ciently small sizes, collisional grinding took place: this size transition was a function
of the velocity dispersion — the RMS of the inclination and eccentricity of the     orbits.
The velocity dispersion of 1.5 km/s (Jewitt 2000b) meant that all    s smaller than dwarf
planets were ground down by further collisions, rather than continuing to grow. Eventually
they reached dust-size, and were lost from the Solar System through the slow displacement
of radiation pressure. The present level of dust in the Kuiper belt is exceptionally low; the
New Horizons mission carries an instrument to make the first direct measurement, but it
is already known to be su ciently low, with an optical depth of ⌧ ⇠ 10 7 in micron-size
particles, that the region can be considered dust-free (Jewitt 2000b). The only present-day
dust production is from     erosion from collisions with interstellar dust particles (Jewitt
2000b). This contrasts with the dusty disks of the Kuiper belt analogues of extrasolar systems
seen today, which to be detected at all are in a dust-rich early phase of their evolution.
This past bridging of the metre-to-kilometre scale in their growth to larger worlds remains
an area of active theoretical research. The historical picture becomes clearer once the
planetesimals grew by accretion of gas, dust and smaller planetesimals over a few million
years to diameters of several kilometres. Then the planetesimals lived in a realm of physics
where worlds grew by collision, and the abundance of small worlds meant that collisions
were frequent. Collision on collision, the nascent planets accreted each other and grew in
size.
Several embryos became more dominant in their growth rate; the exact mechanisms are
unclear but include a feedback loop of runaway growth for the “oligarch” embryos. The
largest swept out channels in the gas of the primordial nebula as it rotated around the
infant Sun, leaving grooves to mark their passage. Cleared gaps suggestive of such activity
are seen in the disks of extrasolar protoplanetary disks (“transitional disks”): gas giant
planets have been directly imaged in such warped and structured disks, e.g.   Pictoris
(Lagrange et al. 2010) and, in the case of LkCa15, with a source in the gap inferred to be
such a protoplanet (Kraus & Ireland 2011). This phase of planetary embryos lasts another
several million year (Dauphas & Chaussidon (2011) and references therein).
By several tens of millions of years after the Sun’s formation, comparison with the evolution
of young Sun-like stars like HL Taurus and RMonocerotis suggests that the disk had become
planets and planetesimals, clear of gas and dust. The noble gases in the Earth imply the
final, collisional accretion in which the planets grew to their current sizes took place after
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the nebula was cleared away by the Sun’s activity: many small planetesimals were swept
up into the growing planets (Taylor 2001).
A large fraction of the planetesimals were scattered in this post-disk time by encountering
the gravitational field of the planets: their orbits’ inclination, eccentricity and semimajor axis
were decisively shifted (Tsiganis et al. 2005). Most were ejected to the interstellar medium.
Between 1 and 10 percent were thrown out at velocities in the narrow window where their
ejection speed was less than the local Solar System escape speed: only these orbits were
then vulnerable to the subtle influence of galactic tides and perturbations from passing
stars. These lifted the scattered planetesimals’ perihelia far beyond planetary influence
and circularised their orbits. This group form the Oort cloud of comets (Jewitt 2010). Most
comets have remained with perihelia permanently beyond fifty thousand AU; we see a tiny
disturbed fraction that drop towards the Sun into planet-crossing orbits, which lower their
perihelia to a mere < 5 AU. From these, the total Oort population is extrapolated to number
(1   3) ⇥ 1011 (Francis 2005).4
In the many succeeding millennia, the constant repetitive scattering of planetesimals slowly
shifted the orbits of the giant planets themselves, through the accumulation of the minute
angular momentum exchanges of each encounter (Tsiganis et al. 2005). This restructuring
of the Solar System architecture was aided by various pairs of the giant planets reaching
mutual orbital resonances at various times, which drove new divots of scattering into the
stable regions of planetesimal orbits.
Not all worlds were lost to the mass scattering: discrete populations of minor planets
remained, often preserved by being in orbits with parameters that were shielded from the
scattering. With their slow-evolving orbits, they are fossils of the protoplanetary time.
However, these minor planets are not exclusively grouped in low-inclination, near-circular
orbits, as might be expected from populations preserved from even a flared protoplanetary
disk (Gomes 2009). The modern trans-Neptunian populations are a highly sculpted artefact.
They display a split between a major near-flat and a minor highly inclined population, with
the most populous group truncated at near 48 AU. There is also significantly less mass in
the overall population than Solar System formation models would lead us to expect (Gomes
2009).
We therefore examine the current orbits of these populations to understand the gravitational
influences that shaped them. These orbital structures contain three potential levels of
information: the “primordial” trans-Neptunian population formation state; how it was
influenced as the planetary architecture rearranged into its current state (Morbidelli et al.
2008) and how it has evolved under the current architecture (Volk & Malhotra 2011). From
the present orbits of these small worlds, we chart the course of the ancient movements of
the planets.
1.2. The modern dynamical populations beyond Neptune
Our present understanding of the current orbits of the known objects beyond Neptune
is that they fall into several distinct populations: the nomenclature of these groups are
4Down to an absolute magnitude of H = 11: H & 10 corresponds to a nuclear radii less than about 1 km.
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determined by their orbital parameters. These include both the standard Keplerian orbital
elements and several derived parameters, defined below.
For an object that is mutually interacting with a planet and with the Sun, the degree of
interaction or perturbation by the planet on the much less massive object’s orbit can be
quantified by the Tisserand parameter (Tisserand 1890): the interactions relevant here are
those of an object with an orbit with semimajor axis a, inclination i, eccentricity e, with
respect to either Jupiter, for distinguishing objects coupled to Jupiter like Jupiter-family
comets, or Neptune, sometimes used for distinguishing objects scattered by Neptune (Elliot
et al. 2005).
Tplanet =
aplanet
atno
+ 2 cos itno
q
(atno/aplanet)(1   e2tno) (1.1)
This is a constant of motion in the frame of the restricted three-body problem where the
reference plane is relative to the planet.
Also of use in such classification is the sphere of dominant gravitational influence, or Hill
sphere, of a planet, where its gravitational influence dominates the tidal influence of the
Sun. For objects in the outer Solar System, the relevant Hill sphere is Neptune’s, 0.776   
in radius, the largest of any planet in the Solar System due to being furthest from the Sun.
The radius rH of a Hill sphere of a planet with mass mP and an orbital semimajor axis aP
orbiting the Sun, which has massMJ, is given by (Hill 1879):
rH = aP
0BBBB@13 mpmp +MJ
1CCCCA1/3 (1.2)
Closest to the Sun, the Centaurs, which are considered a     population (Gladman et al.
2008), have perihelia qSaturn < qCentaur < qNeptune and qCentaur > 7.35  ; or perihelia and semi-
major axes between the orbits of Jupiter and Neptune (5.2–30   ). They are a dynamically
unstable group: under the strong gravitational influences of the giant planets, their orbits
are evolving so rapidly that they can be lost entirely within the space of only ten million
years. Once their orbits dip into the region of the terrestrial planets, they are seen as Jupiter-
family comets. Centaurs may originate in the population of objects that have encountered
Neptune, or in the chaotic zones near mean-motion resonances.
Surrounding the Lagrange points of Neptune are theNeptune trojans, which may either
have formed or have been captured into these stability points: their matched semimajor axis
with Neptune left them vulnerable to its past migration. There are expected to be 50-350
objects larger than 40 km in each Lagrange point (Sheppard & Trujillo 2010).5
The Kuiper belt sits between 35 and 48 AU, in orbits where they do not gravitationally
encounter Neptune. Kuiper belt objects (   s) are divided into two populations, by whether
they are on orbits in resonance with Neptune. The classical    s6 are not resonant; even at
perihelion, they are always well separated from Neptune, with Tisserand parameter > 3,
e < 0.24, aNeptune < aKBO < 2000 AU (after Elliot et al. (2005) and Gladman et al. (2008)).7
5The MPC reports six at the L4 point and three at the L5 point as of 4 December 2012.
6Also “cubewanos”, after the first discovered, 1992 QB1.
7Elliot et al. (2005) and Gladman et al. (2008) put the e cuto  at slightly di erent places; Gladman et al.
(2008) does not use a Tisserand parameter; Elliot et al. (2005) do not use a semimajor axis cuto  to exclude
detached objects.
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Those    s in main mean motion resonances with Neptune are identified by that resonance;
for example, (134340) Pluto is in the 3:2 resonance (the “plutinos”). Such resonant    s have
eccentricities roughly 0.1 < eKBO < 0.3 (Gladman et al. 2008). Exact identification of whether
objects are within the higher-order resonances like the 12:7 can be di cult, requiring many
cycles of numerical integration of the object’s orbit to determine membership, as objects
di use in and out of suchweak resonances over the lifetime of the Solar System. The classical
   s are the most numerous population. The resonant    s are rarer, but outnumber the
scattered    s, which even after a decade of surveying remain the sparsest population.
The scattered or scattering disk,8 (Torbett 1989) are objects on orbits that have encountered
Neptune; as a region, it encompasses the orbital space that can be visited by bodies that
have encountered Neptune within the radius of a Hill sphere(Morbidelli & Brown 2004).
This region also sources the short-period comets. The orbits of scattered disk objects (SDOs)
evolve over time scales that can be as long as the age of the Solar System. The orbits of
the scattered disk overlap spatially with those of the detached objects, which have orbital
perihelia, their closest approach to the Sun, more distant than they could be placed by
scattering from Neptune. Objects can be within SDO space that are in a high-order (weak)
resonance with Neptune.
Detached objects9 have a broad spectrum of di ering descriptions: however, their defining
feature is q > 50   70   . This “lifted” perihelion cannot be produced by interaction within
the planetary region, and requires another origin, such as scattering by an unknown planet,
or perturbation by a stellar encounter, either within or after the Sun’s birth cluster dispersed
(Brown et al. 2004). These objects are close enough to the Sun that the Galaxy’s gravitational
tides are not their primary influence.
Well beyond this is the realm of comets. Beginning beyond 20-50,000 or more   , the Oort
cloud is so remote that its dominant perturbing influence is the gravitational tides of the
Galaxy, and its members are so small and faint that they cannot be observed, except when
one is disturbed and enters the planetary realm as a comet (Morbidelli 2005).
Both the relative abundances and the orbital parameters of these trans-Neptunian pop-
ulations are needed to tell the story of their origins. Each population cluster must have
an origin, and providing a uniform explanation for each has proved di cult. Are these
populations primordial, or have they been placed in their current locations at a time after
the Solar System formed? Over the last two decades, the evolutionary scenarios have shifted
from proposing the emplacement of the    s by the smoothmigration of Neptune (Malhotra
1995) to the more violent scattering events driven through abrupt ice giant migration that
are postulated in the Nice model (Levison et al. 2008).
The inner truncation of the Kuiper belt occurs distinctly at the 1:2 resonance point with
Neptune. Dynamical stirring took place to push the classical    s into their current ranges,
which are an order ofmagnitude larger than those that could be produced by only amutually
gravitationally stirred primordial disk. This is preserved in the inclination distribution
of the populations. Brown (2001) recognised the separation of the    s into a near-flat
“cold” population and a highly inclined and thus dynamically “hot” population. Lack of
8Or scattered Kuiper belt objects (Jewitt et al. 1998).
9This population are also called inner Oort cloud objects (Brown et al. 2004), extended scattered disc objects
(Gladman 2002), distant detached objects (Gomes et al. 2006) or scattered-extended (Elliot et al. 2006).
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dynamical excitation is used as a strong argument for a dynamically primordial nature.
Most    s are found within 10 ± 1  of the invariable plane, the plane of average angular
momentum in the Solar System (Brown & Pan 2004).
The cold classicals sit between this 1:2 resonance and the 3:2 of the plutinos, with semimajor
axes of between 39.4 and 47.8 AU. Teasing out whether there is structure within the cold
classicals has been a question for over a decade: Petit et al. (2011) concluded that there is a
core of dynamically undisturbed    s within the population of these non-resonant objects.
This “kernel” must have been left untouched by the resonance sweeping of Neptune’s
migration. It is not retained by N-body models that try to form the population with a
smooth migration of Neptune; Batygin et al. (2011) can preserve it through requiring a rapid
precession of the longitude of the ascending node of Neptune.
The cold classicals can also be preserved if the Solar System initially contained five multi-
resonant giant planets: the two gas giants and three ice giants. Recent studies suggest
that this architecture more favorably evolves to the configuration of the present day than a
four-planet system (Nesvorn˝ 2011), and avoids destructive excitation of the cold classicals
if one of the ice giants is ejected early in the dynamical evolution of the system (Batygin
et al. 2011).
A surprisingly high proportion of the smaller population of    s are binary systems: up
to 20% in the cold classicals and 5-10% elsewhere (Stephens & Noll 2006; Noll et al. 2008).
The binaries that are resolved generally have very wide separations (Parker & Kavelaars
2011). These are incredibly fragile systems: if they were located in the inner Solar System,
gravitational perturbations from the planets would rapidly break the binaries apart. In
addition, the mass ratio in the resolved systems are surprisingly equal, suggesting that the
binary components had a common formation: with    s too sparse in the present to form
binaries through gravitational capture, perhaps they are direct remnants of the formation
of planetesimals in binary or trinary clusters (Nesvorny et al. 2010). The abundant nature of
these delicate systems suggests that their host population is ancient (Parker & Kavelaars
2010b).
All the other     populations have experienced significant dynamical evolution, so there are
many aspects which remain to be explained. For example, the Kuiper belt truncates; this is
unexpected when the Solar System is compared to observations of younger planetary disks
around solar-mass stars, where the disks can extend to hundreds of AU. Suggested causes
include tidal disk truncation by a passing star, which may also have provided the dynamical
excitation of the hot     population, but it is also possible that no larger bodies grew in the
outer reaches. Observations will help in resolving this, by confirming the number of large
distant objects.
The population density of the scattered and extended scattered disks is at presentmysterious.
Some objects in the extended scattered disk have been identified, such as 2004   190, but
inner Oort cloud objects are currently only known from (90377) Sedna and 2000 CR105. These
distant objects appear too large (300-2000 km) to have accreted at their present location,
given the low density of the protoplanetary disk at these distances.
N-body simulations of the protoplanetary disk show that the gravitational potential of the
gas disk excites Kozai oscillations in the scattering planetesimals, such that the distribution
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of the scattered disk depends on the shape of the profile of the gas disk (Kretke et al.
2011). The high-inclination population that is observed therefore limits the mass of the
early gas disk. The currently-known relatively small size of the high-inclination population
pushes the mass of the disk downward; however, this population fall on a region of the sky
that has not been well mapped. Surveys of this population will constrain the size of the
protoplanetary nebula at the time of the formation of Jupiter (Kretke et al. 2011).
The significantly higher inclinations of almost all the largest    s is an outstanding puzzle
for     population formation models. The inclination of a smaller object’s scattering from
an ice giant is not dependent on the mass of the object, yet the dwarf planets are not evenly
distributed in inclination (Brown 2008).
1.3. The importance of surveys
At the beginning of the twentieth century, the outer reaches of the Solar System, including
the source of comets, were not understood. Eight planets were known: a ninth body, beyond
Neptune, was thought necessary due to mistaken measurements of the orbit of Neptune. A
“Planet X” would provide the necessary perturbations to Neptune’s orbit.
Todd (1880) made the first serious search for a planet beyond Neptune, examining by eye a
2-by-50 degree strip along the invariable plane with the 26” USNO refractor. Although he
reported “I have much confidence in this telescopic search. . . there should be no pressing
need of duplicating it.”, his method of searching visually for a perceptible disk made
checking even 13th magnitude stars “quite out of the question” (Tombaugh 1961).
The search clearly required better technology. Lowell tried small photographic surveys
between 1906 and his death in 1916, but it was not until a 13” was commissioned at Lowell
Observatory in 1929 that a photographic survey began in earnest. Tombaugh (1946, 1961)
pioneered the technique used for detection of slow-moving objects: take multiple images of
a large field, some time apart, and examine each point of light to see if any have shifted in
position.
Working with the 13”, a blink comparator and pairs of 12 x 14 degree photographic plates,
taking images hours apart, with a third image about two days later, Tombaugh and collabor-
ators observed primarily within 15 degrees and no further than 25 degrees from opposition.
The image on the third night gave the survey a motion sensitivity of out to 400 AU and
excluded asteroids closer than Saturn. As they moved to higher ecliptic latitudes, the tem-
poral spacing of the images was increased proportional to the secant of the ecliptic latitude
(Tombaugh 1961), though the maximum span of the three observations was kept at a week.
The survey fields were overlapped to provide sensitivity to Saturn-interior Centaurs with
orbital inclinations of up to 15 degrees, and more distant objects of higher inclination. This
survey ran until 1945.
Tombaugh successfully identified one object: Pluto. Unfortunately, Pluto was close to the
predicted location of a perturber of Neptune; this meant that it was immediately thought to
be on the order of a terrestrial planet in size. The true size and composition of this world
were not established until the detection of its satellite Charon by Christy & Harrington
(1978), which then showed that Pluto was only equal in diameter to roughly the size of
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Figure 1.1 The sky coverage of Tombaugh (1961) from surveying for    s between 1929 and 1945: the shading
indicates estimated limiting magnitudes. White area around the ecliptic: mag 17; crosshatch: mag 16-17; stipple:
mag 14-15, with uncertainties of up to 0.5 mag. Declination ranges beyond the stipple were not observed.
Western Australia, and had the density of ice with a little rock. Pluto was discovered with a
supposedly non-optimal six days between the second and third observations (Tombaugh
1961).
Tombaugh’s survey was practically complete down to 17th magnitude for three-quarters of
the sky, covering about 30,000 square degrees (Figure 1.1). They did examine an additional
1530 deg2. area along the ecliptic, 7.5 hrs of RA long, to 18th magnitude (Tombaugh 1961).
The magnitude and spatial completeness of this survey, and the painstaking labour involved
in surveying by hand with the technology of photographic plates, meant that few further
surveys were undertaken in the succeeding decades. The Solar System remained as seen in
Fig. 1.2); “[i]n the modern era of software analysis, one can only hold in awe the diligence
and expertise of those researchers engaged in this work.” (Fitzsimmons 2000).
Following Leonard (1930)’s optimism that further Pluto-like objects would soon “come
to light”, the likelihood of there being numerous other    s was taken up by Edgeworth
(1943, 1949), who suggested that there would be a cloud of such objects, but it was his
contemporary Kuiper’s (unciting) review in 1951, suggesting a distant belt, that gained
greater attention. Neither astronomer had a physical model of formation or predicted the
distribution of orbits in this region; however, Kuiper’s name is now used for the population
between 38 and 45 AU (§ 1.1).
The lack of interest in the outer structure of the Solar System saw the field languish through
the 1950s and 60s. This underwent a gradual shift in the 1980s. Fernandez (1980) revisited
the ideas of Edgeworth and Kuiper in an e ort to explain the flux of short-period comets
(Joss 1973), while Duncan (1988) showed that these comets could not originate from a
spherical source population, due to the low inclination of their orbits. This work supported
the existence of a flattened “belt” at 40-50   , a population distinct from the inner part of
Oort’s exceedingly remote cloud with semimajor axis ⇠ 104    (Marsden et al, 1978) that
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Figure 1.2 The Solar System as depicted by Leonard (1930) after the discovery of Pluto: the innermost circle is
Earth’s orbit.
was the source of comets.
There were complementary observational e orts. Kowal et al. (1979) made a photographic
plate survey at Palomar in the late 1970s, leading to the discovery of the first Centaur, (2060)
Chiron. This survey searched 6400 deg2. down to mr ⇠ 18.5. The final such survey by Luu
& Jewitt (1988) unsuccessfully surveyed 297 deg2 down to mr ⇠ 19.0.
This changed with the development of CCD cameras in the late 1980s (Table 1.1). These
detectors o ered a linear response to incident light, up to their point of saturation, and
were very e cient at converting this received flux to signal. However, they could only be
manufactured with painfully small surface areas. This limited their utility for wide-field
surveys for nearly another decade, but a few astronomers made immediate use of them for
small-scale     searches. A number of researchers made pilot digital surveys with a mix of
hand and computer-blinked analysis techniques in the late 1980s and early 1990s, though
all were unsuccessful (Luu & Jewitt 1988; Kowal 1989; Levison & Duncan 1990; Cochran
et al. 1991; Tyson et al. 1992).
The perseverance of Jewitt & Luu (1993) in a subsequent larger survey brought their dis-
covery of (15760) 1992 QB1.10 This heralded the age of discovery of the Kuiper belt. 1992
QB1 was followed by nearly a hundred more Kuiper belt objects in the next six years (Fitz-
simmons 2000), and the first scattered disk object, 1996 TL66 (Luu et al. 1997). These were
found through a scattering of small but quite deep optical surveys, most in the Northern
Hemisphere (Jewitt & Luu 1995; Jewitt et al. 1998) (Table 1.1).
101992 QB1 has subsequently turned out to be a rather uninteresting medium-small (H = 7.2) cold classical
object with a featureless spectrum. Classical objects are however sometimes referred to as “cubewanos” in its
honour.
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Table 1.1     surveys up to mid-2000
Survey (if named) Facility Area (deg2) m50 Reference
EROS-2 La Silla 1.5 30.0 ⇠ 19.0 I P. Tisserand (pers. comm.)
QUEST Llano del Hato 1.0 66.8 20.0 Rabinowitz & Team (2000)
sKBO CFHT/12K 20.2 23.7 Trujillo et al. (2000)
sKBO UH 2.2/8K 51.5 22.5 Trujillo et al. (2000)
unpublished La Silla 2.2 1.6 24.0 Delsanti et al. (1999); Boehnhardt & Hainaut (2000)
KECK/LRIS 0.01 27.9 Chiang & Brown (1999)
SSO 40” 12.0 21.0 Brown &Webster (1998)
JL Deep Keck 0.3 26.3 Luu & Jewitt (1998a)
CFHT/UH8k 51.5 23.4 Gladman et al. (1998)
Palomar 5 0.049 25.6 Gladman et al. (1998)
Palomar 5 0.075 25.0 Gladman et al. (1998)
CFHT/UH8k 51.5 22.5 VR Jewitt et al. (1998)
Pluto-Express CFHT/12k 2.22 23.1 Trujillo & Jewitt (1998)
MKCT UH 2.2 3.9 24.2 Jewitt et al. (1996)
MKCT CTIO 1.5 4.4 23.2 Jewitt et al. (1996)
HST/WFPC2 0.001 27.9 Cochran et al. (1995); Brown et al. (1997); Cochran et al. (1998)
WHT 0.7 23.5 Irwin et al. (1995)
UH 2.2 1.2 24.8 Jewitt & Luu (1993, 1995)
INT 2.5 0.7 22.5 Williams (1995)
unpublished McDonald 2.7 unknown unknown Cochran et al. (1991)
Flagsta  40” 4.9 21.0 Levison & Duncan (1990)
KPNO 1.3 0.338 24.0 Luu & Jewitt (1988)
KPNO 0.6/CTIO 0.9/plate 297.0 19.5 Luu & Jewitt (1988)
unpublished unreported 0.01 24.9 Tyson et al. (1992)
Palomar 48”/plate 6400 18.5 Kowal (1989)
Lowell 13”/plate 1530 18.0? Tombaugh (1961)
Lowell 13”/plate 30000 16.8? Tombaugh (1946, 1961)
26” USNO refractor/eye 100 10.0? Todd (1880)
a Expanded from Kavelaars et al. (2008a) and Brown &Webster (1998). Facility refers to telescope name/aperture and dimensions of CCD array of camera.
Survey limiting magnitude is normally given at m50, the magnitude at which the detection e ciency of    s drops to 50%.
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Table 1.2     surveys from mid-2000 up to December 2013
Survey (if named) Facility Area (deg2) m50 Reference
LSQKBO La Silla 1.0 ⇠ 7500 21.5 Rabinowitz et al. (2012)
OCKS Las Campanas 1.3 ⇠ 2500 21.6 Sheppard et al. (2011)
HST/ACS 1.83 26.43 Fuentes et al. (2011)
HST/ACS 0.45 26.1 Fuentes et al. (2010)
HELE-CFEPS CFHT 480.0 23.9 g0 Kavelaars et al. (2008b), J.J. Kavelaars (pers. comm.)
CFEPS CFHT 321.0 23.5–24.4 g Kavelaars et al. (2009); Petit et al. (2011)
PDSSS Palomar 1.2 11786.0 21.3 Schwamb et al. (2009, 2010)
Subaru/Suprime 0.26 26.8 Fuentes et al. (2009)
SDSS Stripe 82 Sloan 300.0 22.6 r unpublished; cf. Kaib et al. (2009)
Subaru/Suprime 0.3 26.8 Fraser & Kavelaars (2009)
Subaru/Suprime 2.8 25.7 Fuentes & Holman (2008)
CFHT/Blanco 3.0 26.4 Fraser et al. (2008)
ESSENCE CTIO Blanco 11.52 23.7 Becker et al. (2008)
Spacewatch KPNO 0.9 7790.6 21.0 (rate dependent) Larsen et al. (2007)
Irregular Satellites CFHT/12K 11.85 24.0 Petit et al. (2006)
DSS NGS-POSS I Palomar 1.2 4992.0 unpublished? Rhoads (2005)
DES KPNO/CTIO 4.0 550.0 22.0 Millis et al. (2002); Elliot et al. (2005)
HST/ACS 0.02 28.5 Bernstein et al. (2004, 2006)
Caltech Wide Area Palomar 1.2 19389.0 20.5 Trujillo & Brown (2003); Brown (2008)
CTIO 1.50 25.5 Allen et al. (2001)
KPNO 2.3 24.9–25.4 Allen et al. (2002)
SDSS Sloan 100.0 21.5 Ivezic et al. (2001)
KPNO-Large KPNO 0.9/Mosaic 164.0 21.1 Trujillo et al. (2001b)
CFHT/UT1 0.31 25.93 Gladman et al. (2001)
CFHT CFHT 73.0 23.7 Trujillo et al. (2001a)
Spacewatch KPNO 0.9 1483.5 21.5 Larsen et al. (2001)
SEKS Mt Stromlo 1.3 2900.0 19.5 Moody et al. (2003); Moody (2004)
Baker-Nunn APT 0.5 1428.0 18.8 Sheppard et al. (2000)
a Updated/expanded from Kavelaars et al. (2008a) and Brown &Webster (1998), excluding occultation surveys, whose discoveries are inherently
irretrievable. Facility refers to telescope name/aperture and dimensions of CCD array of camera. Survey limiting magnitude is normally given at m50,
the magnitude at which the detection e ciency of    s drops to 50%.
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These surveys (Table 1.1) were hampered by their small area: at the time the 52 sq deg of
Jewitt et al. (1998) was “huge” (Fitzsimmons 2000), though the total area of the sky is 41,253
sq degrees.
The natural constraint on the length of integration between obtaining the optimum signal-
to-noise (s/n) and preventing trailing provides an inherent limit to the depth of survey of
a 2 m-class telescope, of mr ⇡ 24 (Fitzsimmons 2000). This led to the development of the
“shift and add” stacking techniques, where multiple exposures are restacked along possible
    motion vectors and coadded to try to get a     to pop out as a point source among
the trailed distant galaxies and stars. This technique is often used in the narrow-field or
“pencil-beam” surveys which reach much fainter magnitudes (Parker & Kavelaars 2010a).
The new availability of both the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and telescopes in the 8-10
m class led to an enthusiastic push to the greatest possible depths, and to a division of
surveying into two groups: the pencil-beam surveys and the all-sky surveys (Table 1.1, 1.2).
The small-area deep surveys sample the small-diameter end of the population distribution.
They have assessed the     population to very small diameters: Bernstein et al. (2004)
checked down to mr 28.5 with HST (Bernstein et al. 2006), while Fraser et al. (2008) obtained
72    s from a magnitude-limited search between mg021–26.4 in only 3 deg2.
The shallower all-sky surveys measure the bright end of the population and characterise the
overall sky density, particularly for the rarer     populations. Even in the 1960s, Tombaugh
(1961) looked ahead hopefully to a search “to the twentieth magnitude”, which he saw as
being quite plausible with the then-new, optically faster design of Schmidt telescope, and
suggested that it be tried with the 48” Schmidt telescope at Palomar11. From the late 1990s,
successive wide-field surveys at Palomar Observatory including Trujillo & Brown (2003)
and Schwamb et al. (2009, 2010) used exactly this telescope with a modern digital imager
(Table 1.2). They produced a fruitful crop of    s, including many dwarf planets, found in
all dynamical classes.
In addition, the Deep Ecliptic Survey (DES) (Millis et al. 2002; Elliot et al. 2005) surveyed
550 deg2 to mr 22.5 and Spacewatch (Larsen et al. 2001, 2007) helped populate the relatively
small and faint     population, which rapidly increased in number.
There have been attempts to explore themid-depth population, fulfilling both the constraints
of magnitude depth and sky coverage. The most comprehensive work in this area has been
the Canada-France Ecliptic Plane Survey (CFEPS) survey on CFHT. This four-year survey
carefully worked through 321 sq.deg. of the ecliptic to depths in the range mAB 23.5-24.4,
with comprehensive followup of their 169 discoveries (Petit et al. 2011).
CFEPS also made a small subsurvey for a high ecliptic latitude extension, HELE-CFEPS
(Kavelaars et al. 2008b), which led to the discovery of the first few “perpendicular” objects
in the Solar System, with retrograde orbits with inclinations of just past ninety degrees.
These objects remain particularly puzzling, as straightforward scattering from the giant
planets is insu cient to place them on such high-inclination orbits, and their orbits are not
11It is interesting to ponder that Luyten’s work in the optical with the Palomar Sky Survey of the 1950s for
his massive parallax-measuring project was with a plate measuring machine that used colour illumination of
the plates to show unmatched objects statically, rather than through blinking. J. Larsen notes “I suppose the
di culties in approaching Luyten to ask to use it would have made its applicability for planetary astronomy
limited. Oh, but the possibilities. . . ”
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stable enough over Solar System lifetime timescales for them to be on “primordial” paths.
However, this survey remains one of very few to sample the high-latitude areas of the sky
that contain the potential high-inclination trans-Neptunian population.
In 2013, over 1600    s were known: the majority are in the Kuiper belt. These modern
wide-field and pencil-beam surveys have allowed the dynamical properties of the trans-
Neptunian region to be mapped, first in broad-brush strokes, but in ever-increasing detail.
We turn now to the contributions made from surveying the southern sky.
1.3.1. Previous surveys in the Southern Hemisphere
Throughout the development of the field, work in the Southern Hemisphere has been
limited, as most of the band within 10 degrees latitude of the ecliptic is visible from the
Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 1.3). There were a few early surveys in the south. A survey
in Chile at La Silla (Boehnhardt & Hainaut 2000) covered a very small amount of sky, and
made no discoveries (Delsanti et al. 2000), but continued to be unsuccessfully proposed for
a few successive years (Boehnhardt & Hainaut 2002). A Venezuela survey by Rabinowitz &
Team (2000) at the 1 m Schmidt at Llano del Hato, part of a quasar and transient survey,
twice drift-scanned 66.8 deg2 centered at RA = 13.3 h, Dec = -1.1 deg at a 4-hour separation,
discovering one object (2000 EB173).
Three surveys have been previouslymade in Australia. 12 square degrees were observed to a
limiting magnitude of mR ⇠ 21.0 by Brown &Webster (1998) with the Siding Spring 40-inch
telescope near the ecliptic between April 1995 and April 1997, with one potential Centaur
detected. Sheppard et al. (2000) used the UNSW Automated Patrol Telescope at     for
surveying 1,428 deg2 tomR = 18.8, observing one previously discovered Centaur, 1997 CU26
(Chariklo), and also kept their fields very close to the ecliptic. The EROS-2 survey monitored
⇠ 88 deg2 of the Large Magellanic Cloud, 10 deg2 of the Small Magellanic Cloud and about
100 deg2 toward the Galactic Bulge (mainly at Galactic latitude  2 < b <  6) over 6.7 years
to mI ⇠ 20. 30 deg2 of the closest fields to the ecliptic have been image subtracted for    s,
with no detections, at an estimated detection e ciency of 50% for I ⇠ 19 (P. Tisserand, pers.
comm.).
The previous major Australian-based survey of Marshall et al. (2001) had planned to cover
the entire southern sky, with the MACHO survey’s Great Melbourne Telescope. They had
only surveyed ⇠2,900 deg2 around the ecliptic before the telescope and the reduced survey
data were destroyed in the Canberra bushfires of 2003 (Moody et al. 2003).12 None of the
few detections made in this survey (Moody 2004) were subsequently successfully observed
again for recovery and determination of their orbits, so they are considered lost.
In recent years, since the beginning of this thesis, two other surveys have commenced
operation and searches for    s in the Southern Hemisphere (Table 1.2). The Yale survey
uses the former QUEST survey camera (Schwamb et al. 2009) on the La Silla 1.3 m telescope,
to a limiting magnitude of ⇠ 21.5 (Rabinowitz et al. 2012). The OGLE-Carnegie survey uses
a 1.3 m telescope at Las Campanas, using the OGLE data to obtain a limiting magnitude of
21.2 to 21.6, and runs a full subtraction pipeline on their survey area of ⇠ 2500 deg2 of part
12The original data survive, and have been the source of several publications on Cepheids.
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FIG. 2.ÈSky covered during this survey. Shaded areas represent the
month in which the sky was searched. The horizontal axis is right ascen-
sion in hours, and the vertical axis is declination in degrees.
on the CCD. From equation (1), KBOs with R[ 30 AU
will have dh/dt¹ 4A hr~1 (¹10 pixels per day) and Cen-
taurs with 5 AU\R\ 30 AU have 4A hr~1¹ dh/dt¹ 20A
hr~1 (between 10 and 50 pixels per day). Therefore, we
sought KBOs and Centaurs by comparing images taken on
successive nights, allowing the detection of objects moving
at rates between 1A and 20A hr~1. Trailing of both KBOs
and Centaurs was negligible because of the large pixels,
slow movement of the objects, and short integration times.
Three consecutive exposures of 200 s each were taken on
each of three separate nights, yielding nine images per Ðeld.
Weather permitting, the Ðelds were imaged on consecutive
nights. The images were bias- and dark-subtracted and then
Ñat-Ðelded with median twilight sky Ñats. The three images
of a Ðeld taken during a single night were registered and
then combined using the IRAF CRREJECT cosmic-ray
rejection algorithm to remove cosmic rays and increase
signal-to-noise ratio. These three images were taken con-
secutively, so there was little or no telescope motion
between them. Landolt (1992) standard stars were used for
photometric calibration.
Field centers di†ered by up to 50A from night to night as a
result of APT pointing variations. We aligned the Ðelds
from di†erent nights by eye. The data were analyzed in two
complementary ways, (1) by visual ““ blinking ÏÏ and (2) using
an automated search algorithm. For the visual analysis,
four criteria were used for SMO identiÐcation : (a) the object
must appear in all three frames, (b) it must have linear
motion, (c) it must have a steady brightness in all three
frames, and (d) it must have constant velocity appropriate
for an SMO (\20A hr~1). Many asteroids between magni-
tudes 10 and 19 were quickly identiÐed and rejected by their
large motions ([50 pixels in 24 hr). They were not followed
up with further observations, because of limited telescope
time. Centaur 10199 Chariklo (provisional designation 1997
was at when detected serendipitouslyCU26) mV\ 17.8(Fig. 1). It was discovered independently by the visual and
automated procedures, with no knowledge of its location in
the Ðeld. No other known SMOs in the area searched were
bright enough to be detected by our survey. It should also
be noted that the January Ðelds were crowded because of
the close proximity of the Galactic plane to opposition,
while the March Ðelds were hampered by bad weather.
During poor weather, the few Ðelds with gaps of 2 or 3 days
were observed on four nights instead of the usual three to
ensure that SMO identiÐcation efficiency was not signiÐ-
cantly reduced compared with Ðelds taken on three con-
secutive nights.
The limiting magnitude of the survey was found by ran-
domly placing 100 artiÐcial SMOs onto a subset of the
images. AMo†at (1969) proÐle matched to the point-spread
function of the APT was used to generate the artiÐcial
SMOs. The visual detection efficiencies for KBOs and Cen-
taurs are shown as a function of magnitude in Table 4. A
KBO detection efficiency equal to half the maximum effi-
ciency was reached at which we take as the limit-m
R
\ 18.8,
ing magnitude of this survey. The Centaur detection
efficiency equal to half the maximum efficiency was also
reached nearm
R
\ 18.8.
As a complement to the visual SMO search, a moving-
object detection program was used to Ñag potential SMO
candidates for scrutiny. The algorithm was optimized for
our undersampled data. Objects were detected in each
image by searching for maxima in the center of a 3] 3 pixel
box. An approximate signal-to-noise ratio and Ñux for the
object were then determined using all pixels within the box
with Ñux more than 1.5 p above the sky background. While
this underestimated the Ñux of extended objects, it provided
a good estimate of the Ñux of faint undersampled stellar
images, which occupied 1 to 4 pixels, depending on the
location of the image centroid with respect to the pixel grid.
Using catalogs of objects in each Ðeld with signal-to-noise
ratio greater than 4, the software removed stationary
objects by searching for objects within^1 pixel of the same
position in multiple images. Stationary objects with Ñuxes
that varied by more than a factor of 2 are retained in the
catalog, as these could be blended objects. The program
then Ñags ““ objects ÏÏ with a consistent rate of motion
between 1A and 12A hr~1 within 20¡ of the projected direc-
tion of the ecliptic. Candidates with Ñuxes varying by more
than a factor of 5 were rejected, as these were dominated by
spurious objects and variable stars.
The software successfully detected Centaur Chariklo,
which was not unexpected, as it was more than a magnitude
brighter than the survey limit. As with searching for candi-
dates by eye, the detection efficiency was determined by
searching for artiÐcial SMOs. The average detection effi-
ciency as a function of magnitude is summarized in Table 5.
The KBO detection rate of half the maximum value was
reached at and is the limiting magnitude for them
R
\ 18.5
TABLE 4
EYE DETECTION EFFICIENCY VERSUS
MAGNITUDE FOR ARTIFICIAL
KBOS AND CENTAURS
Magnitude KBOsa Centaursb
(m
R
) (%) (%)
18.00 . . . . . . 92 90
18.25 . . . . . . 90 86
18.50 . . . . . . 77 72
18.75 . . . . . . 55 47
19.00 . . . . . . 16 7
a ArtiÐcial KBOs moved between 8
and 10 pixels day~1 (3A to 4A hr~1).
b ArtiÐcial Centaurs moved between
15 and 30 pixels day~1 (6A to 12A hr~1).
(a) Sheppard et al. (2000): 1428 deg2 to m = 18.8.
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Figure 1. Plot of the fields observed by the Survey.
body was also assumed to have an albedo of 0.04 in R-band and given a diameter, a
colour offset, an amplitude of colour variation, and a period of 6 hours, representing
rotation. The combination of these elements defines the position and brightness of
an object at any given time.
3.1. TNO SELECTION CRITERIA
Typically, a candidate list contains ∼100 objects, and this results in ∼1 million
possible combi ations. We extract TNO candidates by finding objects which have
6 TNO-like characteristics over the course of the three observations. The selection
criteria are:
1. Direction Since the motion of a TNO is due only to the Earth’s motion, and
the turn-aro nd of TNOs is very short compared to the path of the orbit, all
(b)Moody et al. (2003): 500 deg2 to = 19.5
(2900 deg2 reported in Moody (2004)).
(c)Deep Eclip ic Survey (Millis et al. 2002; Elliot et al.
2005): 550 deg2 to m = 22.0
(d) Spacewatch slow-moving (Larsen et al. 2007):
7790.6 deg2 to m = 21.0.
(e) Palomar (Trujillo & Brown 2003; Brown 2008):
19389 eg2 to m = 20.5.
(f) Palomar Distant (Schwamb et al. 2009, 2010):
11786 deg2 to 21.3.
Figure 1.3 Wide-field digital     surveys greater than 500 deg2 up to 2009, when this work began; Larsen et al.
(2001) (1483.5 deg2 tom = 21.5) is omitted as Larsen et al. (2007) overlaps its cov rage. Note the lack of southern
surveying.
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of the galactic plane and regions south of declination -25 that are near the ecliptic (Sheppard
et al. 2011).
1.3.2. Requirements for detecting moving objects
Filter-wise, the sky is darker at V, but the CCDs used in digital cameras have higher e ciency
at R, so the signal to noise is better in R, and the filter avoids bright emission lines from
atmospheric OH that occur at longer wavelengths (Jewitt & Luu 1995); most surveys keep
to a variant of this filter.
To detect moving objects in the Solar System, a piece of skymust be repeatedly imaged: three
observations will provide the definition of an orbit. The stars provide a fixed background,
and the moving object changes position in successive images. The two main classes of
moving objects that will be detected, asteroids and    s, have quite di erent characteristics.
We wish to detect    s, and avoid the far more numerous asteroids.
Opposition, the point relative to the observer on the Earth that is opposite the location of
the Sun in the sky, is on the meridian at midnight and moves eastward at about 30 degrees
per month. When at opposition, all Solar System objects exhibit apparent westward motion,
proportional to their heliocentric distance. This apparent motion is due to the Earth also
orbiting the Sun, at a higher velocity than the more distant objects, following from the
Keplerian nature of the gravitational potential. The objects at opposition are both fully
illuminated and at minimum geocentric distance. If we assume that both Earth and     are
on concentric coplanar orbits, the rate of motion d✓/dt on the sky of an object at geocentric
distance   (   ) and heliocentric distance rH (   ) observed near opposition is given by (Luu
& Jewitt 1988):
d✓
dt
=
vEarth   v   
1.5 ⇤ 108  (1.3)
where d✓/dt is in radians per second, vEarth is the Keplerian velocity of the Earth (⇠ 30
km/s), v    is the Keplerian velocity of the    . d✓/dt for    s where rH >> 1, can instead
be equivalently given in arcsec per hour as per (Fraser et al. 2008):
d✓
dt
⇠ 147.8  
2666664 1    1r3/2H
3777775 (1.4)
or equivalently (Brown &Webster 1998):
d✓
dt
⇡ 147.8   cos!
rH
(1.5)
where ! is the angle from opposition, such that almost all the object motion is a reflex e ect
from the Earth’s motion.
The alternative location for observation is at quadrature, along the Earth’s orbital motion
vector, which produces apparent motion that is only due to the object’s orbital motion in
the plane of the sky. In this case its rate of motion in arcsec per hour is similarly given by
(cf. Fraser et al. (2008) formulation):
d✓
dt
=
147.8
r3/2H
(1.6)
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for objects on circular orbits.
At opposition,    s will have their greatest rate of motion: Centaurs at 5 < R < 30    have
4 < d✓/dt (normally they move at up to 15”/hr), and other objects > 30    have motion
rates of a few arcseconds per hour:    s at 40    move at ⇠ 3”/ hr at opposition. This
trans-Neptunianmotion is detectable over a single night, and can be used for initial detection
of    s and for positive identification of known    s in follow-up observations where the
size of the orbital element error ellipse is large.
In contrast, asteroids will be at their slowest rate of motion. Away from opposition, those
inward of ⇠ 5    move swiftly: rates of 100” per hour are quite common. Therefore, for
most e cient detection,    s should be observed as close to opposition as possible; but
asteroids near their stationary points can then be confused with    s.
Increasing the spacing of observations to occur over more than one night will remove the
confusion with asteroids, whose motion will swiftly pick up again. This multi-day spacing
of discovery and followup observations is the key to a successful survey for outer Solar
System objects. There is a level of finesse in setting the exact spacing of observations, so
determining the optimum spacing of the observations for discriminating and identifying
   s is the first task in survey design.
The spacing of observations leads directly to the e ciency of object detection of the survey
as a function of heliocentric distance. The short cadence of near-Earth asteroid surveys also
permits them to detect Centaurs, but the normal intranight processing which they make
for surveying leaves them unable to see    s, eg. Spacewatch discovered five of the first
nine Centaurs as a result (Larsen et al. 2001). Most     surveys are able to pick up distant
Centaurs; those in closer than 10    may not be adequately sampled in this way, as di erent
surveys have varying detection heliocentric cuto s, in the hope of better removing their
contamination by asteroids.
1.3.3. The biases inherent in surveys
Surveys of the outer Solar System have a number of biases inherent in their construction:
all surveys are sampling a particular region of the phase space in a very particular way.
There are several major sources of bias to consider: flux bias, pointing or sky coverage bias,
ephemeris (followup or tracking) bias, and cadence (detection) bias (Kavelaars et al. 2008a).
Careful design of surveys can only minimise rather than eliminating bias, but as long as
each survey’s characteristics are suitably reported, a given survey’s biases can be taken into
account during the interpretation of their results, their discoveries “de-biased”, to find the
true underlying properties of the populations of the outer Solar System. This holds even for
surveys with no discoveries: as long as the survey reports where it did not find anything, it
still explores phase space in a way useful to understanding the trans-Neptunian region.
As    s are discovered primarily in the optical by reflected solar light, surveys are flux
limited by the size of their telescopes and the duration of each integration: this flux bias
leaves them more sensitive to near and bright    s than either to small or to distant    s.
As reflected flux is also proportional to an object’s diameter, surveys are also more sensitive
to larger    s (bigger reflectors) than small    sT˙his can be quantified as long as the flux
limits of the survey are well known, but at present it leaves a lack of knowledge about very
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small sub-10 km sized objects and objects well beyond 50    , and an oversampling of the
plutinos, which spendmuch of their orbit interior to Neptune where they are easily detected
(Kavelaars et al. 2008a).
The pointing bias from the choice of sky coverage for a survey biases which regions of
orbital phase space are sampled: an object of orbital inclination i spends most of its orbit
at ecliptic latitudes close to ±i (Gladman et al. 2012), i.e. highly inclined objects spend
little of their orbit near the ecliptic. Limited-area surveys are predominantly made near
the ecliptic, where more objects can be found, due to the low inclinations of the more
abundant     populations. This introduces a bias in inclination phase space toward better
sampling of the low-inclination population and poor statistical sampling (a few in a few
hundred detections) of the high-inclination population (Kavelaars et al. 2008a). High-
latitude surveys such as CFEPS-HELIO, and all-sky surveys, address this problem, but it
is still prevalent in the current literature (Table 1.1, 1.2). This has masked such statistics
as the true proportions of the hot and cold classical populations — this observational bias
has previously preferentially selected for the discovery of objects in the cold population,
close to the invariant plane/ecliptic, despite the hot population theoretically being larger
(Gulbis et al. 2010). It has also masked the true thickness of the Kuiper belt: if visible with
the naked eye, the dense core of the Kuiper belt would cover about a quarter of the sky
(Fitzsimmons 2000).
Also produced by sky coverage selection is bias in ecliptic longitude: populations in certain
mean-motion resonances will be better sampled than others, depending on where the sky
coverage is placed relative to Neptune (Gladman et al. 2012). The orbital dominance of
Neptune clusters the     population in its resonant regions; for example, the plutinos come
to perihelion ⇠ ±90  from Neptune, and have an observed abundance in that confined
region (Gladman et al. 2012). While the point of perihelion of a given resonance will librate,
it does not do so over a timescale su cient to smear out this bias. Existing surveys often
unevenly sample this longitudinal structure.
In contrast, ephemeris bias results from how well surveys can extend the arcs of their
discoveries once made: the initial assumption that an orbit is circular is fine to help fit an
initial orbit to the arc of a few days or hours present at discovery, allowing retrieval of the
object within a few months of discovery. However, as that assumption is almost certainly
incorrect, an object on such a short arc can be lost if follow-up is not available due to lack of
telescope resources or adverse weather, by not being in the area of sky expected from the
prediction based on a wrong orbit (Jones et al. 2006, 2010). Objects with “extreme” orbital
elements at the currently least populated corners of orbital phase space are most likely to be
lost in this way (Kavelaars et al. 2008a). This bias can be accounted for by su ciently wide-
field surveys to take advantage of the slow motion of    s by designing blindly pointed
followup that repeatedly observes the discovery-target sky (Jones et al. 2006).
The distance to which a     can be detected is a function of the apparent magnitude of
the object, but also of the survey’s sensitivity to its motion rate. The choice of cadence of
a survey dictates its sensitivity of distance: observing three times in half an hour gives
sensitivity to the motion of main-belt asteroids, but not to that of    s, which will have
barely shifted on the sky to seeing-matched pixels at greater-than-arcsecond-seeing sites, so
multi-hour cadences are used in most trans-Neptunian surveys. Cadence bias is generated
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through this choice of survey cadence: multi-hour cadences will move objects > 50   
barely two seeing disks between observations at typical ground-based site image quality, so
retaining high e ciency in the discovery pipeline to detect such distant objects is di cult
(Kavelaars et al. 2008a). Purpose-designed multi-night-baseline surveys for distant objects
are necessary, e.g. Schwamb et al. (2009).
Understanding the population that we sample through the surveys is therefore a matter
of inversion, applying the survey’s characterised biases to its observations to produce a
modelled population of the trans-Neptunian region.
1.3.4. Survey detection e ciency and the observable size distribution of TNOs
The completeness of the survey provides a comprehensive measure of its usefulness. A
survey provides two values: the number of objects of eachmagnitudewithin its sky coverage,
which can be better considered as the sky density of    s, and the derivative from that, a
measurement on the upper end of the luminosity function of    s. This constraint provides
a check on existing models of     size distribution, which are normally fit by a power law
(Fraser & Kavelaars 2008).
To calculate this sky density and its derivative constraint, certain parameters of the survey
must be found: the magnitude limit in each field; the temporal coverage of the survey; the
spatial coverage of the survey. They will be used to characterise the detection limits of the
survey.
The direct measurement made by all surveys is the luminosity function: the number of
objects found at each magnitude. This apparent magnitude must then be converted to the
size of the object, based on its heliocentric distance and its reflectivity (geometric albedo).
Multiplied by the density of observed    s on the sky, this gives the true useful measure of
the     population, its size distribution: the number of objects that are of each diameter,
and the population’s total mass.
For an object on a circular orbit, its magnitude mopposition when seen at opposition, at helio-
centric distance rH and geocentric distance   ⇠ (rH   1), with an albedo p and a radius R is
given by (Tombaugh 1961):
mopposition / pR2r2H(rH   1)2 (1.7)
and therefore, assuming a given constant limitingmagnitude and a given albedo, the object’s
radius is given by (Tombaugh 1961):
logR = logrH(rH   1) + constant (1.8)
or for r > 10 (Tombaugh 1961):
logR = 2logrH + constant (1.9)
If this is modified to take into account the object’s geometric albedo p, a radius-magnitude
relation can be obtained (Luu & Jewitt 1988):
pR2 = 2.25 ⇤ 1016r2H 2100.4(mSun m) (1.10)
where mSun in mR =  27.26 (Luu & Jewitt 1988).
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In a more generalized wavelength-dependent parameterization, the magnitude of the object
we observe that has a diameter D is given as (Fraser & Kavelaars 2008):
m = K  + 2.5log10(
r2H 
2
D2p 
) (1.11)
where p  is the wavelength-dependent object geometric albedo (discussed in more detail in
§ 1.4.1) and the constant is given by Klambda; in R-band, pR ⇠ 4% gives KR = 18.8 (Fraser &
Kavelaars 2008).
This means the smallest observable object at a given heliocentric distance rH, observed by a
survey with a limiting magnitude of mmax, has a diameter (Fraser et al. 2008):
Dmin =
r2H10
(K  mmax)/5
pp  (1.12)
Correspondingly, the largest observable object, Dmax, comes from applying the magnitude
mmin.
The cumulative sky-plane surface density of    s,   deg 2, can be fitted (Jewitt 2000b):
log   = ↵(mR  m0) (1.13)
where ↵,m0 are constants, and mR is the red magnitude. Surveys have to observe down to a
magnitude ofm0 = 23.3±0.1 to reach the surface density where there is one object per square
degree of sky (Jewitt 2000b). Schlichting et al. (2009) used HST to find a surface density
of    s with diameters larger than half a kilometre of .1+4.8 1.7x10
7 deg 2, which superseded
previous surface density measurements from occultations, particularly the non-detections
of the TAOS occultation survey (Bianco et al. 2010).
The number of    s in a survey field can be parameterized as (Jewitt 2000b):
N = A
Z Z
R(r)s(D)dDdr (1.14)
where A is a normalisation constant, R(r) is the radial distribution, s(D) is the size distribu-
tion, r is the heliocentric distance and D is the object diameter.
So from these two measurements, we can obtain the size distribution of all    s. The
largest objects currently known are Pluto (radius 11732010 km (Zalucha et al. 2011))
13 and
Eris (assuming it is spherical), radius of 1163 ± 6 km (Sicardy et al. 2011)). The smallest is
the unnumbered object of Schlichting et al. (2009), 1040 ± 120m in diameter. The expected
numbers of dwarf planets can be estimated from fitting models to the measured sky-plane
surface density of    s.
However, the di erential power law used to describe the size distribution does not have
constant coe cients across all diameters. This raises complications when trying to work
out the total population of    s. Our understanding of the cumulative size distribution at
di erent diameter ranges is described by the parameterisation (Irwin et al. 1995):
N(> r) / r1 q (1.15)
13At 6.5 to 24 microbars (Lellouch et al. 2009), Pluto’s atmosphere is dense enough that its surface is not
directly detected during occultations. This gives a comparatively large uncertainty to its diameter, depending
on the atmospheric assumptions made in the processing of the occultation timing measurements.
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whereN(> r) is the number of objects with radii greater than r, and q is the power-law index.
The correspondence between this and Eqn. 1.13 is given by (Petit et al. 2008):
↵ =
q   1
5
(1.16)
q varies considerably: its change at di erent diameters has been an area of very active
research in the last decade. It indicates how the     population has been sculpted; the
current     population is a relic of its former self, retaining only approximately 0.1 MEarth
(Bernstein et al. 2004; Petit et al. 2008). Assumptions about albedos, sinceM / p 3/2, play a
role in the uncertainty on this value. The remaining population has been modified through
collisional grinding and scattering (Kenyon et al. 2007). This means the original population
was much more massive, and it is this inferred massive original population that must be
used in calculating the dynamical evolution of the Solar System. Almost all of the original
objects have been scattered to the most distant reaches of the Solar System.
1.3.5. The most distant objects
The existence of trans-Neptunian objects at the limits of the current surveys can be con-
strained to certain mass ranges. The current generation of optical surveys place strict limits
out to ⇠ 200 AU within their sky coverage; Schwamb et al. (2010) were even more sensitive
in their extensive sky coverage, out to ⇠ 1000    (motion rates of 0.2”/hr) . However, there
are other methods that also restrict the existence of very large Solar System companions at
greater distances: infrared surveys and measurements of perturbers of stable astronomical
clocks.
A     of dwarf planet size rapidly becomes too cold, and correspondingly too faint, to
be seen when beyond the orbit of Jupiter in the comparatively short exposures of all-sky
surveys in the infrared. Reflected sunlight is brighter in the optical than in the infrared
at those distances, so the large optical surveys are better placed to detect sub-Earth mass
objects. However, a distant Jovian-mass object would emit its own radiation in the mid-
to-far infrared and would be visible to the space-satellite IR surveys: IRAS (1984), ISO
(1996), MSX (1996), AKARI (2006), and WISE (2008).14 It would show as a slow-moving
40-100 K blackbody; for example, a Jupiter-size object at 570 AU would glow with 1 Jy at 60
microns (Houck et al. 1984). IRAS detected no such object (Beichman 1987). AKARI has
not published any such analysis of its transient sources, or published a transient catalogue,
though it has reported observations of known main-belt asteroids as part of its survey (Usui
et al. 2011), and some dedicated observations of    s (Sekiguchi et al. 2012). WISE was
su ciently sensitive to outer Solar System objects, particularly in its longest-wavelength 22
micron channel; its Solar Systemmoving objects pipeline, NEOWISE, recovered 32 Centaurs
and scattered objects, of which 6 were new discoveries (Bauer et al. 2011). Their data are
also not yet fully analysed for large distant objects. The low temperature of an Oort cloud
Jupiter-mass gas giant at 30,000 AU would make it just detectable in WISE’s longest band at
4.9 microns, but such an object would be so far into the noise of the data that their pipeline
would require rewriting for reprocessing and co-adding the entire survey (Wright 2011), J.
Masiero (pers.comm.).
14ISO andMSX both had small ⇠ 10% sky coverage; IRAS, AKARI andWISE were dedicated all-sky surveys.
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Several authors have argued that the long-period and outer Oort cloud comets show a
preferred scattering in their orbital elements and aphelia distributions that is evidence for a
1-4 Jovian-mass planet in the outer Oort cloud (the most comprehensive overview is Matese
&Whitmire (2011)). However, the observed population of long-period and first-time comets
is very di cult to accurately debias (Horner & Evans 2002); the thousand-strong comet
catalogue that will be produced by the Gaia mission’s survey o ers more promise for testing
cometary ephemerides for the e ects of distant perturbers (Horner & Evans 2002).
The highly precise measurements of stable astronomical clocks, such as the rate of change of
the period of systems such as pulsars in binary systems and pulsating white dwarfs, provide
constraints on the presence of a massive companion to the Solar System: its mass would
accelerate the Solar System barycentre. No acceleration has yet been found. Combining
several types of clocks that provide a reasonable spatial sky coverage has generated a
sensitivity of aSun/c ⇠ 10 19 s 1, which limits the existence of a Jovian-mass planet at
200 AU (Zakamska & Tremaine 2005). The arguments of Matese & Whitmire (2011) are
further countered by the greater sensitivity of the acceleration method: while IRAS is more
sensitive to Jovian masses at 70-400 AU, this method is more sensitive to possible planets at
> 300   400 AU than either the optical and infrared surveys or the residuals in the motion
of the comets (Zakamska & Tremaine 2005). This limit will be improved by the long-term
decadal measurements of pulsars planned for the Square Kilometre Array (Seto & Cooray
2007).
These constraints on the existence of high-mass objects do leave open the possibility of Mars-
sized objects in the outer reaches: a 23rd mag object of Mars- to Eris-size would easily have
escaped notice in the current surveys (Trujillo 2008). This thesis will not place constraints at
those magnitudes. For that, we require the next generation of     surveys; those that are
planned to occur on the 4 m + apertures that are equipped with wide-field cameras. These
include the Outer Solar System Origins Survey with MegaCam (Boulade et al. 1998) on the
Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (OSSOS)15, the HyperSuprimeCam on Subaru (Miyazaki
et al. 2012), the Dark Energy Camera on the Cerro Blanco 4 m (DECam) (DePoy et al. 2008),
and further in the 2020s, the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) (Collaboration et al.
2009).
1.4. Dwarf planets: the largest objects in the size distribution
The brightness of an object detected by a survey is a function of its size and distance. Those
objects bright enough to study in detail are often also the largest objects. Understanding
the physics of the geology and evolution of such worlds, to better understand planetesimal
composition and evolution, motivates surveys to discover    s.
The most interesting bodies of the trans-Neptunian realm are those that are large enough
to have di erentiated: separated out to have a core and mantle16. Di erentiation takes
place when the internal gravity of a world is enough to cause the materials of di erent
densities to separate out. For bodies formed beyond the Solar System’s water ice line, which
in the present day is midway through the asteroid belt, this produces a core of silicates
15CFHT Large Programs 2013-16
16Unlike the terrestrial planets, this di erentiation does not produce a lithologically separate surface crust.
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(“rock”) and a mantle of volatile species and compounds (“ices”). It is too cold for water
ice to sublimate at Kuiper belt distances, so water ice forms a stable bedrock for the other
volatiles.
Since their formation, the surface temperatures of    s have remained below about 50
K; this has protected the volatile molecules that were trapped during accretion (Jewitt
2000a). However, di erentiated    s are far from pristine: collisional processing from the
1.5 km/s velocity dispersion among    s, and radiogenic heating in those larger than 100
km diameter, have modified this initial state.
The exact size at which a world is large enough to di erentiate is not precisely clear. The
existence of di erentiation is taken to occur when a body ceases having a lumpy form;
the column pressure on the material at its core is su cient for it to round into hydrostatic
equilibrium. This does not mean that it will be spherical. Nonzero rotation rates will
invariably distort it to an oblate sphere. Particularly high rotation rates, such as the 3.9 hour
period of (136108) Haumea, will cause the body to flow into the form of a Jacobi ellipsoid
(Rabinowitz et al. 2006).
Heat within the planetary interior can assist in this process. Endogenic heating is provided
by Al26 in dust from supernovae, accreted during the    ’s formation. This provides heat
in the interior of the body, but only soon after its formation (this radioactive isotope has a
half life of only seven hundred thousand years, so its influence is particularly short-lived).
Exogenic heating can be provided by impacts, or if the body is in a binary system or has a
su ciently close moon, through tidal “kneading”.
The dwarf planets are large enough to retain a variety of the most volatile ices. We record
the existence of these species through their spectral features.
1.4.1. Understanding surface composition
The most basic observational information about a non-luminous object is what alteration it
provides to the light that it reflects. The Sun’s G2V spectrum is brightest in the visible bands.
Light radiates outward isotropically from the (approximately) spherical Sun, diminishing its
intensity in an inverse-square relation with distance as it spreads into the spherical volume;
the light reflected from a trans-Neptunian surface back to an observer on Earth undergoes
this twice, and so is diminished as inverse to the fourth. At trans-Neptunian distances the
light is diminished indeed. In addition, the steep slope of the size distribution means that
most    s are so small that their reflecting area, and thus the amount of light they return, is
minimal at best. It requires our largest telescopes, 8–10 m diameter, observing the brightest
of these worlds, to pick out this scant scattered light, which contains information about the
composition, temperature, phase and structure of the surface.
These reflection spectra contain solar lines, and the composition of the    ’s variety of surface
materials produce solid-state absorption lines, which are identified through comparison
with spectra measured in the laboratory from thin films of ices of individual volatiles chilled
to the trans-Neptunian temperatures of fifty K.
The strongest spectral lines of volatiles are found in the visible and near infrared. They
shift in position as a function of the temperature of the surface and the phase (level of
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crystallisation) of the material, and their absorptions change if the volatiles are diluted by
several species being mixed together. The morphology of the ice grains form a varyingly
reflective surface that is di cult to model – the most typically used scattering model is that
of Hapke (2005), but it is very hard to obtain a unique model for each observed spectrum.
The complex interaction of the e ects of grain size, shape, size distribution and porosity
of the surface are di cult to separate. This leads to spectral models that have many free
parameters.
The spectra also sample only the composition of the first few millimetres of the surface at
most: the path length of light through the translucent depths of methane and nitrogen ice
is only a few centimetres (Abernathy et al. 2009). This means they do not necessarily reflect
the     ’s bulk composition, and can be (perhaps disproportionally) a ected by surface
processing e ects. Long-term e ects on these surfaces are di cult to study well in the lab,
because the processes take place over millennia-long timescales. They include irradiation,
impact gardening and sputtering.
There are four classes of object that are seen from these spectra: those with methane, with
moderate water ice features, with strong water ice lines, and those with no features at all
(Fig. 1.4). Objects such as (50000) Quaoar and (136108) Haumea (2003 EL61) show crystalline
water ice spectra (Jewitt & Luu 2004; Trujillo et al. 2007), (134340) Pluto and (136199) Eris
show evidence for surface methane (Brown 2002; Brown et al. 2005), and some    s e.g.
1996 TL66, show featureless near-IR spectra like those of the Jovian Trojans (Luu & Jewitt
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Figure 1.4 The di erentiation in spectra between those    s where spectra are obtainable. (E. Schaller, pers.
comm.).
The largest dwarf planets are methane-rich: Eris, Pluto, Makemake (2005 FY9) and Quaoar
all have methane on their surfaces (Brown et al. 2005; Brown 2002; Brown et al. 2007; Schaller
& Brown 2007a). This distribution of volatiles with object size was explained in the model of
Schaller & Brown (2007b): the retention of surface volatiles is predicted as a function of an
object’s size (its surface gravity) and its temperature regime (perihelion distance) (Fig. 1.5).
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This accounts for the stability of methane on the surface of objects such as Pluto over Solar
System-age timescales; it is still present even on Quaoar, which sits right at the boundary of
long-term stability (Schaller & Brown 2007b).
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Fig. 1.—Minimum volatile loss in the outer solar system as a function of
temperature and radius. The lines show the temperatures as a function of radius
at which the initial inventories of CH4, N2, and CO must be lost over the age
of the solar system. Note that changing these initial volatile abundances by
an order of magnitude does not appreciably change the positions of the lines
as they are controlled mainly by the vapor pressures of the compounds. The
arrows show the distance each line would congruently shift if we assumed
only 10% of the initial volatile inventory is accessible to the surface. The
known KBOs are plotted on this figure by considering their equivalent volatile
loss temperatures. To find this temperature we calculate the loss of N2, CH4,
and CO at each position in the object’s orbit and integrate the total loss over
the age of the solar system. We then translate this total mass loss into a
temperature corresponding to the temperature of an identical body in a circular
orbit that would have experienced the same loss over the age of the solar
system. For KBOs with unknown sizes, we assumed an albedo of 0.1 to
calculate the size.
uations in which this lower bound fails is for an atmosphere
with an exobase temperature lower than the surface tempera-
ture. All comparable planetary atmospheres suffer EUV heating
in the upper atmosphere and have elevated temperatures; thus,
we deem this possibility remote and consider the surface Jeans
escape rate to be a reasonable lower bound when the details
of individual KBO atmospheres are unknown.
We model the Jeans escape flux (Chamberlain & Hunten
1989) of CH4, N2, and CO from a body with radius R with a
surface in radiative equilibrium as
dM P (T ) 2kTvol vap2 !l!p 4pR (1" l)e ,!dt m2 pkT
where
GMm
lp ,kTR
is the rate of loss of a given volatile in molecules perdM /dtvol
second, is the vapor pressure of a given volatile com-P (T )vap
pound (Lodders & Fegley 1998) at T, the radiative equilibrium
temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant, m is the molecular
mass of a given volatile species, G is the gravitational constant,
and M is the mass of the body.
To explore volatile loss on bodies in the outer solar system,
we calculated the minimum volatile loss a body of a given size
and temperature could have experienced and compared it to the
maximum initial volatile inventory it could have accessible to
the surface. If a body is capable of losing its total inventory f
volatiles through the slowest loss mechanism (Jeans escape as-
suming the surface radiative equilibrium temperature), exami-
nation of other loss processes (such as hydrodynamic escape,
Jeans escape occurring from a higher temperature exobase, UV
photolysis) is unnecessary as these processes will only deplete
volatiles even faster. In addition, the mass of accessible volatile
ices may be significantly less than the maximum initial inventory
because volatiles may be locked away at depth and shielded
from the surface, making depletion of surface volatiles occur
even more rapidly. Therefore, for a body of a given size and
surface temperature and assuming all volatiles are accessible to
the surface, we calculate the total minimum volatile loss from
Jeans escape over the age of the solar system.
In Figure 1 we show where this total minimum loss is equal
to the approximate initial inventory of these volatiles for a
given size and temperature assuming a density of 1.8 g cm!3.
We assumed initial volatile inventories equal to the maximum
gas production rate relative to water released from the nucleus
of Halley’s comet for CH4, N2, and CO (0.07, 0.02, and 0.07,
respectively; Jessberger et al. 1989) and scaled by the rock-
water mass fraction of Charon (Gulbis et al. 2006). Note that
changing these initial volatile abundances by an order of mag-
nitude does not appreciably change the positions of the lines
in Figure 1 as they are controlled mainly by the vapor pressures
of the compounds. Small and hot objects will have lost all of
their accessible volatiles due to Jeans escape, while large and
cold objects will not have necessarily been depleted in these
volatiles via this process. Objects between the extremes are
capable of losing some volatile species while retaining others.
In order to model minimum volatile loss on the currently
known KBOs, we assume that all bodies began as volatile-rich,
high-albedo objects similar to Pluto with all volatiles at the
surface equilibrium temperature and accessible to the surface.
For each of the known KBOs, we numerically calculate the
volatile loss by dividing the object’s orbit into small segments
and integrating the total loss volatile over the age of the solar
system. Finally, we translate this total mass loss into a volatile
loss equivalent temperature corresponding to the temperature
of an identical mass body in a circular orbit that would have
experienced the same loss over the age of the solar system.
The equivalent volatile loss temperature for most bodies is very
close to the perihelion temperature since most of the loss occurs
near perihelion. However, for objects with extremely eccentric
orbits the equivalent temperature can be somewhat lower.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The known KBOs divide into three general categories in this
analysis (Fig. 1). (1) The large majority are too small and too
hot to have retained any surface volatiles even with this min-
imum escape mechanism. (2) A small number of the largest
objects have such low escape fluxes that even escape mecha-
nisms many orders of magnitudes more effective will not be
able to deplete their volatiles. (3) Three objects (2003 EL61,
Quaoar, and 2005 FY9) exist near the transition between pos-
sible volatile retention and certain volatile loss.
The first two categories predicted by the atmospheric escape
model perfectly reflect known KBO surface compositions. No
KBOs that are predicted to be too small and hot to preserve
volatiles have had volatiles detected on their surfaces, while
all of the KBOs that are predicted to be large and cold enough
to easily maintain volatiles indeed have had volatiles detected
(Table 1). If volatiles were to be detected on the surface of any
of the small hot bodies, their unexpected presence would have
Figure 1.5 Schaller & Brown (2007b): the volatile species retained on a large     are a function of the dwarf
planet’s solar distance (the temperature it experiences) and its mass (the surface gravity it applies to retain
atmospheric molecules).
The slow sparse rain of cosmic rays onto this s rfi ial m thane forms higher-order hydro-
carbons. For example on Eris, Brown et al. (2007) found a good fit to the major spectral
features could be made by a surface that had an intimate mixture of 1 cm methane grains,
100 micron ethane gr ins, and 10 micr n tholin grai s. Brown et al. (2007) also suggested
that as the path lengths are very long, the big methane grains may be sintering into large
polycrystalline slabs, with a photolytic rind of the higher-order hydrocarbons on top.
Acetylene should also be one of the higher-order hydrocarbons present on dwarf planets,
but has so far not yet been detected on any body. Its features would be very subtle; they
were not seen on Eris by Brown et al. (2007).
Water ice detections pose a particular puzzle. Most water ice bands seen in the trans-
Neptunian region are the bands formed by crystalline water ice. Models of the space
environment instead suggest that the unceasing bombardment of cosmic rays should break
down the crystals into amorphous water ice, in the space of one to ten million years. This
mismatch with the observations has led to the conclusion that the water ice on the surfaces
of these objects is regenerating in a constant cycle of transformation (Mastrapa & Brown
2006), though this is debated by Zheng et al. (2009). Whether this is through cryovolcanism
or other mechanisms is not yet determined.
The majority of    s smaller than dwarf planets have surprisingly disappointing near-
infrared spectra that are featureless, with no absorption lines (Fig 1.4). Their wavelength-
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Figure 1.6 Acetylene reflection spectra from thin-film laboratory measurements (M. Moore, pers. comm.). The
small features are hard to detect against the background of lines from other volatiles.
dependent surface reflectance, or spectral slope, is completely flat. This lack of distinguish-
ing properties makes it di cult to infer their composition or if any material evolution has
taken place. However, they are the most abundant type of     discovered in surveys, so
reaching an eventual understanding of their surface composition and evolution will be
necessary to understand this majority of the modern planetesimal population.
Interpretation of spectra is not possible without knowledge of the geometric (Bond) albedo
p  of the object, specifically in the wavelength range in which the spectra was measured
(Stansberry et al. 2008). Albedo is governed by surface composition: in determining how
bright an object will appear in a survey, a dwarf planet covered in methane frost will be
more reflective than a deeply reddened object covered in high-order hydrocarbons.
The apparent magnitude of an object is dependent on its geometric albedo: brightness is a
product of p  and the cross-sectional area available to reflect light (phase function can be
neglected as being at unity for    s) (Russell 1916; Stansberry et al. 2008). If the object is
large enough or close enough for its thermal radiation to be detected, then the albedo can
be precisely calculated in combination with the visual measurements, as thermal radiation
is dependent on the surface area and object temperature, the latter dependent on albedo
(Stansberry et al. 2008). The 50 K temperatures in the Kuiper belt mean that obtaining the
thermal measurements normally requires a space-based telescope as the    s are so faint,
so thermal measurements are available for only a subset of the known    s.
Having an accurate albedo allows a conversion of observed visual magnitude to e ective
radii. The inadequacy of visible observations to determine size for all but the largest,
resolvable    s means many     sizes are inferred from an assumed albedo, normally set
at about 4% (Lykawka & Mukai 2005). Through measurements of thermal emission objects
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have now had their albedos determined down to the sub-100 km range; in the regime below
⇠ 700 km diameter, albedos hover around 4-8%, e.g. the sample of 52 dynamically excited
objects observed by WISE had a mean albedo of 8 ± 4% (Bauer et al. 2013). Albedos may be
as high as 15% in some slightly larger 400-600 km diameter cases, e.g. Ixion and 2003 AZ84
(Stansberry et al. 2008). At the largest end of the size distribution, dwarf planets show a
wide range of albedos: Varuna 11.6±7.64.6% (Stansberry et al. 2008), Sedna > 4.6% (Grundy
et al. 2005), Quaoar 19± 3% (Grundy et al. 2005), Charon 37± 2% (Grundy et al. 2005), Pluto
72 ± 12% (Grundy et al. 2005) and Makemake 77 ± 3% (Ortiz et al. 2012). In general, it is the
dwarf planets rather than the smaller    s which have the higher albedos (Brown 2008).
Exact sizes can also be found from occultation measurements, and the albedo found instead.
These have put the measured upper end of the     visual albedo range remarkably high:
close to perfectly reflective. At pV = 88±156 %, 2002 TX300 (Elliot et al. 2010) is a small,
186 km-diameter member of Haumea’s collisional family. Objects in this dynamical and
compositional family are expected to be highly reflective due to their surface spectra of pure
water ice; they are atypical of most small    s. Eris has an even higher albedo of 96±94%
(Sicardy et al. 2011).
The main distinction that can be made from the known albedos is that dwarf planets operate
in an albedo range quite di erent to that of small < 400 km    s: those objects large
enough to retain even a tenuous or episodic atmosphere have their brightness decisively
influenced by the patchy surface frosts renewed through atmosphere-surface interactions.
Consideration of such strong albedo variability and extreme reflectivity is important when
assessing how the observed magnitudes of objects discovered in surveys correlate with
their sizes; a given albedo value is unlikely to hold true across all    s bright enough to be
found in shallow surveys.
1.5. Summary and thesis outline
The sculpted form of the Kuiper belt and the other distinct trans-Neptunian populations
provide constraints on the evolutionary history of the Solar System. As observational
surveys have sketched in the population groups over the last two decades, providing an
evolutionary model that can encompass the origin of each population group has proved
di cult. This has led to a broadening in evolutionary scenarios, from the emplacement
of the Kuiper belt by the smooth migration of Neptune (Malhotra 1993, 1995) to the more
violent scattering events driven through abrupt ice giant migration that are postulated in
various forms of the Nice model (Tsiganis et al. 2005; Levison et al. 2007), and hybrid models
(Murray-Clay & Schlichting 2011).
As the dynamical models increase in subtlety and complexity, so too have the surveys.
These trans-Neptunian populations are defined by their orbital parameters; a detailed
characterisation of their relative abundances, their size distributions, is necessary to ensure
the dynamical models are correctly reproducing the present-day features. This has been
made through both wide-field and pencil-beam surveys (Fraser & Kavelaars 2008; Fuentes
& Holman 2008; Bernstein et al. 2004), which characterise the size distribution by sampling
particular diameter ranges through to their survey magnitude limits.
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Space-based infrared wide-field surveys can potentially see exceptionally large objects at
trans-Neptunian distances, though they are not useful to search for average-sized    s
as those are not large enough to produce enough infrared emission to reach their survey
sensitivities. They do provide constraints on the population of super-sized dwarf planets
in this realm. Most notably, they provide no indication of the existence of any companion
object to the Sun, such as a small brown dwarf or scattered gas giant; the WISE satellite’s
survey is theoretically able to provide such constraints to levels that can then overlap with
the wide-field optical surveys.
The trans-Neptunian objects have been extensively surveyed in the Northern Hemisphere
sky (Tombaugh 1961; Trujillo & Brown 2003; Elliot et al. 2005; Larsen et al. 2007; Brown
2008; Kavelaars et al. 2009; Schwamb et al. 2010). All surveys sample only a particular
subregion of orbital parameter space. This is defined by their sky coverage, temporal
sampling (observing cadence) and magnitude limits. These surveys have focussed on the
regions near the ecliptic. Lack of dynamical excitation in a    ’s orbit implies a primordial,
unaltered orbital nature; the high-inclination population of    s maps out the scattering
events. Most of the dwarf planets have substantial orbital inclinations of tens of degrees,
despite the lack of dynamical correlation between mass and scattering inclination. This
puts a survey of the entire southern sky, far from the ecliptic, at an advantage for detecting
new large bright trans-Neptunian objects, and adding to the statistics of the high-inclination
scattered population. At the start of this thesis, only minimal surveying had yet been made
at these high ecliptic latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere.
The following chapters of this thesis detail our17 study of the trans-Neptunian population
of the Solar System as visible in the southern sky. It is divided into several sections:
Dwarf planets and large    s o er tests of our understanding of volatile processes and
icy surfaces in the outer Solar System. We took opportunities to examine individual    s,
which are detailed in Chapter 2: an attempt to detect ammonia on Pluto’s moon Charon
with Gemini’s GNIRS spectrograph, and the first observed light-curve for the Centaur-like
    2012 DR30, which fell on Uppsala survey fields after the collection of the Uppsala    
survey data.
To try to obtain more bright    s to study in detail, we needed a southern sky survey.
Fortunately, ANU has been involved for some fifteen years with the Catalina Sky Survey,
which searches for near-Earth asteroids using the 0.5 m Uppsala telescope at Siding Spring
Observatory. This survey’s data set runs from 2004 to 2009, and the survey is on-going.
Careful consideration of the Uppsala sky coverage through time showed that it would
be possible to re-analyse its data set for    s, and the CSS kindly agreed to this. The
development of a method to transform this asteroid survey into a resampled     survey,
operating at a completely di erent cadence, is detailed in Chapter 3.
The results of this analysis are described in Chapter 4. No new bright objects were dis-
covered. We examine the e ciency of the survey at detecting bright objects through the
development of a survey simulator, and discuss the implications of the null detection for
the     populations. The Uppsala survey completes the surveying of bright    s across
the sky, examining the phase space of magnitudes where other surveys would saturate.
17For stylistic reasons I use the plural form throughout this thesis to refer to work led by myself but naturally
done in collaboration with my supervisory panel. The text however is solely my own.
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However, it is limited to < 20th magnitude objects. We discuss the survey’s sensitivity to
large, very distant (> 100    ) objects, cf. § 1.3.5.
We conclude this thesis in Chapter 5 with a discussion of the project and the prospects for
future     surveys and object characterisation, including those with the telescopes that
are planned for the next decade. These include a proposed future Southern Hemisphere
    survey with the new ANU 1.35 m SkyMapper wide-field survey telescope at Siding
Spring, together with our design choices to ensure that the survey will have the best possible
coverage of the     population visible to g ⇠ 21.5. The simulator of Ch. 4 could also be
applied in the future to the SkyMapper survey. This is followed by a full reference list and
an appendix.
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CHAPTER 2
Investigations of two TNOs
Instead it is we who are seized; and not, it would seem, for any
greater knowledge; but instead made idle sport of by
atmospheres and ice.
– Ernest Shackleton
The trans-Neptunian objects of the outer Solar System are a population of the remnant
planetesimals from its formation. Their surfaces show us the ices of their composition.
These surfaces have changed through more than four billion years of irradiation and impact
resurfacing:    s now e ectively conceal their pure primordial compositions.
These distant worlds are extremely faint. Only a handful of the 1600 objects known are
su ciently large to allow spectroscopic studies. They reflect a solar spectrum imprinted
with diagnostic near-infrared absorption bands that can be linked to species of ices. Definite
detections include the ices of water, methane, carbon monoxide, nitrogen, methanol and
ethane (Brown 2012); water is the most abundant, due to its comparative lack of volatility.
Their mix of ices provide sample points to the makeup of the primordial nebula in its
distant, tenuous regions (even though their subsequent evolution mean the primordial
ice abundances are not directly visible). This ties directly into the physical and chemical
conditions used in models of planetary formation.
In the last decade, the astonishing variety of these large    s has become apparent. Where
once it seemed that their common origin in the outer reaches of the primordial nebula
should have led to a uniform set of internal compositions and densities, we have instead
found a dazzling array of di erences that continue to thwart e orts to produce a consistent
explanation.
The surveys discussed elsewhere in this thesis did not o er any opportunity to characterise
new outer Solar System objects. However, two interesting questions presented themselves as
opportunities in the course of the thesis: the first a puzzling aspect of the surface composition
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of a large     , and the second the determination of the properties of a newly found    
with an orbital history that suggested its physical properties might be out of the ordinary.
In this chapter, we investigate the surface properties of two    s: Charon, to try to detect
ammonia (§ 2.1), and a recent capture to the inner Solar System, 2012 DR30, which was
discovered in February 2012 and has not yet been studied (§ 2.2). However, our observations
met only partial success.
2.1. Searching for ammonia on the surface of Charon
Charon, the largest moon of the dwarf planet Pluto, is one of the very few trans-Neptunian
objects large enough for us to be able to study the ices of its surface. The absorption bands
in Charon’s spectrum are dominated by water ice. However, near-infrared observations of
Charon have shown a 2.21 micron absorption band, which has been attributed to ammonia.
Ammonia decreases the melting point of a water ice mix: a su ciently large    , heated
during its accretion, could once have had an internal ocean. The 2.21 micron absorption
band could be the signature of ancient cryovolcanic lavas.
Unfortunately, this single observed line is ambiguous: its position could be strongly influ-
enced by the ice grains’ size and shape. It only provides a tantalising hint at this geophysic-
ally important molecule, not confirmation of its presence. Detecting a stronger second line
would provide this proof. Laboratory studies show that the deeper fundamental line of
ammonia sits at 3-3.1 microns, in the L-band.
In this section, we extend on our motivations for trying to confirm the detection of ammonia
on Charon (§ 2.1.1), and describe our observational setup and results from two hours of
observing Charon with GNIRS on Gemini North to obtain an L-band spectrum that could
confirm the presence of ammonia (§ 2.1.2).1 We found that the integration time calculator
was not well suited to determining the integration time needed for the measurement:
as a compromise we were granted two hours to make the experiment, but this proved
unsuccessful at detecting Charon in L-band.
2.1.1. The uncertain presence of ammonia
Charon ismore than half the size of its primary, and its size iswell knowndue to its near-lack2
of an atmosphere: 606±1.5 km in radius (Person et al. 2006; Gulbis et al. 2006). Its collisional
formation (Canup 2005) did not quite leave it large enough to retain a surficial layer of
volatiles over its involatile water ice (Schaller & Brown 2007b). Its surface composition
now di ers dramatically from that of its primary: Pluto is dominated by methane and
molecular nitrogen, Charon by crystalline water ice – but Charon also has a tantalising hint
of ammonia.
1Based on observations obtained at the Gemini Observatory, which is operated by the Association of
Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under a cooperative agreement with the NSF on behalf of the
Gemini partnership: the National Science Foundation (United States), the Science and Technology Facilities
Council (United Kingdom), the National Research Council (Canada), CONICYT (Chile), the Australian Research
Council (Australia), Ministério da Ciência, Tecnologia e Inovação (Brazil) and Ministerio de Ciencia, Tecnología
e Innovación Productiva (Argentina).
2< 0.11µbar N2 (Person et al. 2006)
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Ammonia is an important ice because it lowers the melting point of a mix with water ice.
This raises the possibility of internal oceans in large trans-Neptunian objects. Strazzulla
& Palumbo (1998) showed that ammonia hydrates are easily destroyed by irradiation; at
a distance of 40 AU, this would take less than ten million years (Cooper et al. 2003, 2008).
However, these hydrates have possibly been observed on the surface of Charon (Brown
& Calvin 2000) and the slightly smaller     Orcus (Barucci et al. 2008b). This presents a
puzzle: a supposedly static, frozen world is actively resurfacing itself. Possible mechanisms
are impact gardening exposing new subsurface, solid-state convection of the mantle, and
cryovolcanism erupting ammonia-water lava from an internal ocean.
Brown & Calvin (2000) suggested that ancient cryovolcanism was the most likely cause. If
ammonia from frozen ancient lavas is layered on the surface of Charon, this o ers a unique
opportunity: direct access to the internal composition of a trans-Neptunian object. Currently
active cryovolcanism, as suggested by Cook et al. (2007), is geophysically implausible, as
the heat provided by accretion and by the initial radionucleide abundance of these    s to a
possible internal ocean has long since dissipated. The liquid reservoirs would have solidified
in the intervening four billion years. But if the lavas are ancient, it requires ammonia to
be stable under long-term radiation, contrary to the laboratory studies. To resolve these
contradictory situations, we must first have solid proof that this geophysically important
molecule does indeed exist on Charon.
The diagnostic signatures of ammonia and hydrated ammonia are in the near infrared.
Existing laboratory spectra of chilled thin-film ices, which provide us with the lines that
should be visible in this spectral band, show that the fundamental transition of ammonia
is in the mid-infrared L-band. Only shallower overtone bands are found at the shorter
wavelengths of J, H and K bands.
Laboratory data indicate that there is a clear and well-understood band at 2.2 microns
(Fig. 2.1). However, the prominent fundamental ammonia absorption band is at longer
wavelengths, between 2.96 and 3.11 microns (Moore et al. 2007), as shown in Fig. 2.2. This
observation is therefore key to confirming the detection of ammonia: we expect to see this
band in the L-band reflectance spectra of Charon, if cryovolcanism is occurring on Charon.
Previous observations of Charon in these near-infrared wavelengths have provided good
measurements from 0.6-2.45 microns in V, J, H and K on FORS2/ISAAC/SINFONI at the
VLT (Merlin et al. 2010). These improved on 1.5-2.4 micron measurements in H and K
with NIRI (Cook et al. 2007, 2009), who were in turn improving on the work of Brown &
Calvin (2000), Buie & Grundy (2000) and Dumas et al. (2001). These measurements provide
tantalising evidence for the presence of ammonia ice, ammonium hydroxide, and ammonia
hydrate; the clearest feature that they saw is at 2.21 microns.
However, a single line does not provide a positive identification. The line position in solid
state absorption spectroscopy can be a ected by the shape and size of the grains of ice (eg.
Fig. 2.3). Detection of the much stronger fundamental of ammonia, providing a second line,
would resolve this ambiguity. This makes observations at wavelengths beyond 2.45 microns
a priority for resolving this signature of potential cryovolcanism.
The only data taken to date at such wavelengths were with NACO on the VLT at 1-4 microns
(JHK, L, M) (Protopapa et al. 2008) (Fig. 2.4). These data have low signal-to-noise. They
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Fig. 14. Laboratory IR spectra of 2NH3·H2O, NH3·H2O, and a mixture de-
posited at ∼90 K are compared to the spectrum of Charon’s anti-Pluto hemi-
sphere (T ∼ 42 K) (Cook et al., 2007). Band positions reported for NH3·2H2O
are also indicated. The ammonium ion’s spectrum was measured at 9 K for
NH4Cl (Moore and Hudson, 2003). Spectra are stacked for clarity and scaled
to show similar intensities for the 2.21 µm NH3 band.
again as seen in Fig. 14. The comparisons between laboratory
data and observed spectra in Fig. 14 are illustrative. A correct
comparison is possible only by using models (Hapke, Shku-
ratov, etc.) and the knowledge of the optical constants of the
model species.
These points are further illustrated in Fig. 15 which summa-
rizes the near-IR band positions of 2NH3·H2O, NH3·H2O, and
the amorphous H2O–NH3 ices of Fig. 8. The two trapezoidal
figures enclose the set of positions that resulted from varia-
tions of temperature and amorphous-ice composition. Fig. 15
shows that above 90 K the hydrates’ IR band positions are very
close to one another. Further, the figure suggests that hydrate
band positions will be indistinguishable from those of amor-
phous H2O–NH3 ice mixtures of similar composition. Such is
certainly the case for 2NH3·H2O, the hydrate for which we have
the most data.
We showed that both the 2.2- and 2.0-µm NH3 bands are
detectable in laboratory spectra, even for mixtures as dilute as
1.6% NH3. However, to date the 2.0-µm NH3 band has not been
reported on any icy surface. This non-detection may be related
to spectral modeling that factors in scattering and grain size.
Fig. 14 shows that another nitrogen species, the ammonium
ion, has only one prominent band in the 1.8–2.4 µm region,
at 2.2 µm. Ammonia, a base, can react with acids even at tem-
peratures as low as 155 K, near the crystallization temperature
for amorphous H2O-ice, to form NH+4 (Moore and Hudson,
2003). Also, we have reported in this paper that NH+4 forms
in irradiated H2O + NH3 ices. Thus it is chemically reason-
able to consider that NH+4 is present in Solar System ices, and
may contribute to the 2.21-µm feature seen on Charon and else-
where. Once formed, NH+4 is expected to be thermally stable.
Changes in the 2.21-µm band’s position in icy mixtures ter-
minate at 4527 cm−1 (2.209 µm) for ices with ∼1.6% NH3.
Fig. 15. The wavelength range covered by the NH3 (ν1 + ν2) and (ν1 + ν4)
bands in H2O–NH3 ices at 10 and 90 K coincides with the range of the near-IR
bands of 2NH3·H2O and NH3·H2O at different temperatures.
Further shifts were not observed with either temperature or
radiation exposure. Therefore, it is difficult to use a single
nitrogen-containing species to explain the bands seen on both
the anti-Pluto side of Charon at 2.2131 µm (4525 cm−1) and the
sub-Pluto side at 2.1995 µm (4546 cm−1) (Cook et al., 2007).
It is likely that further laboratory experiments will be needed to
solve this problem. Shifts in the NH+4 band positions for differ-
ent ice compositions, and thermal and radiation histories, along
with possible shifts in the NH3 bands with different matrices,
need to be examined.
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Figure 2.1 Moore et al. (2007): laboratory IR spectra of 2NH3·H2O, NH3·H2O, and a mixture deposited at 90 K,
showing the frequently-observed band at 2.21 microns. A spectrum by Cook et al. (2007) of Charon’s anti-Pluto
hemisphere, which is at 42 K, is shown for comparison. Spectra are stacked for clarity and scaled to the 2.21
micron ammonia band.
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Table 3
IR band positions, in cm−1 (µm), for 2NH3·H2O and NH3·H2O at 90–100 K
IR band 2NH3·H2O NH3·H2O
This work Referencea This work Referenceb
ν3 + ν4 5009 (2.00) – 5014 (1.99) 5015 (1.99)
ν3 + ν2 4512 (2.22), 4463 (2.24) sh – 4518 (2.21) 4515 (2.21)
ν3 NH3 3397.0 (2.94) vs 3397 (2.94) 3395.0 (2.95) vs 3392.2 (2.95)
ν3 NH3 3377.5 (2.96) vs 3374 (2.96) 3387.6 (2.95) vs 3387.3 (2.95)
ν1 NH3 and 2ν4 NH3 – – 3333.6 (3.00) s 3332 (3.00)
νOH− −O – – 3273.2 (3.06) vs 3275 (3.05)
νOH− −O – – 3203.4 (3.12) vs 3182 (3.14)
νOH− −N′ 3139.6 (3.19) vs 3125 (3.20) – –
νOH− −N 2995.4 (3.34) vs 2975 (3.36) 2899.3 (3.35) vs 2887 (3.46)
ν4 NH3 and ν2 H2O 1629.6 (6.14) m 1626 (6.15) 1627.3 (6.15) m 1627 (6.15)
2νR H2O 1552.7 (6.44) m 1555 (6.43) 1486.5 (6.73) w 1480 (6.76)
2νR H2O – – 1284.2 (7.79) w 1287.1 (7.77)
ν2 NH3 1154.1 (8.66) m 1156 (8.65) 1129.8 (8.85) s 1133.4 (8.82)
ν2 NH3 1083.9 (9.23) vs 1083 (9.23) 1102.2 (9.07) vs 1095 (9.13)
νR H2O – – ∼922 (10.8) s ∼932 (10.7)
νR H2O 876.3 (11.4) w ∼882 (11.3) 876.7 (11.4) s ∼ 893 (∼11.2)
νR H2O 806.2 (12.4) s 817 (12.2) – –
νR H2O 763.7 (13.1) m 767 (13.0) 748.5 (13.4) m ∼750 (∼13.3)
νR H2O – – 701.9 (14.2) s 709.9 (14.1)
νR H2O – – 642.7 (15.6) m 644.2 (15.5)
a 90 K, Bertie and Devlin (1984).
b 100 K, Bertie and Shehata (1985).
Fig. 3. The IR spectrum of 2NH3·H2O formed in this work has weak combina-
tion bands near 2.0 and 2.2 µm at 95 K. A reference spectrum of 2NH3·H2O is
also shown (Bertie and Morrison, 1980).
sequently warmed to 130 K to form 2NH3·H2O. Also shown
are spectra of an ice made at 120 K and subsequently warmed
to 155 K to make NH3·H2O. Fig. 3 shows the good agree-
ment between our IR spectra and those of Bertie and Morri-
son (1980) for 2NH3·H2O, while Fig. 4 shows similar agree-
ment between our results for NH3·H2O and the spectra of
Bertie and Morrison (1980) and Bertie and Shehata (1985).
Table 3 compares our peak positions for the major hydrate
bands at 95 K with literature values (Bertie and Morrison, 1980;
Bertie and Devlin, 1984; Bertie and Shehata, 1985).
Fig. 4. The IR spectrum of NH3·H2O formed in this work has weak combina-
tion bands near 2.0 and 2.2 µm at 95 K. A reference spectrum of NH3·H2O is
also shown (Bertie and Morrison, 1980).
When 2NH3·H2O was warmed, we observed its conver-
sion to NH3·H2O, along with a loss of NH3. Fig. 5 shows
the result of raising the temperature of the hemihydrate un-
der a dynamic vacuum. Spectrum 5a duplicates the 2NH3·H2O
spectrum of Fig. 2b. Increasing the temperature from the 130–
140 K region changed the band intensities by only a small
amount. At 150 K the ice spectrum, shown in Fig. 5b, pos-
sessed features in the 800 cm−1 (12.5 µm) region characte istic
of both 2NH3·H2O and NH3·H2O. When the temperature was
increased furthe , to the 155–165 K region, the ice converted
Figur 2.2 Moore e al. (2007): laboratory IR spectra of 2NH3·H2O and NH3·H2O at 95 K. Note the prominent
broad absorption feature at 3.08 microns (3250 cm 1), produced by he ove lap of the ⌫1 H2O and the ⌫3 NH3
bands, and howminor the absorption at 2.21 microns that was prominent in Fig. 2.1 appears here in comparison.
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only began to be apparent above 65 K, with a complete
transformation at 75 K. Annealing our amorphous samples
above 65 K results in what appears to be a thermodynami-
cally stable structure defined in the FTIR data by a splitting
of the !2 symmetric deformation mode into three bands
!"1100, 1070, and 1058 cm−1#. The random fluctuations in
the relative intensities of the components as a new sample is
prepared each time !Fig. 5# support the hypothesis that there
is crystallite growth. As the amorphous sample is annealed,
small crystallites begin to form randomly within the amor-
phous matrix. As the temperature rises !"65 K# grain
boundaries form as crystallites meet. Since this process oc-
curs from a random distribution in the original disordered
amorphous solid, it is expected that the distribution of sizes
and shapes of the crystallites will vary from sample to
sample, thereby resulting in the variation in the relative in-
tensities of the 1100, 1070, and 1058 cm−1 peaks in the in-
frared spectra. The random distribution of crystallite sizes
may explain the lack of defining features in the VUV spec-
trum of ammonia annealed from below 50 K. Thus, in much
the same way as particle size and shape affect infrared spec-
tra of aerosols,47,49 crystallite size and shape affect the infra-
red spectra of polycrystalline ice.
SUMMARY OF THE MORPHOLOGY OF NH3 ICE
Based on the above discussion it is possible to relate
the temperature profile of solid ammonia to its structure, as
summarized in Fig. 9.
!1# Samples deposited below 50 K are amorphous
$Fig. 9!a#% with smooth, featureless IR and VUV spec-
tra. This is a thermodynamically unstable structure that
reorders upon annealing.
!2# When annealed above 65 K $Fig. 9!b#% the solid “crys-
tallizes” forming a more ordered, what appears to be
thermodynamically stable, hydrogen bonded structure
as denoted by the blueshift in the VUV spectrum. Steric
effects prevent the formation of a perfect crystalline
structure, so the solid becomes polycrystalline with
three peaks in the IR spectrum of the umbrella mode
suggesting a random distribution of crystallite shapes
and sizes.
!3# Samples deposited between 50 and 65 K can be de-
scribed as being in the intermediate or metastable state
that transform upon annealing to temperatures above
65 K to that of the samples deposited between 65 and
80 K. The infrared spectrum is a combination of the
FIG. 9. A summary of the morphology of solid ammonia films as interpreted from the FTIR !left# and the VUV !right# spectra.
244711-10 Dawes et al. J. Chem. Phys. 126, 244711 !2007"
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Figure 2.3 Dawes et al. (2007): laboratory spectra of ammonia. wavenumber is 1/ ; these axes are therefore
from 0.83 to 1 micron.
su ered from up to 2.2" seeing, overly low resolution, and the instrument noise of NACO at
L and M. They do not even detect the ammonia band at 2.21 microns.
2.1.2. Observations with GNIRS on Gemini North
The Gemini North InfraRed Spectrograph (GNIRS) is a spectrograph o ering th long-
slit and cross-dispersed sp ctroscopy. The long-slit c pability is possible between 1.0-5.4
microns, within which it has a lowest spectral resolving power R of 1700, and two possible
pixel scales, 0.15"/pix and 0.05"/pix. The slit can vary in width between 0.1 and 1.0 arc sec.
The di erent pixel scales are prov ded by the four cameras, paired with ’l ng’ and ’short’
focal lengths to provide sensitivity to ’blue’ (0.9-2.5 microns) and ’red’ (2.8-5.4 microns)
parts of the wavelength coverage (Elias et al. 2006a). There is also the capability for 1.0-2.5
micron imagi g, though as the fi ld of view is a vignetted keyhole, it is gen rally used
for target acquisition. Both modes, spectroscopy and imaging, can be used together with
the Gemini adaptive optics (ALTAIR) between 1-2.5 microns; at longer wavelengths, the
adaptive optics’ performance is poor (Elias et al. 2006b).
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Figure 2.4 Protopapa et al. (2008): a spectrum of Charon in the near-infrared from one to four microns, taken
with NACO on the VLT. Protopapa et al. (2008) noted that their lack of detection of the 2.21 micron ammonia
feature was due to their low spectral resolution of 35 in J-band. The feature from ammonia that we wish to
detect is between 3.0 and 3.1 microns (L and M), where the s/n of Protopapa et al. (2008) is very low, though in
M their resolution was 200.
GNIRS’ performance suggests that it has exceptional sensitivity in L-band (Elias et al. 2006b).
The Gemini North telescope is ideal for observing a satellite at small angular separation
from its primary in the mid-infrared, due to its high resolution and low emissivity. We were
awarded two hours of queue time on GNIRS to take advantage of both these characteristics.
We wished to see if these observations of Charon could provide data that improves on that
of Protopapa et al. (2008).3
Resolving the ammonia-related absorption lines in the reflectance spectrum of Charon is
not an easy task. These distinctive signatures are modifying the faint solar spectrum at
L-band, as reflected from a 1200 km diameter object with a 10% L-band albedo that is at a
distance of 32 AU. In this section, we describe the selection of our instrument parameters:
we traded o  spectral resolution to allow us both to detect the ammonia-related features
and have a measure of their depth, after binning to improve the final signal-to-noise. Setting
these parameters was an evolutionary process.
Refining the GNIRS parameters
We aimed to use GNIRS with long-slit spectroscopy at the lowest spectral resolution we
could, as the signal-to-noise of    s is too low to obtain high spectral resolution (300 is
considered very good). We also needed high angular resolution to make it possible to
separate out the spectral contributions of Charon and Pluto, due to the overlap of their
point-spread functions (PSF). For this we chose a configuration that would have small pixels
3We greatly appreciate the support provided by Gemini sta  scientists Christopher Onken and Tom Geballe
in the preparation of the Phase II observing plan.
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for the spatial resolution, but a low spectral resolution, controlled by the choice of camera
(“short” or “long”) and slit width. The exact resolution was set by the actual object size.
The diameter of Charon would shrink if we used adaptive optics. With AO, it would be
⇠0.1" at L-band. The slit width must be wide enough to capture the wings of the PSF (all
the light from the object). This needs to be combined with minimising the contribution to
the background from the sky, which is bright in L-band; its contribution is controlled by
the choice of slit width.
This meant that we were comparatively insensitive to the sky background conditions on the
night. Initially we thought, as is usual for mid-infrared observing, that we would ask for a
night with the lowest possible water vapour. As the telluric contribution is not problematic
in the 3.0–3.1 micron region, we could relax this constraint.
To minimise flux contamination from Pluto, we needed to maintain target separation. The
orbits of Pluto’s satellites are nearly fully projected on the plane of the sky (i.e. we see Pluto
close to pole-on), so Charon’s angular separation from Pluto varies from 0.60" to 0.87" every
three days in the course of its six-day orbit. We therefore asked for the observations to be
taken on the days of maximum separation.
These observations aligned the slit along the orbital plane of Charon, so that the small
motion of Charon in its orbit during the night would not a ect its position relative to the
sides of the slit. The change in position angle of Charon is about 3.5 deg/hr; this produces
movement perpendicular to the slit of about 0.04 arcsec per hour. One reacquisition was
requested in the 2-hour observing block, so that the position angle would be adjusted once
(after moving ⇠ 2 pixels of the long camera).
We acquired on Pluto (V⇠ 13.4) in H- and H2-band. While normally the wavelength
settings need to be consistent between the acquisition step and the science exposure to
avoid problematic motion of the grating4, in practise the sequences run without trouble (C.
Onken, pers. comm.). As the L-band cuts o  at 2.8 microns, we did not gain any advantage
by setting the central wavelength below 3.3 microns.
As is normal for infrared observations, the sky background was found and removed by the
technique of dithering: we asked for this to be between two positions along the slit in an
A-B-B-A nodding, with single coadds at each position (and correspondingly doubled the
ABBA iterations). This kept the revisiting of the sky at a rate under two minutes for optimal
sky subtraction. The high background in the L-band allowed the use of the “bright” read
mode, which reduced readout overhead and allowed more time for science exposures.
Spectra at similar airmass for removal of the solar and telluric lines from Charon’s spectra
were obtained from a nearby G2 standard star, observed for 5 minutes either before or after
the observations of Charon. This gave a telluric at the airmass closest to the mean airmass
of Pluto/Charon during the science observations.
During 2011B, Pluto-Charon were within the restricted observing range for Gemini North:
they did not rise above 51 degrees elevation from Mauna Kea, but were above 40 degrees
elevation for 3 hours after twilight ended, during August. We therefore asked for the
4GNIRS documentation suggests “Although the grating is bypassed by the acquisition mirror, keeping the
central wavelength and grating selection fixed avoids the grating being moved between acquisition imaging
and spectroscopy (and thus between the science target and telluric standard).”
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Figure 2.5 1-D case of two flat surface brightness distributions with a factor of 2 di erence in flux and diameter,
separated by 0.6", in 0.45" seeing. Pluto is in red, Charon in blue. About 80% of the total Charon flux is found at
x >= 0.42", although 10% of that enclosed flux is from Pluto; this is the worst-case situation as it is 1D and the
physical situation is 2D. Courtesy C. Onken.
observations in two-hour blocks: accounting for time to acquire and observe the standard
star (18 + 5 minutes), time to acquire Charon (24 minutes), and a 10% overhead while on
target, this allowed approximately an hour of integrations on Charon in each block.
We debated the use of adaptive optics, as AO would improve our target separation. Pluto
is a magnitude brighter than Charon, and can serve as a natural guide star. (Both Pluto
as the NGS and Charon required non-sidereal tracking). The Pluto-Charon system is also
currently in the galactic plane, providing numerous nearby stars that could alternatively
be used for NGS-AO. The field density of stars is high, but not enough to cause confusion.
While the use of AO would require the night’s image quality to be in the 70th percentile
and under photometric conditions, this would be necessary without AO as well.
However, using AO would incorporate the 3.9 magnitudes higher L-band background of
the Altair AO module: an AO target has to be nearly forty times brighter to provide the
same s/n, but the AO’s shrinking of the size of the PSF only increases the flux within the
slit by a factor of three. The low elevation meant that the best possible seeing would give a
Charon FWHM of ⇠ 0.45”, with little di erence in IQ 70 conditions. With the 0.45” seeing,
Pluto and Charon would not be entirely separated by using AO (Fig. 2.5). However, binning
would minimise the AO-induced decrease in signal.
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We therefore decided not to use AO. We instead planned to use the more complex technique
of spectroastrometry (Bailey 1998; Porter et al. 2004) in the data reduction. This technique
should be able to allow us to make a clean detection of the spectral di erences between Pluto
and Charon, even in the absence of a clear separation. Data artefacts would be minimised
using techniques of Brannigan et al. (2006).
We had some confusion during the preparation of the proposal ascertaining what would
be a suitable integration time to provide s/n to fulfil our requirements. Charon has a V
magnitude of 15.89 and V albedo of 0.37; according to the data of Protopapa et al. (2008),
the L-band albedo is ⇠ 0.1, so with the colour correction, Charon has a similar magnitude
in L to that in V.
We initially considered using the long 0.10"/pix camera with the 10 l/mm grating and the
0.15” slit. This would minimise the contribution from the sky, as the smallest slit available
for the short camera is 0.3".
At this magnitude, according to GNIRS’ Integration Time Calculator (ITC), with three hours
of observation we obtain a signal-to-noise per spectral pixel of ⇠ 0.8 at 3 to 3.1 microns. The
spectral pixels are 0.970nm while the feature we wish to measure is about 100 nm wide.
This means we could bin, compare against the continuum, and improve this signal-to-noise
to about 8, which would allow an unambiguous detection of the 3.1 micron ammonia band,
given its predicted depth (Fig. 2.2).
This seemed quite reasonable a request to make of the Gemini time allocation committee.
However, Gemini technical sta  were interested to see what e ect there would be if the ITC
was tried with the prescription for AO-mode S/N calculations, redid the calculation, and
found that the exposure time required was roughly 2300 hours (C. Onken, pers. comm.):
t = 1hr
⇣
SNtarget/5 ⇤ SNratio ⇤ 10 0.4(LCharon 9.7)
⌘2
(2.1)
where the s/n of the target was 0.8/pixel, the s/n ratio (between 3.5um and 3.05um)
was taken as 1.0, and LCharon = 15.9. This was a significant discrepancy from our initial
calculations without the use of AO, thought it is mostly due to the very high (3.9 magnitudes)
L-band background of the Altair AO module.
This calculation by C. Onken led us to realize that despite the GNIRS ITC not yet being
able to do AO-incorporating calculation, the default of no-AO requires the user to input a
source brightness 0.5 mag fainter, which we had not done in our initial calculation of the
time required that had led us to think it was possible to make the observation in only three
hours. With our choice to go without AO, and with the target (0.5 + 0.24) mag fainter5
20th percentile seeing, any level of water vapor, and observing instead for considerably
longer with 36 x 600s integrations (i.e., 6 hours on-source), the ITC indicated a mean s/n of
⇠ 0.8/pixel across the 3.0-3.1 micron range.
After this recalculation, we determined to relax the request for 20% seeing, as with our
suggested observing strategy of keeping the observations within two-hour blocks, this
would require 12 hours in total (after including the telescope’s overhead for this instrument).
This would use the start of 6 IQ20 nights, as many as might be expected within two months.
This was likely to stretch the generosity of the Australian Gemini time allocation committee.
50.24 mag fainter for the flux recovery being at the worst-case 80%.
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We instead therefore submitted a proposal that requested 7 hours on-target with IQ better
than 70th percentile and water vapor “Any” conditions; a total requested time of 14 hours
(including overhead). However, the proposal could then be completed within 7 nights
that had much more likely occurrence of observing conditions. While this would push the
ammonia feature s/n down to ⇠ 0.6 per pixel, it should be detectable.
In the Phase II step of programming the observations into theGemini queue, we reconsidered
the choice of settings. The novelty of our choice of long 0.10"/pix camera, with the 10 l/mm
grating and the 0.15” slit, without AO, required new arcs, examples and flats to be added to
the GNIRS library.
We decided that the loss of light from Pluto/Charon would more than o set the reduced
background from using the 0.3 or 0.45 arcsec slit. This slit also matched the seeing; on the
long camera it was 9 pixels wide.
The 4.5 times wider slit meant that the exposure times should in principle be shortened;6
however, as we were interested only in the short wavelength part of the L band, we were
able to increase the exposure time considerably, and use 60 seconds. The flats required a 9
second exposure.
The s/n can be the same with either the 10 l/mm grating, 0.05" pixels, and 0.45" slit, or with
the (higher spectral resolution) 32 l/mm camera, 0.15" pixels, and same slit The 10 l/mm
grating, with a maximum spectral resolution of ⇠ 1800, + long camera was here equivalent
to the 32 l/mm (which gives the same spectral resolution for the short [i.e., low spatial
resolution] camera). The first configuration required summing the spectra in many more
rows, but that was as intended for spectroastrometry.
2.1.3. Results
The two hours of Gemini queue time we were granted was in Band 2, under program
GN-2011B-Q-40; the ITAC noted that this was all that was available in this restricted RA
range for a Band 2 allocation. Gemini observed this program in one block on 18 July 2011,
taking 1 hour and 54 minutes on Pluto/Charon with GNIRS with the 10 l/mm grating
and 0.45” slit (Table 2.1). During this time Pluto/Charon were close to their maximum
elevation for the night, at airmass 1.3 to 1.5. A standard star was observed for L-band spectra
both before (HIP85908) and after (G0V standard HIP94394) the Pluto/Charon data were
acquired, which provided telluric subtraction spectra (Table 2.1). This night’s worth of data
became available on 23 July.
The good-quality seeing due to the crisp clear night (⇠ 6 C, windspeed < 0.2m/s, 13  28%
relative humidity) meant that Pluto/Charon had overlapping PSFs with centroids 11-13
pixels apart (Fig. 2.6). This corresponded well with the separations of 12.5-12.7 pixels
predicted from their astrometry by JPL Horizons. In single raw images, Pluto, which we
expect to be ⇠ 0.100 across, is 2 pixels across.
The GNIRS instrument had recently been moved from Gemini South to North, so the
Gemini data reduction software was not available for the data. We built a stack of the ninety
6According to the exposure table, with the long camera, 0.1"slit, no AO, the maximum exposure time at the
long wavelength end of the L band is 180 sec. Since we use a 4.5x wider slit, the individual exposures on source
should not exceed 40 seconds, and were recommended to be 30 seconds to be safe.
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Table 2.1 Observations of Pluto and Charon acquired by Gemini GNIRS in L-band with the 10 l/mm grating and
0.45” slit for program GN-2011B-Q-40.
Set UT Target File # Filter Slit/Acquisition Int(sec)/LNR/Coadds Observer notes
08:19:21 HIP85908 50 H 0.45 15.0/1/1
08:20:02 HIP85908 51 H2 ACQ 0.5/1/5
08:23:23 HIP85908 52 H 0.45 15.0/1/1
08:24:04 HIP85908 53-58 H2 ACQ 0.5/1/5
08:32:03 HIP85908 59 H2 0.45 0.5/1/5
08:34:23 HIP85908 60 H 0.45 15.0/1/1
08:37:22 HIP85908 62-64 H2 0.45 0.5/1/5
08:43:29 HIP85908 65-72 L 0.45 30.0/1/1 saturated
08:51:43 HIP85908 73-76 L 0.45 20.0/1/1 reduced to 20s
08:58:23 Pluto 77 H 0.45 15.0/1/1
08:59:04 Pluto 78-82 H ACQ 0.6/1/5
09:08:50 Pluto 83-84 H 0.45 0.6/1/5
09:11:04 Pluto 85-128 L 0.45 60.0/1/1
10:02:19 GCALflat 129-138 L 0.45 0.45/1/1
10:05:55 Pluto 139 H 0.45 15.0/1/1
10:06:37 Pluto 140-143 H ACQ 0.6/1/5
10:12:28 Pluto 144-146 H 0.45 0.6/1/5
10:15:18 Pluto 147-190 L 0.45 60.0/1/1
11:42:51 GCALflat 191-200 L 0.45 0.45/1/1
11:46:22 HIP94394 201 H 0.45 15.0/1/1
11:47:04 HIP94394 202-203 H2 ACQ 0.2/1/5
11:48:41 HIP94394 204 H2 0.45 0.2/1/5
11:50:27 HIP94394 205-212 L 0.45 15.0/1/1
a File # is the acquisition number of the image on the night (the three digits at the end of Gemini’s “original file
name” in the Gemini data archive).
Figure 2.6 Pluto and Charon in the acquisition field of GNIRS in H-band. The long narrow field shown
corresponds to the position of the slit as it was taken on the target, as GNIRS has a flip-in mirror that allows
positioning of a target in the slit without movement of the grating, prism or camera (GNIRS Target Acquisition).
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Figure 2.7 A dither-cancelled stack of the ninety Pluto-Charon L-band spectra made with one-minute integra-
tions with GNIRS on Gemini North (exposures 85-128 and 147-190 in Table 2.1). As there is a blank spot in the
centre of the spectrum, summing over the column of the stacked images produces two peaks of Pluto, rather
than the normal widening of the peak.
Pluto/Charon spectra (exposures 85-128 and 147-190 in Table 2.1), scripted by accounting
for and cancelling the displacement of the ABBA dither (Fig. 2.7). However, Charon was
not visible in this stack. The width of the Pluto line in this stack is 15-17 pixels, which
may imply that the initial coadding was faulty (the tilt of the spectrum has to be accounted
for and the author-written script may not have accounted for this as e ectively as would
the Gemini GNIRS reduction package). Of primary importance is that the stack does not
show Charon as a shoulder on the line of Pluto’s light (Fig. 2.8) when the stack shown in
that figure is column-summed; in that summed profile Charon must appear to the left of
Pluto, as indicated in Fig. 2.6, and no such signature was present. If Charon is there, it is
exceedingly faint.
The lack of detection of Charon prevents further data reduction, but emphasises the di culty
of this observation: we have trialled a set of parameters of GNIRS that may make it possible
to try for the detection more e ectively in the future. The peak flux count on Pluto in the
data is about a thousand, so to ensure detection we would suggest increasing the total
integration by a factor of ten.
2.1.4. Future work
Although the program was cut back to a smaller allocation than requested, the data provide
a feasibility test. This will strengthen a future proposal to acquire the full dataset. Since
the data were released, the GNIRS IRAF package has been extensively updated, and also
now accounts for the instrument being on a di erent telescope to when it was written;
the data should also be re-reduced with this package. Once this re-reduction is done, the
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Figure 2.8 A cross-section of the profile of the Pluto-Charon line in the summed (stacked) columns Fig. 2.7:
there is no shoulder on the line that would indicate photons from Charon.
column-summed profile of the image stack would be fitted to quantify the lack of detection
of Charon (number of sigma at which there was no deviation from a single PSF). It would
also be necessary to confirm that the counts received on Pluto and Charon in these two
hours of integration matched that expected from the current GNIRS ITC to ensure the
predictions of the ITC matched the observations before any re-proposal to Gemini.
2.2. Investigating the newly discovered TNO 2012 DR30
Part of this section has been published as part of an article in Astronomy and Astrophysics: Kiss et al. (2013)
The most distant parts of the outer Solar System are populated by hundreds of thousands of
small worlds, gravitationally scattered to their present orbits at the end of the dispersion of
the early nebula. These objects have not experienced strong radiative thermal alteration since
their scattering by a giant planet. However, their surfaces have been gradually modified
by the slow-acting, incompletely understood, processes of cosmic ray and micrometeoroid
bombardment. While in principle these distant objects are excellent probes of the nebular
conditions during the formation of the Solar System, their surface evolution has hidden
their otherwise fresh, unaltered primordial material.
We do not see such objects at Oort cloud distances due to their small size. Occasionally, one
is perturbed and its perihelion drops into the inner Solar System: they are then observed
only after becoming comets, or active Centaurs, when they are outgassing.
In late February 2012, the Siding Spring Survey discovered a new    : 2012 DR30 (MPEC
2012-D67). This     has a fascinating orbit, well secured by four oppositions of observa-
tions.7 It is severely eccentric, steeply inclined, and has a semimajor axis of greater than a
7a = 1104   , e = 0.9868, i = 78.0  according to the Minor Planet Center on 16 December 2012.
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thousand    that suggests its origin is cometary. However, its high perihelion at 14.5 AU
is distinctly non-cometary. This is not the orbit of a typical Centaur, or of a scattered disk
object (§ 1.2). We suspect that 2012 DR30 is recently injected from the Oort cloud, and has
gravitationally scattered o  a giant planet into its present orbit before ever coming close to
the Sun (Kiss et al. 2013).
Interestingly, 2012 DR30 was not discovered to be on its current orbit until it passed onto
the Siding Spring Survey’s fields at  17  declination and at magnitude V ⇠ 18.8. Shortly
after this designation was assigned (MPEC 2012-D67), the Minor Planet Center announced
in MPEC 2012-E01 that the object’s arc could be linked to that of a lost previous discovery:
2009 FW54, made by Spacewatch at Steward Observatory on 2009-03-31, which had been
lost after six observations. With archival searching, previous detections dating back to 5
April 2000 were unearthed which filled out the orbital arc. The 2008 observations by Purple
Mountain, Mt Lemmon Survey, Lowell’s LONEOS and Spacewatch were within a few tenths
of a magnitude of the discovery magnitude8. 2012 DR30 was then approaching perihelion
and moving at within an arcsecond per hour of its ⇠ 11”/hr motion rate at discovery, just
post-perihelion; this motion rate was too slow for it to be detected by Catalina’s northern
G96 (Mt Lemmon) and 703 asteroid surveys (R. McNaught, pers. comm.). No survey has
a 100% detection e ciency; in the earlier     surveys of Trujillo & Brown (2003), it may
simply have fallen through the cracks.
As a new discovery, little was known about 2012 DR30. Director’s discretionary observations
on Herschel in May 2012 provided thermal emission measurements; combined with 2.2m
multi-colour observations at La Silla which gave a magnitude of V = 19.254 ± 0.023, and
HV = 7.095±0.063, the diameter of 2012DR30 is 184±2 km, taking the best-fit thermophysical
pole-on model (Kiss et al. 2013). This makes it among the five largest known Centaurs, or
given its evolutionary origin, the largest comet ever seen.
As it is just past perihelion, 2012 DR30 is well placed for observations to probe the properties
of this large body. We began by obtaining photometry for a lightcurve of 2012 DR30, using
the Faulkes South 2 m telescope, which could provide this    ’s rotational period.
2.2.1. Observations with the Faulkes South 2m
Magnitude variation with time provides information on an object’s rotational period. A
lightcurve can also show if there are significant albedo variations on the object, eg. Haumea’s
red spot (Lacerda 2010).
We obtained visible-light imagery of 2012 DR30 with queue observations on the 2 m Faulkes
South telescope at Siding Spring Observatory, NSW.9 The Spectral camera of Faulkes South
that we used has a plate scale of 0.304 arcsec/pixel, with a 4kx4k CCD array, giving a field
of view of 10.5 arcmin.10
We observed 2012 DR30 through the Sloan Digital Sky Survey r’ filter on four nights, as
detailed in Table 2.2.11 On each night, consecutive 300 s exposures were obtained with 2012
8Observations of 2012 DR30 recorded at the Minor Planet Center
9Las Cumbres Observatory Global Telescope Network: 2m.
10Las Cumbres Observatory Global Telescope Network: Technical Data for Spectral camera.
11We appreciate the assistance of Daniel Bayliss in donating several hours of his Faulkes time.
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DR30 centred on the array; the 2x2 binning set a readout time between exposures of 22 s.
The rate of motion of 2012 DR30 across the sky was 0.9”/hr (a quarter-pixel, 75 milliarcsec,
in 5 minutes), which kept it well within the seeing disk of ⇠ 2” over each integration. Due
to the low altitude of 2012 DR30, the longest continuous set of observations were made over
less than two hours. 34 integrations were made in total, excluding nine images where the
seeing deteriorated below where 2012 DR30 could be detected.
Bias subtraction, flatfielding and astrometry were provided by the standard Faulkes queue
pipeline. The flatfielding varied in quality due to proximity to the Moon on some of the
nights, creating a pocked "golf course" e ect in places, but 2012 DR30 did not fall on any
problematic locations in these observations. We then used SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts
1996) to obtain the flux of 2012 DR30 from the reduced images.
We were puzzled to find that the observed position of 2012 DR30 di ered from its predicted
position by a consistent o set of about 12 arcseconds (Table 2.2). This seemed oddly large
for a multi-opposition secured orbit. We confirmed that this di erence was real by image-
by-image blinking & manual checks against JPL Horizons. This verified the output of
our script, which obtained 2012 DR30’s predicted positions by querying Horizons based
on the timestamp of the header of each image. The o set did lead us to wonder if the
Faulkes pipeline had a header timestamp error, but we could find no evidence of such
an error such as the keyword being for the start or midpoint rather than the end of the
exposure, and such a timestamp error would have to be substantial indeed to produce 12” of
variation. The astrometry world coordinate system provided by Faulkes we double-checked
via astrometry.net and could not find any problem there.
The 10 arcmin field of view provided ample suitably bright field stars, from which we
selected eleven to act as comparison stars and cancel the e ects of atmospheric variability
(Table 2.3 and Fig. 2.9). The selection was based on their photometric stability, lack of
saturation, no blends or other close stars, and their spatial distribution on the field; the
mutual relative photometry of these eleven stars varied by less than 0.01 mag across all the
observations. We then measured the di erential brightness variation of 2012 DR30 against
these stars.
The field on which 2012 DR30 fell during our observations (R.A. = 10h16m, decl. =  17 05m)
was too far south to be within the SDSS photometric catalog. We instead used the AAVSO
Photometric All-Sky Survey (APASS) Data Release 6 survey catalog for absolute calibration
of the magnitudes of the comparison stars. Four had matches within 2.2”-0.5” in the
catalogue (Table 2.3); these matches were confirmed by visual inspection of the images. This
catalogue match also confirmed that the astrometry on the field did not have a constant
o set in declination, as might be suggested by the shift in 2012 DR30 from its expected
position, supporting our conclusion that the image WCS was correctly applied.
The known catalogue magnitudes allowed us to tie the zeropoint of the di erential variation
of 2012 DR30 to an absolute magnitude. The scatter in the shift between the observed stellar
magnitude and the catalogue value for the four comparison stars was 0.2 magnitudes; we
therefore note that the internal precision in the relative photometry is much greater and
provides a better measure of the variability of 2012 DR30.
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Table 2.2 Astrometry of 2012 DR30 from Faulkes South 2 m r’-band imaging over four nights in 2012.
UT of observation Predicted RA Predicted Dec observed RA observed Dec o set
2012-05-28 08:28:06.355 10:16:46.65 -17:05:44.3 10:16:46.47 -17:05:56.5 0:00:12.5
2012-05-28 08:33:26.626 10:16:46.65 -17:05:44.2 10:16:46.47 -17:05:56.4 0:00:12.5
2012-05-28 08:38:47.220 10:16:46.65 -17:05:44.2 10:16:46.47 -17:05:56.4 0:00:12.4
2012-05-28 08:44:08.066 10:16:46.65 -17:05:44.1 10:16:46.47 -17:05:56.3 0:00:12.5
2012-05-28 11:56:14.191 10:16:46.65 -17:05:41.7 10:16:46.43 -17:05:53.8 0:00:12.5
2012-05-28 12:01:34.738 10:16:46.65 -17:05:41.6 10:16:46.44 -17:05:53.6 0:00:12.4
2012-05-28 12:06:55.562 10:16:46.65 -17:05:41.5 10:16:46.44 -17:05:53.5 0:00:12.3
2012-05-28 12:12:16.716 10:16:46.65 -17:05:41.5 10:16:46.43 -17:05:53.5 0:00:12.4
2012-05-28 12:17:37.018 10:16:46.65 -17:05:41.4 10:16:46.44 -17:05:53.3 0:00:12.3
2012-05-28 12:22:57.712 10:16:46.65 -17:05:41.3 10:16:46.44 -17:05:53.1 0:00:12.2
2012-05-30 09:06:03.224 10:16:47.13 -17:05:10.4 10:16:46.93 -17:05:22.6 0:00:12.5
2012-05-30 09:11:23.703 10:16:47.13 -17:05:10.3 10:16:46.94 -17:05:22.5 0:00:12.5
2012-05-30 09:16:44.081 10:16:47.13 -17:05:10.3 10:16:46.94 -17:05:22.5 0:00:12.5
2012-05-30 09:22:04.962 10:16:47.13 -17:05:10.2 10:16:46.94 -17:05:22.4 0:00:12.5
2012-05-30 09:27:25.380 10:16:47.13 -17:05:10.1 10:16:46.94 -17:05:22.3 0:00:12.5
2012-05-30 09:32:45.671 10:16:47.13 -17:05:10.1 10:16:46.94 -17:05:22.3 0:00:12.5
2012-05-30 09:38:06.124 10:16:47.14 -17:05:10.0 10:16:46.94 -17:05:22.2 0:00:12.5
2012-05-30 09:43:29.790 10:16:47.14 -17:05:10.0 10:16:46.94 -17:05:22.2 0:00:12.5
2012-05-30 09:48:51.063 10:16:47.14 -17:05:09.9 10:16:46.95 -17:05:22.2 0:00:12.6
2012-05-31 08:54:21.306 10:16:47.75 -17:04:56.1 10:16:47.56 -17:05:08.2 0:00:12.4
2012-05-31 09:10:25.284 10:16:47.76 -17:04:55.9 10:16:47.56 -17:05:08.0 0:00:12.5
2012-05-31 09:15:45.913 10:16:47.76 -17:04:55.9 10:16:47.56 -17:05:08.0 0:00:12.4
2012-05-31 09:37:09.023 10:16:47.77 -17:04:55.7 10:16:47.57 -17:05:07.8 0:00:12.5
2012-05-31 09:42:30.113 10:16:47.77 -17:04:55.6 10:16:47.57 -17:05:07.9 0:00:12.6
2012-05-31 09:47:50.256 10:16:47.78 -17:04:55.6 10:16:47.58 -17:05:07.7 0:00:12.5
2012-05-31 09:53:11.190 10:16:47.78 -17:04:55.5 10:16:47.58 -17:05:07.7 0:00:12.5
2012-05-31 10:14:33.638 10:16:47.79 -17:04:55.3 10:16:47.60 -17:05:07.5 0:00:12.5
2012-05-31 10:19:54.273 10:16:47.79 -17:04:55.3 10:16:47.59 -17:05:07.4 0:00:12.5
2012-05-31 10:25:15.577 10:16:47.80 -17:04:55.2 10:16:47.59 -17:05:07.3 0:00:12.5
2012-05-31 10:30:35.888 10:16:47.80 -17:04:55.2 10:16:47.60 -17:05:07.2 0:00:12.4
2012-05-31 10:35:56.461 10:16:47.80 -17:04:55.1 10:16:47.59 -17:05:07.3 0:00:12.6
2012-05-31 10:41:17.404 10:16:47.80 -17:04:55.1 10:16:47.60 -17:05:07.1 0:00:12.4
2012-05-31 10:46:38.478 10:16:47.81 -17:04:55.0 10:16:47.60 -17:05:07.2 0:00:12.5
2012-06-14 10:17:19.847 10:17:23.22 -17:04:27.9 10:17:23.03 -17:04:39.7 0:00:12.1
a RA are in H:M:S, declination in D:M:S, o set in degrees. The predicted positions are from JPL Horizons.
Measured positions of 2012 DR30 have uncertainties of 0.1” or slightly better.
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Table 2.3 Comparison stars selected in photometric reduction of Faulkes South 2
m r’-band imagery of 2012 DR30.
Star ID fluxa APASS mr RA (hours) Dec (deg)
41 97462.2 ± 212.4 16.354 ± 0.047 10:16:38.30 -17:10:04.0
61 113369.1 ± 219.5 16.214 10:16:56.87 -17:09:14.7
79 66749.4 ± 197.9 10:16:57.61 -17:08:23.0
82 95622.8 ± 211.5 10:16:33.54 -17:08:20.4
148 165926.6 ± 241.4 15.629 ± 0.028 10:16:37.92 -17:03:09.4
175 65117.2 ± 196.9 10:16:52.14 -17:04:19.7
210 101109.8 ± 214.0 10:16:31.96 -17:03:57.4
216 64865.0 ± 197.0 10:16:39.52 -17:04:55.7
252 106017.4 ± 216.1 10:16:59.19 -17:05:36.1
260 133196.7 ± 227.9 15.983 ± 0.102 10:16:33.02 -17:06:06.9
273 66359.9 ± 197.7 10:16:33.29 -17:06:25.8
a SExtractor’s FLUX_APER: flux vector within a fixed circular aperture. Star ID:
number assigned by SExtractor after extracting all sources on the image.
2.2.2. Results
We used the Faulkes comparative photometric measurements of 2012 DR30 to construct a
light curve (Fig. 2.10). This showed very little variation, with an upper limit of 1  variability
of 4 millimag from the standard deviation of the mr measurements. The comparative
photometry is given after Budding & Demircan (2007) as:
Kcomparative =
f luxDR30 ±  photon noiseP
f luxstars ±
qP
 2stars
(2.2)
where K is a constant that sets the zeropoint of fluctuation; it was set to the first observation
of 2012-05-31, which was roughly centred in the variation over all dates. The uncertainty of
the individual magnitude measurements shown in Fig. 2.10 are dominated by the APASS
calibration error, increasing them to 50 millimag. We conclude that 2012 DR30 shows no
light curve variability above the 50 millimag level in r.
We tried to fit a rotation period to 2012 DR30; the periodogram showed aliases only at one-
and half-day periods, which would be spurious e ects from the cadence of the observations,
a bias inherent to ground-based lightcurve observations. It was interesting that other authors
on Kiss et al. (2013) noted that the thermal fluxes measured with the space observatories
Herschel andWISE varied between epochs and were consistent with either a sidereal period
of 6 hrs or 24 hours. Centaur rotational periods are generally shorter than 27 hours (that of
the longest known, (60558) 2000 EC98 (Rousselot et al. 2005)), and mostly < 11 hours (e.g.
the ensemble study of Thirouin et al. (2010) found an average rate of 7.3 hours for Centaurs),
so these two periods do encompass the known range of Centaur rotational periods.
It would be useful as future work to obtain a further light curve in multiple colours (g and
r) to confirm if there is any more subtle colour-dependent variability, which could indicate
either surface composition or topographic variation.
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Figure 2.9 Example of observations of 2012 DR30 with Faulkes South 2 m r’-band imaging. The comparison
stars selected in the photometric reduction as listed in Table 2.3 are labelled with the “star ID” given in Table 2.3.
Note the “pocking” due to the proximity of the Moon a ecting the flatfielding.
2.2.3. Future work: observations with GeMs/GSAOI
No observations have yet been made with large-aperture telescopes to see if 2012 DR30 has
any comet-like coma. None were detected in the images from a 2 m, but 2012 DR30 is far
from the Sun; it will not be as lively as a Sun-approaching comet, but could show minor
Centaur-like activity. With high-resolution AO NIR imaging of 2012 DR30, we would be
able to detect spalled fragments and gas streamers. 2012 DR30’s body may even be partially
resolved; its core has an expected angular width of ⇠ 0.06”. This would provide detail on
the size, mass, thermal physics, and composition of 2012 DR30.
We requested science verification time andwere granted engineering time forH-bandMCAO
imaging of the new GeMs/GSAOI instrument on Gemini South12. We o ered observing
12These were anticipated for mid-January 2013 but ended up not being possible to schedule. The planned
observations did not take place. However, as of mid-2013 this kind of coma check on 2012 DR30 has not come
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Figure 2.10 Comparative photometry of 2012 DR30 over four nights. The error bars for each point are given
relative to the internally consistent photometry (left ordinate), and are dominated by the photon noise, found
via SExtractor’s FLUXERR_APER (RMS error vector for aperture flux) values. The absolute magnitude (right
ordinate) is tied to the APASS catalogue, which had up to an 0.2 mr variation in the shift required for the
standard stars, so it is provided for guidance rather than high precision.
options both with non-sidereal or with sidereal tracking, as the non-sidereal capabilities
of GeMs/GSAOI have not yet been commissioned on objects other than Saturn’s moons.
The large field of GeMS+GSAOI would make acquisition of 2012 DR30 straightforward; the
positional uncertainty of a few arcseconds may have been why 2012 DR30 could not be
acquired with NIRC2’s 7” FOV on Keck. Imprecise pointing on the ephemeris is therefore
quite acceptable, regardless of the type of tracking.
The cadence of observations with GeMs/GSAOI is set by two requirements. The sky motion
of 2012 DR30 must be apparent, to ensure we can correctly identify it; this can be satisfied by
only a few minutes of observing time, thanks to 2012 DR30’s late-2012 motion rate of ⇠ 11
arcsec per hour. Detecting the motion of any ejected particles is the primary control on the
observing time. Over 30 minutes, spalled fragments moving at roughly 1-10% of the    ’s
escape velocity could be detected. We therefore asked for as many H-band images as could
be taken to give 30 minutes on 2012 DR30, dithered by 4” in a 2x2 box dither pattern, for
later sky subtraction. This background removal will have to be very careful to preserve the
extent of any coma around the    .
2012 DR30 brightness in H-band is set by its colour, which is very blue: B   V of (19.901  
9.254 = 0.65) (Kiss et al. 2013), kin to shiny-blue water ice (cf. Haumea, B   V = 0.64
(Snodgrass et al. 2010)). 2012 DR30’s H-band magnitude will therefore be brighter than
16.6. AO only shrinks the central core; for a core with that magnitude surrounded by a
magnitude-fainter per square arcsecond coma with perfectly even brightness distribution,
we calculated that for Haumea-blueness,13 ⇠ 150 10-second exposures will provide SNR⇠ 8
per 0.01 sq. arcsec, su cient to detect coma and fragments 1/10th the diameter of 2012
DR30.
into the literature
13The exposures for 2012 DR30 had already been submitted before the exact colour was found.
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CHAPTER 3
The Uppsala southern sky survey
The number of stars recorded per plate was appalling.
. . . Searching beyond the seventeenth magnitude would appear
prohibitive; the work of blink examination would increase
roughly in proportion to the number of stars.
– Clyde Tombaugh
1961
This work has been prepared for publication in the Astronomical Journal, with authors Bannister, M. T., Brown,
M. E., Schmidt, B. P., Francis, P. J., McNaught, R. H., Garradd, G. J., Larson, S. M. and Beshore, E. C. It will
be submitted in early 2013.
In the previous chapter, we discussed some of the possibilities available from understanding
the properties of individual trans-Neptunian objects. In this chapter, we move to the larger
picture: the process of sweeping the sky to consolidate our understanding of the overall
abundance of    s.
As discussed in § 1.3.1, surveys of the sky have not yet covered the high-latitude regions
of the southern sky. A survey of this region to su cient depth to sample well down the
size distribution will add significantly to our understanding of the high-inclination    
population. As a > 1m-aperture wide-field telescope was not available in Australia to make
this kind of wide and shallow survey, we looked for existing wide-field observations that
might o er su cient data.
TheUppsala telescope is an 0.5m enclosed-tube equatorial mount Schmidt reflector at Siding
Spring Observatory (   ) in northern New South Wales. Placed at Mt Stromlo Observatory
in 1957 as the southern telescope of the Uppsala Observatory in Sweden, it was moved to
    in 1982 after the Swedes finished their programs of observation.
The Uppsala was completely refurbished in the early 2000s by the Catalina Sky Survey, who
wanted to extend their United States-based search for near-Earth asteroids (Larson et al.
1998; Christensen et al. 2012) to the Southern Hemisphere. It has been dedicated since 2004
to the Catalina group’s observing program for near-Earth asteroids, the Siding Spring Survey
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(Larson et al. 2003), which remains the only such survey in the Southern Hemisphere. It is
the most successful asteroid detection survey of its telescope size1, and by January 2013 had
also detected 92 comets,2 including Comet McNaught (C/2006 P1), the Great Comet of 2007.
Since mid-2008, the data have also been provided to Caltech for the Catalina Real-Time
Transient Survey (Djorgovski et al. 2011).
These observations with the Uppsala have produced more than five hundred thousand
images of the southern sky. This could potentially form a     survey of the bright end of
the brightness distribution, though no such archival survey has ever been created on such a
scale.
In this chapter, we first describe the basic parameters of the Uppsala survey operation
(§ 3.1). We then collate the observational characteristics of the survey data (§ 3.2): from this
assessment, we determine that its rich temporal coverage permits its resampling at a cadence
that can be used to search for    s. This, together with the dataset’s other observational
characteristics, make an archival     survey feasible.
Given this possibility, we conceive and develop a processing pipeline to transform the data
from that for an asteroid survey to a     survey (§ 3.3). We discuss the results and the
intricacies of running this pipeline on the rawness of a large, undocumented dataset in
§ 3.4. We conclude our assessment and processing of the Uppsala survey in § 3.5, with
consideration of the possibilities for future work on the data.
3.1. Uppsala Survey operation
The Siding Spring Survey is less automated than the other Catalina operations in California
and Arizona. Two observers alternate ten-day shifts during which they schedule the ob-
servations, operate the telescope, and monitor the Catalina data pipeline’s moving object
output as each set of fields are observed. Each night, the observer selects a group of adjacent
fields from the field list (Appendix §A.1) for observation. This selection is based on weather,
time of lunation, and the area searched in the last week by the other major asteroid surveys.3
In the refurbishment of the Uppsala telescope by the Catalina group, the telescope mount
was refitted with digital encoders, and the photographic plate holder replaced with a
Newtonian-focus mounted 4k x 4k CCD. This has a field of view of 4.21 square degrees
(123.3 x 122.9 arcminutes)4 and a plate scale of 1.8” per pixel. The plate scale is similar to
Siding Spring’s seeing when the e ects of the Uppsala’s optics and its dome seeing are taken
into account:     logs over 2000-05 show 64% of nights are usable, with sub-1.75” seeing
68% of the time (Keller et al. 2007).
The Catalina pipeline detects comets and supernovae as well as asteroids, but both its
temporal spacing of observations (cadence) and its implementation are not structured to
detect    s. Main-belt asteroids have apparent motion of 30-40 ”/hr, while the slowest
1NASA Near-Earth Asteroid Discovery Statistics.
2Comet discoveries from E12: “McNaught”: 75, “Garradd”: 17, “Siding Spring”: 10, “Christiansen”: 1
(shared naming rights reduce the total).
3Voluntarily made available by the surveys for their mutual coordination at the Minor Planet Center.
4The images are 4096 x 4110 pixels, ie. 7372.8” x 7398.0”.
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moving Siding Spring detections to date are ⇠ 15’/hr,5 the speed of a fast-moving Centaur,
which leaves them unable to detect the slower motion of    s.
In the standard cadence, four unfiltered integrations of between 20 seconds and 1 minute
are taken of each field, at spacings of 10-12 minutes. This gives a span between first and
last image that is normally about 45 minutes. Most integrations are either 20 or 30 seconds
long (Fig. 3.1). As this figure shows, the integration time does vary throughout the dataset:
it is increased by the observer in non-photometric conditions to maintain an approximate
limiting magnitude of mclear ⇠ 19. If any unknown moving objects are detected in the
realtime processing of these observations, the observer will interrupt the scheduled cadence
for between three and five followup observations which track on the new discovery. At this
stage, the observer may designate a new field centre, or track on the moving object. Some
800 deg2 of sky are observed per night.
The field identification codes are classified by their initial letters as follows, with the number
of unique fields in that grouping:
• N: field north of celestial equator, regularly scheduled field: 4248
• S: field south of celestial equator, regularly scheduled field: 711
• U: user-defined followup field: 1617
• F: followup field (not functionally di erent from U): 579
There are 4959 regularly scheduled fields, which together cover 20,870.6 square degrees of
sky; 51% of the total sphere of sky. The N and S fields have constant field centres. They are
occasionally trailed when on the last image of the standard cadence of four images, the field
hits a software elevation limit in the west and the tracking is switched o . This is rare, but
as it occurs manually, it is not recorded in the header (R. McNaught, pers. comm.)
The U and F fields are centred on newly discovered moving objects, and are frequently
trailed. Usually the exposure is set so the stars barely trail, few more than a seeing diameter
(3 pixels) to retain astrometric accuracy; rarely, the stars are significantly trailed to go fainter
to make an initial recovery detection or to increase the signal-to-noise for details in a comet’s
tail. This trailing is set manually on the telescope control computer, so it is not recorded in
the image header (R. McNaught, pers. comm.).
The standard cadence is repeated on each field anywhere from the next night to several
weeks tomonths later. In its observing fromMarch 2004 toOctober 2009, the data considered
here, the Survey took well over half a million images: 624,484. Images were recorded to
DVD at the completion of each night’s observing, producing an archive of more than 1700
DVDs, stored at the dome, which were the only copy of the survey data. Some 93% of the
survey data were recoverable from these disks,6 and were transferred to a striped RAID
5The Siding Spring Survey discovered the 18th magnitude Centaurs 2008 YB3 and 2012 DR30 when they
had a ⇠ 15”/hr motion.
6The 624,484 are those that were successfully recovered.
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Figure 3.1 Integration times of individual images of all standard survey fields south of the ecliptic in the Siding
Spring Survey dataset. The predominance of 20 and 30 second exposures give the survey an e ective depth of
about 19th magnitude; this is quantified in Chapter 4.
array at Mt Stromlo. These 6.5 TB of .fits images and their derived SExtractor (Bertin
& Arnouts 1996) output files form the dataset for this analysis.7
The images are fully reduced, with flatfielding, debiasing and WCS fitting applied. Almost
all of the images are compressed with the lossless settings of the Space Telescope Science
Institute’s image compression package hcompress,8 which applies a two-dimensional
Haar transform and reduces the file size to a quarter of the raw size. There are gzip
compressed SExtractor 2.0 files for each image, produced with the standard Catalina
pipeline SExtractor settings (Table 3.1).
Fortunately, the image compression leaves the headers in plain text. The images’ metadata
were therefore catalogued by extracting and storing the essential header information in a
table of a Postgres SQL database.Queries to this database were then used to determine the
revisitation cadence and the sky coverage of these years of observations.
7We greatly appreciate the assistance of Rob McNaught. As the survey’s single copy was not to be removed
from the dome, Rob copied the data from the 1700 DVDs to terabyte drives over the course of six weeks of
observing runs, making this analysis possible.
8The images were given the non-standard su x .arch or .arch.H
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Table 3.1 Selected Catalina pipeline SExtractor settings.
Parameter Setting notes
DETECT_MINAREA 3.0 minimum number of pixels above threshold
DETECT_THRESH 1.2 sigmas
ANALYSIS_THRESH 1.5 sigmas
FILTER Y apply filter for detection
FILTER_NAME gauss_1.5_3x3.conv
DEBLEND_NTHRESH 64 Number of deblending sub-thresholds
DEBLEND_MINCONT 0.0 Minimum contrast parameter for deblending
CLEAN Y Clean spurious detections
CLEAN_PARAM 1.0 Cleaning e ciency
MASK_TYPE CORRECT type of detection MASKing
PHOT_APERTURES 5 aperture diameter(s) in pixels
PHOT_AUTOPARAMS 3.5, 4.5 Kron fact, min radius
SATUR_LEVEL 32000.0 level (in ADUs) at which arises saturation
MAG_ZEROPOINT 25.74 magnitude zero-point?
GAIN 1.1 detector gain in electrons per ADU
PIXEL_SCALE 1.8 size of pixel in arcsec
SEEING_FWHM 4.0 stellar FWHM in arcsec
BACK_SIZE 32 Background mesh: size
BACK_FILTERSIZE 3 Background filter: size
? Catalina chose this zero-point as it should yield Johnson V magnitudes to an accuracy of +/- 0.1
magnitudes. This value assumes a source (B-R)=0.7, a nominal value for asteroids, and (V-R)=0.5.
3.2. Observational characteristics of the survey
Surveys for trans-Neptunian objects are typically observed with dedicated time on a survey
telescope, with full control over their cadence of observation and the time of observation of
their field relative to opposition. As this is an archival survey, we have neither. There are
therefore two considerations in assessing if this data can be adequate for detecting    s.
The first is the revisitation rate of each field: are there enough data to link appearances of a
    on multiple nights on the same field into a recognisable orbital arc. The second is the
elongation of each field: are the fields observed close to opposition, maximising the motion
rate of any    s in that field due to the reflex motion of the Earth.
We chose to use only the regular (N and S) Uppsala fields in the initial analysis, as their
constant field centres maximise the area that is covered by repeated observation. The
irregular images observed with non-sidereal tracking could be checked later to add extra
astrometry, if an object was found on a regular field. Consideration of the field selection
therefore refers only to the regular fields. This gave us 568, 751 images to consider.
3.2.1. Cadence and sky coverage
Asdiscussed in § 1.3, three observations are theminimumneeded to fit an orbit, and previous
surveys that are sensitive to Kuiper belt objects have typically had their three observations
on the same night, spaced by an hour or so, cf. the 1”/hr motion rate sensitivity of Trujillo
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Figure 3.2 Frequency of the length of the separation between all the consecutive observations of the 4959
regular (N and S) fields. 95% of the separations are less than 180 days; note that most are revisited well within
a month.
& Brown (2003). Modifying this to two observations on the same night, spaced by four
hours or so, followed by another observation within a few days, allows detection of objects
at Sedna’s ⇠ 100    distance, cf. the 0.2”/hr motion rate sensitivity of Schwamb et al. (2009).
A follow-up observation to secure orbits is made a month or so later. Since     detection
relies on linking triplets of observations into orbital arcs, as the cadence length increases,
the number of triplets to be calculated increases as n2 permutations (Becker et al. 2008).
Examining the cadence of observation of the regular Uppsala fields shows that most are
observed at spacings of between a few days and several weeks (Fig. 3.2), and this pattern is
consistent in individual fields, e.g. the field shown in Fig. 3.3. These gaps are considerably
larger than the surveys cited above: even a week-long gap is considerably larger than a
normal survey’s emphasis on revisiting its fields in a single night.
However, this extended cadence is a benefit rather than a problem, as the longer the temporal
arc of the points that are used to calculate the orbit, the more certain the solution to the
orbital parameters become. This gives the Uppsala     survey a great asset: any detections
in the data will immediately have well-secured orbits.
This dense temporal sampling of objects on the same fields also o ers the possibility of
producing initial crude lightcurves, or at least a check for magnitude fluctuations on the
scale of that of Haumea, 0.25 mag (Rabinowitz et al. 2006), for any detections.
Extending this examination of the temporal sampling to the whole data set, the overall
coverage of the Uppsala survey is exceptional (Fig. 3.4). For example, 2,257 of the regular
fields have 30 or more9 nights of observation in the five years through to October 2009,
giving 9,498.9 degrees2 of highly sampled sky coverage (Fig. 3.5), 23% of the total sphere
9This choice of value discussed further in § 3.2.2.
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Figure 3.3 Frequency of the length of the separation between all the consecutive observations of an example
field (S21067: 09:30, -21:11) with 46 observations in 2004-2009.
Figure 3.4 Density of temporal observation of the 4.5 deg2 Uppsala fields. Most fields have more than 30 nights
of observation over the five years of data we consider.
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of the sky. Considering the sky coverage as a function of depth in magnitude with that
of previous surveys, our survey, while shallow - we did not anticipate going any deeper
than magnitude 19.5, given the short exposures and small aperture - had an exceptional sky
coverage.
Prominent in Fig. 3.5 is the b± ⇠ 15  zone of galactic avoidance: this was dictated in the
survey scheduling due to the high star density of the area, which would cause moving
objects to fall on top of stars too frequently to be easily recovered. This 7200 deg2 area
⇠  10  b  ⇠ 10 has generally been avoided by moving-object surveys that do not use an
image subtraction data reduction technique (Fig. 1.3). Taking the Uppsala coverage to begin
in earnest at   =  15  and the Uppsala galactic avoidance area of  15  b  15, placing 140 
of galactic longitude within the Uppsala field of view, the area of southern sky avoided by
our survey due to the Galaxy comprises 4200 deg2. This is a substantial unsurveyed bite
out of the total potential sky area that could be surveyed by a telescope located at Siding
Spring, but it cannot be addressed by this survey10.
Two calculations are essential to the smooth running of a survey: being able to project the
orbits of newly discovered objects into the past and hopefully find earlier detections in this
or other data that can help improve the orbit, and correctly identifying known discoveries
that move across the fields. We developed a small pipeline querying JPL Horizons for
precise position information for known minor planets over the five years of the Uppsala
survey dataset. These positions were then matched to the observations made by Uppsala
on these fields, as in our survey simulator (§ 4.3).
There are few known trans-Neptunian objects that could have been potentially recovered
by this survey. If we examine the H < 6    s known as of September 201311, and then
restrict this subset further to those objects that are both south of the celestial equator and
have a magnitude < 20 during the survey duration, we find that only nine objects are
present (indicated by red crosses in Fig. 3.5). (134340) Pluto, at magnitude 14.3 the only
su ciently southern     bright enough to definitely be within the survey magnitude range,
is unfortunately within the unobserved sky of the galactic avoidance zone for the duration
of the survey (in Fig. 3.5, it falls in solid black unobserved sky). Six of the subset did fall
on the survey N and S fields: 47171, 90482, 2010 EK139, 90568 (formerly 2004 GV9), (28978)
Ixion, and (50000) Quaoar. Of these, three objects fell on the 30+-epoch fields (on the white
area in Fig. 3.5): the plutino (28978) Ixion, mV = 19.44   19.9 (DES); the Centaur 2010 EK139,
at mr = 19.9   20.2; and the classical     90568, at m = 19.0   20.012. They provide some
spread between 19th and 20th magnitude available to test the magnitude limit of the survey
and its detection e ciency in the lower part of the e ciency curve.
As detailed in Chapter 2, the newly discovered     2012 DR30 was first found by the Siding
Spring Survey on very northern Uppsala fields. Though tracking steadily south since its
discovery in February 2012, it was too far north to fall on the main fields with 30+ epochs
that we used in the Uppsala     survey during the survey’s span.
10Part of this sky has been subsequently addressed by Sheppard et al. (2011).
11According to the Minor Planet Center Distant Objects
12Magnitudes via theMPC; associated caveats regarding the quality of reported photometry and its associated
uncertainties apply.
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59Figure 3.5 The sky coverage of the regularly scheduled fields of the Uppsala survey, 2004-2009. The brightness of a field, dark grey to white, indicates its number of observations;
black indicates no observations, and the darkest shade of grey indicates at minimum 5 observations. Other shades increment up to white, which indicates fields with more than 30
observations. The ecliptic is in orange, the Galactic plane in blue in the prominent curve of the avoidance zone (solid black). The month 1-12 at which that area of sky will be at
opposition is indicated across the top. H < 6    s with   < 0 and m < 20 are indicated by red crosses, with positions labelled those at each end of the survey timeframe to show
typical    motion over the span of the survey. They are labelled with their MPC designations.
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Figure 3.6 The positions of the eight H < 4    s that are m < 20, on the midpoint of the Uppsala survey on 1
January 2007. In order of increasing right ascension, they are: 55636 aka 2002 TX300, (136199) Eris, (90482) Orcus,
(136472) Makemake, (136108) Haumea, (28978) Ixion, (50000) Quaoar, and (134340) Pluto. The declination range
is restricted to that where the    s fall; the ecliptic is the thin orange line, the ±30  ecliptic latitude lines are
heavier orange lines, and the galactic plane is in blue.
The global distribution of H < 4    s shown in Fig. 3.6 emphasises that bright    s are
foundwithin±30  of the ecliptic. The telescopes in the North that are known for     surveys
(Table 1.2) were primarily at the sites of Mauna Kea 19.8  N, Kitt Peak 32.0  N, Palomar 33.4 
N, and could therefore see south on the sky to   -26.6 – -40.2 when observing at an airmass
of 2. At altitudes below airmass 2, the degradation in depth of observations would make it
impractical to continue to survey. Taking Schwamb et al. (2010)) as it has the greatest sky
coverage, the big Northern surveys had a cuto  of   =  30  and were complete northwards
of that, cf. Fig. 1.3. This means that surveys in the North have scanned 91% of the 21,600
deg2 of sky that is ±30  of the ecliptic, with 2400 deg2 of unsurveyed sky remaining in its
southernmost part.
The Uppsala survey’s sky coverage is well placed to address this unsurveyed sky - except
that it is cut through by the avoidance zone of b± ⇠ 15  around the Galactic plane, removing
⇠ 890 deg2 of sky with high stellar density from the area of sky that was both within 30  of
the ecliptic and north of   =  30 . With this reduction, the area of sky unique to this survey
that was within the region ±30  the ecliptic, given the calculation above, was 1510 deg2,
7% of the area within ±30  of the ecliptic.13 This was a modest area of sky given the sky
density of bright    s seen in Fig. 3.6: momentarily setting aside the deeper complexities
of perihelion bias and population structure, eight objects at m < 20 in 21,600 deg2 of sky
implied a ⇠ 50% chance of discovery of a new bright classical     in this patch.
13Much of this galactic avoidance area and surrounding sky was subsequently surveyed by Sheppard et al.
(2011) and Rabinowitz et al. (2012), although the processing of our dataset was complete before these entered
the literature.
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Figure 3.7 The sky coverage of the fully processed Uppsala survey fields as a function of ecliptic latitude,
considered in 2  bins. This shows how strongly o -ecliptic a survey this work is compared to previous surveys;
cf. Fig. 4 of Schwamb et al. (2010) and Fig. 7 of Rabinowitz et al. (2012). The influence of the Uppsala survey’s
avoidance of the Galactic plane region creates a prominent dip.
Most of the Uppsala survey sky coverage was far from the ecliptic, within the higher ecliptic
latitudes  30    80  (Fig. 3.7); this lowered the density of    s falling on the majority of
the survey fields. If (136199) Eris’s inclination of 43.9  is momentarily considered as typical
of scattered disk objects, such that most of its orbit will be spent at ecliptic latitudes ⇠ 40 ,
the sky at high ecliptic latitudes is where such objects would be found if su ciently bright.
Previous surveys surveying   <  30  (Table 1.2 and Fig. 1.3) have scanned some 1970 deg2
of sky at ecliptic latitudes > 30  (including the Galactic plane since previous surveys often
have not reported the shape of the edge of their sky coverage exactly adjacent to their cuto 
to the Galactic plane), one-fifth of the high-inclination population sky14.
The Uppsala survey area went down to   ⇠ 80 (Fig. 3.5), sky which includes the southern
ecliptic pole. Not surveyed within that part of its coverage at > 30  ecliptic were the ⇠ 376
deg2 of sky at the celestial pole, due to the restriction of the Uppsala’s equatorial mount,
and the 3000 deg2 of sky from the Galactic plane avoidance b± ⇠ 15  that placed 100  of
galactic longitude within the > 30  ecliptic part of the survey area. This survey therefore
had available 7248 deg2 of sky (70% of the sky at > 30  ecliptic), unchecked by any prior
survey, to add to the census of the bright end of the scattered disk population. Given the
very low sky density of such bright scattered disk objects, Eris being the only true     in
the sample of eight indicated in in Fig. 3.6, there was probably also only an even chance of
detecting a new bright     in this surveyed sky.
14Note though that Eris was not discovered in that area of sky but closer to the ecliptic.
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Figure 3.8 The distance from opposition of all the observations in the entire Uppsala dataset south of the
ecliptic. The fields are observed at a wide range of angles from opposition, unlike a normal     survey that
centres the fields on opposition to maximise the    motion rates. The dip close to opposition itself is expected
in any survey, due to the small area of sky that opposition itself occupies. The highly southern sky coverage of
our survey also puts its fields far from where opposition moves along the ecliptic.
3.2.2. Distance from opposition
A purpose-designed     survey keeps its observations within a few tens of degrees of
opposition: for example, within 1.5 hours for Trujillo & Brown (2003), and 42  for Schwamb
et al. (2009). As discussed earlier in § 1.3.2, this maximises the motion rate of    s.
However, applying a similarly strict cut to the Uppsala dataset would leave too few observa-
tions to create a highly sampled     survey. The elongation of the fields varied considerably
(Fig. 3.8), including observations made at up to and beyond quadrature. Most fields have six
to ten observations made in the 180 days (six months) centred on the time of the year that
the field is at opposition, as in Fig. 3.9. Six to ten observations should allow construction
of two or three orbital triplets, so the 30+ epoch fields (30 nights / 5 years ⇠ 6) provided
su ciently abundant data to construct intra-season arcs for potential    s.
We used all the data for the Uppsala fields that have 30 or more nights of observation in our
analysis, choosing a six month “opposition season” as a compromise between maximising
the number of observations that will initially be considered together for an arc linkage and
constraining the distance that the field will be observed from its opposition. This gave us
464,703 images to consider.
As there are su cient observations available in each season, it is possible to take the simplest
approach to analysing the data for moving objects: considering in turn each season of each
field.
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Figure 3.9 Frequency of the length of separation between the consecutive observations (46 in total) of an
example field (S21067: 09:30, -21:11) made in the six months centred on its date of opposition, a period for each
field that we define as its “season”.
3.3. The analysis pipeline for TNOs
Having determined that the data are su ciently highly temporally sampled and otherwise
appropriate to be used as a     survey, we proceed to the conceptual design of the re-
analysis of the data for    s. This is similar in principle to the traditional method of    
surveys. A list of point sources is extracted, the points corresponding to moving objects are
identified, and all plausible orbits between sets of three points (the minimum required to
determine an orbit) are calculated.
Alternatively, the images of each field could be stacked and image subtracted, which will
remove the stars and leave the moving objects as streaks. In this analysis, we follow the first
method.
In this section, we go through the order of design and operation of the modules of the
Python-based Uppsala     pipeline. This pipeline was run on a 32-processor machine.
§ 3.3.1 Make the master list of photometric sources for a given field, with sources grouped
by night
§ 3.3.2 Group the sources across nights to allow division between stars and astronomical
transients
§ 3.3.3 Find triplets of transients spaced across one opposition season that fit the orbital
parameters of    s
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§ 3.3.5 Join the surviving triplets together across the years and see if the resulting arcs still
form valid     orbits
§ 3.3.7 Examine the transients that make up the valid arcs to confirm that all are true
astronomical transients
3.3.1. Extracting and merging sources
The first part of the detection of moving objects was to find all of the astronomical sources
in the survey images. The list of sources in each of the 464,703 images already existed: the
Catalina SExtractor files were created with settings optimised for detecting asteroids
(Table 3.1), so we began processing these files rather than running SExtractor from
scratch. Catalina did use a generous 1.2  detection threshold for a source, which would
produce manymore detections, most of which would be due to background noise. However,
pushing that far into the noise was ideal for pushing the survey magnitude limit for    
detection, especially as the survey has a bright magnitude limit of mclear = 13.
SExtractor provided output that varied slightly across the years. The most notable
di erence was that part way through the survey, the RA switched from being formatted
in hours to in decimal degrees. These more than four hundred and sixty thousand source
files had to be cross-correlated to determine which were true astronomical sources and
which were instead spurious noise, and each unique source needed tagging and tracking
throughout processing. The sources therefore needed metadata.
We tested implementing the metadata via a table in our SQL database; the overhead was
prohibitive for the disk space that we had available. We instead processed each source
detection into instances of a purpose-built Python class, kupeclasses.Source. From
these, we assembled a reference catalogue for each night on each field out of the sources
from each image, populating a set of sources with appropriate metadata. The intranight
temporal spacing of ⇠45 minutes from first to last observation is very short for a     survey:
too short to leave the sky motion of a trans-Neptunian object visible. A     will move ⇠ 2.3
arcsec in this time, which at the plate scale of 1.8 arcsec per pixel creates a shift of 1.25 pixels.
The median seeing at Siding Spring is 1.5-2 arcsec (Keller et al. 2007), not accounting for the
dome or telescope-tube seeing. This shift was therefore too small to use for initial detection
of    s.
However, at this point the wealth of temporal sampling of the dataset could be brought
into play. It was perfectly possible to instead combine the sources that are roughly together
over the span of the intranight cadence into single sources, and construct only internight
triplets of sources in potential     orbits. This also conveniently culled out all cosmic rays
and most fast-moving asteroids far from their stationary points, along with a fair amount
of the noise. We could instead take advantage of the tiny intranight on-sky shift of a    
under Siding Spring seeing, which remained too small for the merging to cause the loss
of such slow-moving objects. An initial cuto  distance of a few arcseconds was therefore
quite adequate to “smudge” the moving object into being correctly identified as the same
candidate.
Using only this internight orbit fitting did introduce an inherent inner cuto  in heliocentric
distance to the survey. We cannot detect any object that moves faster than about the 15 ”/hr
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perihelion speed of a Centaur, and have correspondingly poor sensitivity to Centaurs. This
is quite intentional: as mentioned earlier, the slowest-moving object that can be detected
with the standard Catalina pipeline is a fast-moving Centaur. The exact inner heliocentric
distance limit then changed from night to night and field to field; this is accounted for in
later calculations of the phase space sampled by the survey.
We therefore next created a merged set of Sources for each night on each field. The
longest of the four Source lists from each image was taken as the master for comparison.
Each source in that list then had the other lists checked against it to find if there was a
corresponding close-by source. This was speeded by sorting the lists by RA and using a
bisection algorithm to quickly find the sources that were within a surrounding box 10 arcsec
on a side, then calculating the true arc distance of the sources within the box. The closest
source to that on the “master” list was kept; in addition, it had to be within 6 arcsec to be
kept. The sources that had corresponding twins on all of the images from that night were
kept as “candidates”.
Because the seeing on a given night would change the dispersion of the location of each
source, the cuto  distance to determine if a given source-cluster was the same source,
seen over four images, could not be set at a constant value. We constructed a cumulative
frequency plot of the dispersion of the clusters to determine the dispersal caused by seeing
(Fig 3.10). We then applied a cuto  at the 5  level and used that as the maximum dispersion
allowed for each cluster for the night. The position of a source was then kept as the geometric
centre of the cluster.
For each such cluster, a new Sourcewas instantiated with the RA and declination of the
geometric centre of the four-image cluster, and the median magnitude of the cluster. The
parent field of the Source, which would normally hold the Sources that went into
making this new Source, were not stored in the new Sources to minimise memory use.
This produced a .dat file for each night of each field, containing a list of Sources.
3.3.2. Identifying transients
Given the lists of true astronomical sources from each night, the next step was identifying
the sources in each image that were “transients”: sources that were not stars. We wanted to
retain the transients that were the point-source appearance of a     in the image.
Undesired transients that could contaminate our clean list of     transients include cosmic
rays (high-energy particles from elsewhere in the Galaxy), dead or hot pixels (pixels in the
detector that are no longer sensitive to incident light), asteroids at their stationary points
(removed in later filtering), optical artefacts/image ghosting from scattered light in the
system, which occurred frequently but was often pointing-dependent, contaminants such
as dust particles on the telescope optics, and extra detections above the noise generated by
the halo surrounding saturated stars.
While the transient detection is e cient at removing cosmic rays, in retrospect it would
have been useful to also filter out transients that are artefacts: bloomed pixels in halos
around saturated stars (eg. Fig 3.11). This could have been done by removing those that
coincided with the location of stars brighter than a certain magnitude, cf. Polishook et al.
(2012) discarding transients near those stars brighter than 11th magnitude, in the Tycho-2
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Figure 3.10 The cuto  limit for combining the four sources observed on a given field in a night into one centred
source is set dynamically by the seeing on each night of observation. Here on Uppsala field S17078 (10:49,
-17:10), the 95th percentile limit cuto  (vertical dashed blue line) on the source dispersion (red dashed line)
clearly excludes no true groups.
catalogue, when trying to detect asteroids in Palomar Transient Factory data. This would
however potentially have decreased our e ciency of detection in the vicinity of the galactic
plane.
Stars appear in the same location across all nights. The previous step had removed cosmic
rays, hot pixels and some asteroids; this step removed most of the optical artefacts. Defining
if a given source was the same source across all nights is computationally intensive: it is
of O(nn) to match these lists of sources from each night across all the nights that each field
had been observed. This was improved by careful implementation.
We matched the lists of Sources between nights with the same methodology as in the
previous section. This matching di ered in that the seeing conditions would have a much
wider variation, so a uniform cuto  of 4” was imposed rather than a dynamic cut. If a
given source-cluster appeared on only one night, it was considered a transient. Matched
candidate lists and transient lists were produced for each night of each field, indexed by
their night of appearance.
We then applied an internal photometric calibration to the transients of each field. We
defined reference stars as those on each field that appeared on all of the nights that that field
had been observed. This provided between 9, 784 and 120, 714 reference stars for each field.
We calculated the night-by-night fluctuation of the suite of reference stars from their 30+
observation median magnitudes, and corrected the magnitudes of the transients in each
night by corresponding variation. As the field is the unit of processing, the photometry
remained internally consistent. These photometrically calibrated transients were used in
the next step of processing: beginning to calculate orbits.
As visible in Fig. 3.12, the transients often cluster toward the edge of the fields. This is due
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Figure 3.11 The transients on the Uppsala field S47070 (13:27, -47:20) show in a worst-case example that
transients are produced in erroneous abundance around saturated stars. The colour-coding red through blue
indicates the order of points within the triplets they formed; the points connected by black lines formed a valid
longer arc.
to the slight variation in pointing between each image (and each night). We considered
trimming transients from the edges of the fields to remove those created by these wobbles.
This would certainly simplify the matching for triplets. However, it would also introduce
intricate gaps in the field coverage, despite the fields’ small overlaps in RA, and potentially
drop real objects’ observations. We left the transient lists intact.
We realised as a result of considering this, after all our processing was complete, that not
all of the images had a correct world coordinate system (WCS). While the Uppsala field of
view is large, and not particularly flat, with field distortions that are not consistent across
the entire field, some 95% of the images have good WCS fits. There remain a small fraction
of images that could not be fit with a WCS under any cajoling.
This significant problemmeant that an extra step of processing was added to the production
of matched sources across nights: we rejected those nights entirely from the transient lists.
3.3.3. Forming three-observation orbital arcs
Given the transients on a field, wewanted to identify all that belonged to the arcs of plausibly
trans-Neptunian objects. Theminimumnumber of points of observation needed to define an
orbit is three: this allows the three spatial coordinates and the three rates of change of those
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Figure 3.12 The transients extracted by stacking the nights of observation of the Uppsala field S31060 (09:12,
-31:15) and removing those sources that remained within 4” of the same location across all 30+ nights (stars).
Transients cluster toward the edge of the field due to occasional nights where the telescope pointing varied. As
in Fig. 3.11, the colour-coding red through blue indicates the order of points within the triplets they formed;
the points connected by black lines formed a valid longer arc.
spatial coordinates to be found. Any three transients from di erent nights could potentially
form the on-sky track of a    . Most triplets will not be linear, due to the Earth’s motion.
They will form a looping spiral on the sky: projecting a constant linear cone before and
behind the midpoint observations of the triplet will therefore not minimise the number of
matches that need to be tried. Our survey is unusual in that the cadence of the observations
within the maximum span, which sets the maximum sky motion rate, is highly variable.
The data may provide three observations spaced a day apart, or three at the span of the
opposition season of 180 days, so the lengths on the sky of the triplets will also be highly
varied.
Making these three-point orbital arcs leaves us with the computational challenge of calcu-
lating orbits for a permutation of the sets of transients on each night, on all of the more than
two thousand standard fields where the nights number between 30 and 82 on each field.
The permutation to be calculated per field is nightsP3, where nights is the number of nights
on the field, and 3 nights at a time are being checked for the formation of an orbit from their
sets of transients.
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Triplet constraints
However, this computational load could be reduced by filters. We applied the following
straightforward spatial and temporal limits to the creation of these triplets:
Constant field The three transients were all sourced from the same field.
Chronological The three observations had to come one after each other.
Start-to-end span The observations occurred within the 180 days centred on the time of the
year that their field is at opposition. This reduced the computational load in creating
triplets, as opposed to trying to form and fit them across the whole survey.
This was pleasingly parsimonious. For example, if we consider one field that has forty
nights of observations, each night with a list of transients, the number of sets of three nights
that have to be used, where each set of nights tries its three transient lists together to form
triplets, is 40P3 = 6 ⇥ 104 sets: this was reduced by our filters to 200 sets that had to be
processed.
We also initially excluded very large combinations where all of the three nights in the set
each had more than 600 transients, as they took upwards of several days to process.
Even after these initial constraints on triplet creation, we were left with a computationally
extreme set of potential orbits to fit. To have the data processing completed in a reasonable
time, we needed to reduce the enormous number of orbits to be fitted: on the order of a
trillion. We therefore developed a least-squares orbit-fitting filter.
Keplerian filter
The most suitable trans-Neptunian orbit fitting algorithm is that of Bernstein & Khushalani
(2000), which they implemented as the widely used C-based orbfit software: we used it
as the heart of the Uppsala processing pipeline. Built with the assumptions that objects are
distant, generally > 10 AU, and are observed moderately close to opposition (Bernstein &
Khushalani 2000), the orbital fitting requires obtaining the parameter vector that defines a
unique orbit, a = (a, e, i,⌦,!,M).
The time-consuming part of running orbfit is its integration across large time spans. At
its core, the main function of the software is a least-squares fit of a parabola to three points.
The fit is easier to obtain by considering the coordinates in Cartesian space, but this still
requires solving for a least-squares fit of the six parameters, such that the minimised  2
distribution testing the goodness of fit (per Eq. 15 in Bernstein & Khushalani (2000)) has six
degrees of freedom. We implemented a version of these steps as a stand-alone processing
script.
We first consider the coordinate system of the three observational points of the potential
distant Solar System object. They are recorded in spherical coordinates, in the equatorial
system, and have known times of observation. These observations form a projection onto
the tangent plane, the plane of the sky (Fig. 3.13). In this flat plane, the Cartesian coordinate
system is equally applicable: the orbit can still be specified in terms of a Cartesian x, y, and
z. But being in Cartesian sky plane coordinates, it becomes easier to manipulate.
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guided by the following di†erences from the historically
more common application to the asteroid population :
1. Recovery observations are very expensive, as noted.
This leads us to investigate, in ° 4, the minimal number of
observations required to reach a given accuracy in orbital
elements. The prediction of future positions should be a
stable procedure even in the presence of nearly degenerate
orbital elements. This will require that we fully understand
the nature of the degeneracies from short arcs. We would
like to Ðnd a parameterization of the orbits in which the
degeneracies are conÐned to as few parameters as possible.
2. The release of the USNO-A2.0 astrometric catalog2
now makes it possible to measure astrometric positions to
accuracy over the full sky (Deutsch 1999) in a typical0A.2
CCD image, and to produce reasonable estimates of the
uncertainties on each position measurement. Uncertainty
estimation can therefore proceed by the straightforward
propagation of measurement errors. Space telescopes and
adaptive optics ground-based telescopes will commonly
produce relative positions to accuracy in the near0A.01
future. Very accurate positions should in principle produce
accurate orbits even over relatively short arcs.
3. KBOs are at distances AU, so their apparentdZ 30
motions are dominated by reÑex motion. The observed arcs
are a small fraction of the orbital period P even after a
decade. Apparent motion patterns are thus very simple and
unambiguous in comparison, say, with near-Earth objects.
4. If we parameterize the distance to the object by c\
(1 the acceleration of the KBO isAU)/d[ 0.03, c2[ 10~3
times smaller than EarthÏs acceleration, and the component
transverse to the line of sight is c3B 10~4.5 times EarthÏs.
The KBO motion is nearly inertial, and gravitational accel-
eration can be treated as a perturbation. Instead of param-
eterizing orbits by the usual element vector a\ Ma, e, i,),u,
an orbit is more stably speciÐed by some CartesianT
p
N,
phase-space vector at the time ofP\ Mx0, y0, z0, x5 0, y5 0, z5 0Ninitial observation.
5. The annual parallax is limited to 2cB 3¡, and the total
object motion is onlyB10¡ over a decade. We will therefore
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
2 The catalog, produced by D. Monet et al., is described at http ://
www.nofs.navy.mil/projects/pmm/USNOSA2doc.html.
express sky positions as coordinates in a tangent-(h
x
, h
y
)
plane projection of the celestial sphere about an appropri-
ate reference point, e.g., the Ðrst observed location.
Furthermore, the line of sight to the object changes by only
a few degrees, and we will Ðnd it convenient to align our
Cartesian coordinates with the z-axis along the initial line of
sight.
6. Daily parallax is For most¹8] 10~5c[ 0A.5.
ground-based observations, this will be too small to yield
useful information.
2.2. Exact Equations
The input data are the observed right ascension and dec-
lination of the target at times We will assume that(a
i
, d
i
) t
i
.
all positions have been measured in the J2000.0 celestial
reference frame via astrometry tied to background stars in
the USNO-A2.0 catalog. Measuring relative to the back-
ground stars exactly cancels the e†ects of stellar aberration
and reduces the maximal error from gravitational deÑection
of starlight to the milliarcsecond level, so we can treat the
problem with Euclidean geometry. We transform the
observed coordinates to a tangent-plane projection (h
x
, h
y
)
about a reference location The is taken in(a0, d0). hx-axisthe eastward direction of the J2000 ecliptic coordinate
system, and points toward J2000 ecliptic north. Formu-h
ylae for the conversion from (a, d) to are straight-(h
x
, h
y
)
forward and are summarized in Appendix A. Figure 1 illus-
trates the relation of our coordinate systems to the ecliptic
plane.
We will generally take this projection axis to be the Ðrst
observed position and will take the Ðrst observation to be at
time We will assume that and have equal andt0\ 0. hx hyuncorrelated measurement uncertainties (generalizationp
ito noncircular error regions is straightforward).
We deÐne our inertial Cartesian coordinate system by
placing the origin at (or near) the location of the observer at
the initial epoch, t\ 0. The z-axis is directed toward the
reference direction of the tangent-plane projection,(a0, d0)i.e., along the initial line of sight. The y-axis is in the plane
containing the z-axis and the J2000 north ecliptic pole, i.e.,
parallel to the of the tangent plane. The x-axis thenh
y
-axis
lies in the ecliptic plane and points along to ecliptic east.h
x
FIG. 1.È(a) The relation of our angular coordinate system to ecliptic coordinates. Our coordinates are a tangent-plane projection of the sky about the
initial line of sight, (b) The spatial coordinate system we adopt in relation to the ecliptic spatial system Our system has its origin at the(l0, b0). xT xec.observerÏs location on EarthÏs surface for t\ 0 and the z-axis along the initial line of sight to the target. The vectors and toward the observer and solarxE xBsystem barycenter are illustrated as well. Both spatial and angular x- and y-axes are aligned to local ecliptic east and north, respectively.
Figure 3.13 a) The spherical coordinates relate to a tangent-plane projection on the sky; tangent plane coordin-
ates are projected about the initial line of sight to the target object; b) the geoc ntric, Cartesian (x, y, z) sy tem
to which the observations are transformed. This transformation from spherical (equatorial) coordinates via
ecliptic coordinates to the Cartesian tangent-plane coordinate system allows the orbit to be least-squares fitted
to the three points of observation. From Bernstein & Khushalani (2000).
We implement the filter as follows:
• Calculate the ecliptic coordinates of the Earth, the observing platform, on each of the
three dates of observation.
• Calculate the ecliptic coordinates of the three observations (initially in equatorial
coordinates).
• These produce two three-by-threematrices: of the Earth’s position, and of the potential
object.
• With the middle of the three observations as the temporal reference zero point:
• Transform all observations (Earth and potential object) to Cartesian tangent plane
coordinates: ↵-vector = (↵,  , , ↵˙,  ˙,  ˙), where   = 1/rhelio
• Solve for  , ↵˙,  ˙ using Cramer’s rule, as these are the parameters that determine the
parameter f : if the potential object is bound to the Sun.
• Calculate the residuals, which describe how well the orbit was fitted. We required the
residuals to be less than 60” for a reasonable fit.
• Conservatively retain triplets where   > 0, and either f < 3 or (  < 0.020, ie. rhelio
more than 50   , and f < 100.0).
• Each observation in the triplet had to have  mag < 3 from their mutual median.15
We implemented this via index lookup of the transient Sources to conserve memory usage.
The implementation also e ciently manipulates all the transients in each of the three nights
15We initially cut transients brighter than 0.5 mag of the shallowest night in the set, applied before the
triplets were tested for orbits. This was seemingly too e ective at removing triplets; probably it was also being
applied erroneously, as the magnitude limits of the nights had not been properly calculated at that stage, and
the cut was being made from the magnitude calibration applied to the transients. We changed it instead to a
cut on magnitude after the Keplerian filter was applied.
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being considered, least-squares fitting a large single matrix of possible triplets. We tested
this carefully on single objects, scaling up from a single triplet of a known orbit to a set
of several tens of triplets, then adding two and then three objects to ensure that the large
single matrix was properly indexed.
Filters on fully fitted orbits
Applying the Keplerian filter left us withmany fewer triplets: these were then fed to orbfit
in batch mode for fitting for orbits in its normal manner, which makes a preliminary fit
and then a full Marquandt-Levenberg fit. We considered these in million-triplet batches.
Only twenty thousand were fed to orbfit at a time due to orbfit’s tendency to crash and
require a restart on an input file on the occurrence of a variety of errors. We then filtered
the fully fitted triplets further.
The easiest cut was to consider the size of the residuals of the fit to the orbit.
orbfit outputs the minimised  2 parameter from its goodness of fit of the orbit; a fit to a
well-determined multi-opposition     will have a  2 very close to zero, and certainly less
than ten. We confirmed this on fitting a range of known objects, which returned either  2 =
0 (an overfit) or 1 (an appropriate fit). 0.3” generously estimates our astrometric error.
orbfit’s batch mode also outputs the orbital elements it found, except for inclination
(which can only be obtained by fitting objects one at a time). We applied a cut on helio-
centric distance, to retain some Centaurs and all    s,16 while excluding asteroids, and on
eccentricity to retain only bound (non-hyperbolic) objects:
       kept
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
rhelio > 15.0   
a > 0.0
e < 1.0
 2 < 100
(3.1)
This still left a vast number of potential     candidates: the orbits of nearly nine million
triplets passed all the requirements, too many to inspect the images of each by eye. The
next step was to find if longer arcs of observation could be found, which could be more
easily assessed as real    s.
3.3.4. The properties of triplets
We assessed the valid triplets produced by find_planet for any adverse characteristics
(here referred to as “triplets” for brevity). The length of triplets were at least a seven-week
span, and extended as long as eight months, though they peaked at 18-21 weeks (Fig. 3.14).
Most triplets used the full spatial extent of the field as much as possible: most frequently,
two observations would be spatially close together, and the third well further across the
field, as in Fig. 3.17 and 3.12.
16As Tombaugh (1961) said, “[t]his nearer limit [of Saturn rather than of Neptune] was chosen because it
entailed no extra work.”
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Figure 3.14 The temporal span of the valid three-observation orbital arcs that passed the filter conditions of
Eq. 3.1.
3.3.5. Creating long orbital arcs
The dense temporal sampling of the Uppsala survey meant that any object appearing on a
given field would reappear within the survey’s five years in su cient observations for it to
be re-found in many more than one triplet (Fig. 3.15).
The smallest unit that we could link together to make a longer orbital detection arc would
be two of the triplets that had passed the pipeline to this point. Intra-field linking was less
computationally intensive as a first step: if its detection e ciency of    s was low, inter-field
linking could be tried afterwards. We therefore linked all permutations of two of the “valid”
triplets found on the same field into arcs, and refit and re-filtered the arcs, to see if any
remained. Visual blinking could then be used to assess their validity.
Our thinking evolved in developing the arc creation filters. We first had to decide on the
temporal length over which the arcs should be created. While we could have applied the
single-season linking used for the triplets, there was no reason not to try linking over greater
timespans: despite this requiring an n-to-n triplet matching, there were few enough triplets
that it seemed plausible (once later filters were also applied).
We initially thought that the triplets to be linked should have at least one transient in
common. The arc produced could then be up to five transients in length. However, this
would limit the survey to creating arcs only in parts of the sky where the long opposition
season would overlap year to year; arcs that would be only a little longer than a single
opposition season. Large geometric areas of the sky would not meet this criteria; we did
not implement it.
Finally, we added a filter for the similarity of the orbital elements of each pair of triplets. To
be the same    , triplet orbits should have about the same orbital elements: the semimajor
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Figure 3.15 The track of a test     (a = 55   , e = 0.3, i = 3 ) as it would have been seen in the Uppsala survey,
2004-9. The sky motion displays the characteristic looping retrograde pattern induced by the Earth’s track
around the Sun. The survey field of view is 2.048 x 2.055 degrees; e.g. one field extends the height of the plot.
axis of an orbit may be imprecise from a single-opposition triplet, but rhelio and the inclination
of the orbit should be secure. An rhelio variation of < 10    accounts quite adequately for
 rhelio/ t for trans-Neptunian orbits in the five-year span of the Uppsala survey. We added
information on each triplet’s orbital inclination by reprocessing them with Bernstein &
Khushalani (2000)’s abg-to-aei script.
We therefore decided to be bold, and linked triplets together with more wide-ranging
criteria than those used for filtering the triplets:
• Two valid triplets, from any time in the survey, on the same field.
• Arc mirror-duplicates (i, j) and (j, i) were not both processed.
• Component triplets’ orbits have  i < 10  and  rhelio < 10   .
• All unique observations in the arc are from separate nights: a given     should only be
seen once on each night. (Two triplets could share a transient, but it was not required).
• A valid arc must be at least four observations long (otherwise the triplets would be
identical).
These suitable triplet pairs were then processed as a single arc in linear turn through
orbfit, with no magnitude cuts and no Keplerian least-squares filtering at any stage. An
arc was kept if it passed the same filter settings as previously used, Eq. 3.1.
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3.3.6. Processing arcs
From the 2,257 fields of the the 30+ epoch dataset with which we began, 1,491 passed
processing all the way to completion of arc finding: a survey of 6,275.1 square degrees. 92 of
these completely processed fields produced 145 arcs (Table 3.2). The arcs showed retrograde
sky motion by their potential objects, as we thought would occur, for example the arcs in
Fig. 3.12 are curled. Most of the arcs were four observations long; a very few were five long,
but there were no six-source arcs.
The next step was then to return to the original images and inspect these survivors.
3.3.7. Visual inspection of orbital arcs
While purely algorithmic filtering could take the 1012 possible 3-observation arcs of the
astronomical transients down to a few hundred > 3-observation arcs, it could not provide
final confirmation that the objects detected were real. Our final step in the pipeline was
therefore to collect “postage stamps” of each transient from the .fits images from which
the astronomical transients had originally been drawn by SExtractor.
We extracted an arcmin-square stamp centred on the location from all dates within the arc.
This did assume that the pixel scale is constant across the sky, ie. a flat focal plane, which
is plausible, but problematic at times near the corners of the Uppsala field (as discussed
in § 3.3.2). We could normally obtain postage stamps from four images per night, and
the multiplicity aided the eye in determining if the source appeared real. After trying
with scripted ds9, this was implemented via pyfits and astLib. The overall postage-
stamp generation was reasonably slow, as each compressed image took twelve seconds to
decompress.
We structured the postage stamps so that the location of each of the transients in the arc
was also shown for the dates of the other transients in the arc: an m-by-m grid (Fig. 3.16).
This immediately showed if the transients were real minor-planet detections: they would
show as a single source with blank space at the other dates. If it was instead spurious, it
showed as a source at the same location that popped in and out of the noise on other dates.
The squares were left black if there was no observation on that date of that location, or if
that location was not within the field on that date. We found later that (Larsen et al. 2007)
had used the same approach to a stamp inspection layout in their archival     survey.
With our visual inspection of the 145 plausible arcs completed, none of the arcs were real.
The failures were due to blended sources and sources popping just out of the noise.
Given that the search of the arcs was unsuccessful, we made a second check of the triplets.
One of the strengths of this survey is that it is sensitive to bright moving objects where other
southern surveys would be saturated: for example, at 14th magnitude, Pluto would saturate
in the surveys of Sheppard et al. (2011) and of Rabinowitz et al. (2012).
We therefore checked the initial ⇠ 14million triplets for any such exceedingly bright objects:
we generated image stamps of the triplets that had mean magnitudes < 16 with a standard
deviation across the triplet of < 0.25magnitudes. This produced 747 triplets. Investigating
the image stamps of these triplets showed no likely objects.
The survey therefore detected no new    s.
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Figure 3.16 Structure of the inspection of what the pipeline considered a valid arc. The arc as a whole is
indicated by the linked chain of red circles forming a left-to-right diagonal. The transient’s four images on a
given night are circled in red; the rest of the images in its row show that sky location on the other dates that
were selected for the arc. This immediately showed if a transient was truly temporary: the transient would
appear as a new central point source in the “postage stamps” within the red circle, but would not be present
when compared to the stamps in the rest of the row. A newly discovered    would show such a new point
source in all of the arc’s red circles. This example arc is a false positive, not a discovery, as the component
transients reappear in their rows.
3.4. Results
We developed and ran the Uppsala pipeline while iteratively improving the design and
rerunning each module, before passing the output on to the subsequent module. The
successfully processed fields contained pleasingly few outcomes given the vast quantity of
data that had to be sifted.
For example, we consider one of the 92 fields that generated at least quadruplet-length
orbital arcs, the field S25021 (03:01, -25:12), which had 35 nights of observation. This field
produced one quadruplet-arc from the filtered 28     orbits of the 39219 that survived the
initial least-squares orbit filtering from the 956026 possible triplets of its 6561 transients
(Fig. 3.17). This arc had rhelio = 38.5, e = 0.59,  2 = 73.8, with a mean magnitude of 19.9: in
principle it seemed very    -like, but it was not a real object.
The amount of data processed and the result of the processing are shown in Table 3.2: this
computational e ort took on the order of 105 CPU-hours. This table forms the primary
overview of the analysis requirements of the Uppsala     survey.
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Figure 3.17 The spatial distribution of the Sources in the valid orbital triplets found for an example Uppsala
field, S25021 (03:01, -25:12). Blue, yellow, red crosses indicate the first, second and third observations in the
triplet. The overlaid black line is the longer arc, four observations long, that was found on the field: it did not
prove to be a real object under inspection by stamp_collector.
Table 3.2 Results of the Uppsala     pipeline.
Input Output discussed
4.6 ⇥ 105 images 2.3 ⇥ 109 Sources? § 3.3.1
2.3 ⇥ 109 Sources 1.3 ⇥ 107 transients § 3.3.2
7.2 ⇥ 107 stars
1012 possible 3-obs arcs‡ 8.7 ⇥ 106 valid 3-obs arcs § 3.3.3
2.0 ⇥ 107 plausible > 3-obs arcs# 145 valid > 3-obs arcs § 3.3.5
145 valid arcs 0 real arcs § 3.3.7
114727 nights† No     detections taking 105    -hours
? These are the Sources produced by combining the SExtractor output from the images
of a single field taken on a single night.
‡ 1.4 ⇥ 109 3-observation arcs (triplets) passed the Keplerian least-squares filter; the output are
those of these that passed all orbfit and orbital-parameter-cut filtering.
# Survived the rhelio and i-matching requirement of the component triplets and were fitted by
orbfit. Valid arcs are those that then passed the Eq. 3.1 parameter cuts.
† Each of the 2257 4.21 square degree fields had between 30 and 82 nights of observation; the
pipeline treats a night (four combined images) as its basic unit of processing.
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3.5. Summary
To determine if a given source was transient, the source lists from the four images of a field
on a night were compared and combined: this step was possible due to the slow object
motion rate and the seeing-matched plate scale of 1.2 arcsec/pixel. This introduced cuto 
in minimum heliocentric distance is intentionally close to the motion detection limit of
the standard Catalina pipeline: a 15 ”/hr fast-moving Centaur. Filtering via a plausible-
orbit least-squares fit was necessary to reduce the sheer quantity of potential orbits from
considering sets of three of these sources.
This filter kept bound orbits with suitable orbital parameters and quality of fit; the filtered
triplet orbits were then fully fit using the orbfit code of Bernstein & Khushalani (2000),
and selected under the criteria of heliocentric distance > 15   , a > 0, e < 1,  2 < 100. This
still left too large a number of potential candidates to blink visually. The dense temporal
coverage meant that any object appearing on a given field would reappear within the
survey’s five years in many more than one triplet. We subsequently linked all permutations
of two triplets into arcs and refit the arcs, to see if any arcs remained. Visual blinking was
used to assess the validity of the arc.
No    s were detected in the Uppsala dataset with our pipeline. We completely processed
6,275.1 square degrees of sky; the remainder of the initial 9,498.9 square degrees that began
in the processing await the resolution of various irregularities in the data, particularly
occasional nights where the WCS did not solve.
3.5.1. Future work
Remaining parts of the survey dataset
There were 766 fields that had su cient nights, but for various reasons did not make it all
the way through the pipeline: 2,257 standard fields had more than 30 nights, 2,193 had
night-by-night Source lists, 2,136 survived to producing fully matched lists of stationary
sources across the observed nights of the field, but only 1,491 produced output from finding
arcs, with 92 containing > 3-observation arcs. The pipeline needs tweaking to account for
the unfinished fields’ peculiarities and complete their processing.
For completeness, the fields with fewer than 30 nights of observation also need to be
processed. This may be less than e ective due to their sparse observations. However, there
are 441 fields with between 20 and 29 nights of observation. Twenty nights spread across the
Uppsala timespan in theory could provide the minimum four observations per opposition
season needed to find arcs with this pipeline design. Processing these fields would add
another 1856.0 square degrees to the survey, above and beyond the 9,498.9 of initial input,
bringing the survey sky coverage up to 28% of the sky.
Arcs across multiple fields
Our triplet creation dealt only with orbital motion on individual fields, though across
the whole timespan of the survey. Linking triplets across multiple fields is a plausible
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progression: objects continue to move, and every successful linkage found increases the
chance of finding a real object.
However, extending our method to the computationally demanding task of processing
adjacent fields as single units is di cult: while adjacent fields are generally observed
together on the same night, the tessellation unit would vary much more in size over the
course of the survey than does the observation of a single field. It would be di cult to find
multi-field tessellation units constant across the whole survey that could be used as the
base units of computation. It would also be more di cult to determine magnitude limits
for the tessellations, which cannot be found as easily as that of the individual fields. The
transients drawn from the tessellations would be biased toward faint objects, so would not
provide an adequate calibration dataset.
We refrained from implementing this technique until after testing the geometric losses of
the survey in full; the loss of distant objects would have to be severe to justify adding this
complexity.
Image subtraction
Image subtraction could be added as a final step of data analysis: after being confident that
the pipeline was working accurately and well, this processing could remove clutter from the
images, to produce a clean list of transients from each night that would confirm the results
from the other processing method. Image subtraction would only be tried if the detection
e ciency of the current pipeline turns out to be unacceptable. We therefore proceed to our
analysis of the Uppsala     survey detection e ciency.
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CHAPTER 4
Analysis of the Uppsala TNO survey
And whatever islands may be
Under or over the sea
It is something di erent, something
Nobody counted on.
– Allen Curnow
The Unhistoric Story
A wide-field all-sky survey for trans-Neptunian objects is useful only when we can define
its e ectiveness at finding these distant moving objects. With the initial characterisation of
the Uppsala survey dataset complete, with no     detections, the next step was to assess
the detection e ciency of the survey.
The Uppsala     survey is useful once we can say how accurately, and how precisely, it
examined the survey area of the southern sky. The lack of bright objects it found can
then be considered as a constraint on the sky density of large    s, which also provides
its corollary, a measurement on the upper end of the luminosity function of    s. This
constraint provides a check on existing models of     size distribution, which are normally
fit by a power law (Fraser & Kavelaars 2008).
To calculate this sky density, certain parameters of the surveymust be found. In the previous
chapter, we determined the temporal and the spatial coverage of the survey. Here, we add
our examination of the calibrated magnitudes (§ 4.1) and calculation of the magnitude limits
(§ 4.2) of a subset of the 114,727 nights of the 9,498.9 degrees2 that we analysed, specifically
the subset of 6,275 degrees2 that we examined in the previous chapter for     arcs.
These parameters of the survey were then used as input to a survey simulator (§ 4.3). We
created this simulator to apply the exact observations of the Uppsala survey to a synthetic
population of several tens of thousands of    s. We selected the populations built by Grav
et al. (2011), and measured how many were recovered in our observations according to our
pipeline’s design restrictions. This allows us to define the detection limits of the Uppsala
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    survey and its e ciency of     detection (§ 4.4). With those, we place constraints on
the trans-Neptunian populations, in particular bright objects in the orbital parameter space
occupied by the scattered disk and Kuiper belt (§ 4.5).
This chapter then concludes in § 4.6, with a short outline of future work in § 4.7.
4.1. Magnitude calibration
The magnitudes recorded in our images are not necessarily accurate. The values obtained
by SExtractor are converted from the incident photon flux via the known gain of the
detector and the assumptions of choosing a suitable aperture within which to gather the
flux, and setting a magnitude zero-point (Table 3.1). To have a known true apparent flux and
corresponding apparent magnitude for our sources, they required photometric calibration.
Observing photometric standard stars was the most straightforward way to calibrate our
Uppsala     survey. The Uppsala survey did not make supplementary observations of pho-
tometric standard stars as part of its operations, so serendipitous imaging of some standard
stars was the best that could be hoped. These standards would need to be comparatively
faint, > 14th and if possible up to 19th magnitude, distributed across a very wide range of
southerly declinations, and at su cient density to provide at least one and preferably many
more per Uppsala field.
Working with the limited numbers of standard stars is unproductive. For example, the
half-thousand 11.5–16.0 magnitude standards of Landolt (1992) are near the celestial equator,
o ering calibration to only a few Uppsala fields. Likewise, the standards of Graham (1982),
while at -45 declination, are few in number beyond 14th magnitude.
Our calibration instead needed to use an all-sky catalogue that has calibrated themagnitudes
of its stars. Stetson (2000)’s Landolt-derived set of fifteen thousand fainter standards began
to approach this requirement, but not enough were su ciently faint. Of the more extensive
surveys, the catalogue observed by the Hipparcos satellite, Tycho 2.0 (Høg et al. 2000), with
a density of ⇠ 60 stars/deg2, only goes to 12th magnitude. Its use would require the < 12th
magnitude stars to be unsaturated, which does not happen with Uppsala data.
In the north, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) o ers better than 2% photometric accuracy
in a catalogue that goes to magnitude 22.2 in g and r across a quarter of the whole sky
(Aihara et al. 2011). While this would seem ideal for calibrating     surveys, its sky coverage
(Fig. 4.1) is actually insu cient to provide photometry for the whole of the sky coverage of
the wide-field     surveys that have been made since SDSS. None of them have used it for
calibration.
The southern sky lacks a similarly spatially dense, exquisitely accurate photometric catalogue
like SDSS; remedying this lack is one of the tasks of SkyMapper’s Southern Sky Survey
(Keller et al. 2007). Eventually, the Gaia satellite will also provide a dense all-sky faint
catalogue. As our analysis is modular, once a catalogue of SDSS-level precision is available
for all our survey fields, it will be possible to easily rerun the calculation of the survey
e ciency with the improved calibration.
The reduced Uppsala images, with which we constructed the Uppsala     survey, had
been calibrated against the USNO-A2.0 stellar catalogue. This catalogue is known to be
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Figure 4.1 The sky coverage in J2000 Equatorial coordinates of the imagery of the SDSS Data Release 8, centred
on ↵ = 120 , from Aihara et al. (2011). The Galactic plane is indicated by a solid line.
less than ideal: like its predecessor catalogue USNO-A1.0, the source magnitudes have an
0.3 magnitude uncertainty when faintward of 16th magnitude (Monet 1998), and there are
systematic zero point variations of up to 0.5 magnitude depending on the position on the sky
(Sesar et al. 2006). This is su cient to term the Uppsala     survey “calibrated”, but leaves
open the possibility of future improvements. We invoke this calibration in determining our
magnitude limits.
4.2. Magnitude limits of each night
With su ciently accurate magnitudes available for all our detected sources, we could then
consider what were the faintest objects that we saw. The faintest objects visible on a field on
a given night determine the sensitivity of that temporal fractional steradian of the survey.
The Uppsala observations were made in a wide range of photometric and seeing conditions,
and during all lunations; this meant the magnitude depth of the images could change by
up to half a magnitude from night to night. As the survey is archival, we did not have the
liberty available to dedicated-telescope real-time     surveys of requesting that fields that
did not meet a semi-arbitrary ideal depth in a night be re-observed, to produce a survey
with a consistent overall spread of observations all known to reach a given minimum depth.
We account for the limitations of the poor Uppsala nights, but do not otherwise exclude
them: they provide some sensitivity at the bright end, and we need to understand our
retention of bright objects at all magnitudes, down to our images’ saturation limit at about
13th magnitude.
As images go fainter, more stars are visible: the density of stars on a field increases with
magnitude as a power-law function, modulated by the field’s distance from the Galactic
plane. The e ect of an integration is to detect all stars from the image’s saturationmagnitude
faintward. This constant e ciency of detection continues until the magnitude where the
astronomical sources are faint enough that too few photons are received over the length
of the integration to raise the sources above the level of noise: this point, indicated by a
sudden drop-o  in the number of stars of that magnitude that are detected, is the limiting
magnitude. The large pixel scale of the Uppsala detector smooths the seeing, so the turno 
does not vary too greatly.
The s-shape of the detection e ciency function is typically fit by an hyperbolic tangent
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function (as per Gladman et al. (1998), and widely used in the literature e.g. Trujillo et al.
(2001a)) for the detection e ciency ⌘ of astronomical sources of magnitude m:
⌘ =
⌘max
2
 
1   tanh m  m
⇤
g
!
(4.1)
where ⌘max is the maximum e ciency, ⌘max/2 is the e ciency at which the magnitude is m⇤,
and g is the half width (di erence between the magnitude at the point of divergence from
⌘max and the magnitude at the half-maximum point).
To determine the stellar e ciency function for each of the nights of our survey, we defined
our stars as those that appeared in more than three of the 30+ nights observed on each field.
This subsample was taken from the matched candidates obtained in § 3.3.2, and the limit of
> 3 nights set to remove noise. (This is a more generous cuto  than the requirement for
selection for calibration stars for the internal field-based calibration that we made in § 3.3.2,
when we extracted the transients from the Uppsala images to perform our search for    s,
because we need only count the abundance of stars).
We binned the calibrated magnitudes of the stars finely for each night, using 0.1 magnitude
intervals. From these histograms, we needed to obtain the divergence point: where the
curve of sensitivity ran into the power increase in number of stars. The fifty percent drop in
detections from this point, ⌘max/2, defined our magnitude limit.
We tried modelling the abundance of stars detected as a power law, but this fit very poorly.
This may have been because these detections are still in the bright regime of less than 20th
magnitude.
We also tried checking the density of stars on the sky in each magnitude range against
the data with the          model (Girardi et al. 2011), which simulates the photometric
properties of stars along a given line of sight from a Galactic model that includes a halo,
thin and thick disks, and a bulge. As our fields are deliberately more than 10-15 degrees
from the Galactic plane, we did not initially expect to see a strong gradient in background
stellar density across individual fields; this might have been overly optimistic given the
lumpy asymmetry seen in the SDSS Milky Way stellar number density distribution (Juric
et al. 2008). Indeed, at (0 RA, -20) we found 250 stars on a field, while at (60, -40), there were
32,000 stars:          did not fit well to these observations, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Clearly a
comprehensive all-sky survey like SkyMapper (Keller et al. 2007) is needed to improve such
models.
For each night of each field, we instead applied two fits. First, a third-degree polynomial to
all the binned stars of the field (eg. Fig. 4.3), and second, an hyperbolic tangent function to
the fraction of the total n > 3 stars of the field that occurred in each magnitude bin on that
night (as in Fig. 4.4).
First, for the polynomial fit, we compared the abundance of stars of each night to that of all
the stars that existed on the field for each mag bin, retaining the peaks of the histograms (if
the histogram had a flat top, we retained the fainter point). These showed as anticipated the
s-curve of the dropping sensitivity of the fractional detections faintward of the histogram
peak of each night.
The polynomial was fitted to the detections between the lower saturation limit at m = 13.0
and the magnitude of the top of the histogram; after this magnitude the detections would
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Figure 4.2 The         model of stellar density as a function of location on the sky did not well fit the observed
Uppsala stellar density, here shown for the magnitudes of stars seen   3 nights on example field S17078 (10:49,
-17:10).
Figure 4.3 Polynomial fit to the binned histograms of stars seen frommagnitude 13–21 on example field S39022
(03:39, -39:19) on a subset of all of the nights the field was observed; vertical line shows the 50% cuto .
diverge and warp the fitting. We then extrapolated it faintward, to where the measured
stars detected dropped below 50% of the extrapolation.
The polynomial’s magnitude limit and half-width formed the initial seed for the least-
squares fitting of an hyperbolic tangent function to the fractional abundance of stars per
magnitude bin. This hyperbolic tangent function gave the maximum detection e ciency,
the half-maximum magnitude (magnitude limit), and its half-width. The success of the fit
was also flagged, based on its residuals, to allow poor fits to be rejected. Successful nights
were required to have a maximum e ciency above 0.8. The magnitude limits for several
nights of an example field can be seen in Fig. 4.4.
As Sesar et al. (2006) found that the RMS scatter in the photometric error of the USNO-
A2.0 magnitudes which which this survey is calibrated is 0.234 magnitudes, we take the
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Figure 4.4 Magnitude limits for a subset of the observed nights of S17073 (10:07, -17:08), from fitting to the
fractional proportion of the stars on the field detected that night over the magnitude rangesm = 13.0–21.0. Each
night indicates its maximum e ciency ⌘max, the limiting magnitude where ⌘max/2 occurs, and the half-width g
of the hyperbolic tangent fit on its plot. Vertical lines indicate the 50% cuto  calculated by fitting the fractional
proportion of stars detected with a polynomial (black) or with a hyperbolic tangent function (blue). Note the
poor seeing on 2008-07-05.
(a) S17073, 2009-02-21 (b) S17073, 2006-06-08
Figure 4.5 The two causes of failure to fit the brightness sensitivity of individual nights, shown as stellar
fraction on the field as a function of observed magnitude m =13.0-21.0. Left: an exceedingly good night, one of
the better of the field’s forty nights; right: a highly non-photometric night, not used in determining the survey
e ciency.
uncertainty in our limiting magnitude for each night to be 0.2 magnitudes.
The more fortunate situations of nights that went unusually deep were also flagged: those
with a magnitude limit deeper than 20.5 and a half-width greater than 0.5 magnitude. We
reset these to the more justifiable values of a magnitude limit of 20.5 and a half-width of
0.4 (empirically drawn values from inspection of many fits) (Fig. 4.5a). The paradoxical
problem was that as the deepest nights form the baseline for the star catalogue of each
field, the deepest nights appear as near-straight lines as fractions of the total stars, such as
Fig. 4.5a, and so were very hard to fit with an hyperbolic tangent function: the stars simply
suddenly disappear after a point very close to m ⇠ 20.5.
A very small proportion of nights of some fields were not well fit, as seen in Fig. 4.5b. For
these, we noted which were anomalous — primarily due to primarily poor seeing — and
skipped the night, permissible due to the temporal density of our coverage.
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With the nightly magnitude limits found, we could move to calculating our survey’s e -
ciency of object detection.
4.3. The survey simulator
The lack of detections found from the data reduction in Chapter 3 places a restriction on the
usefulness of the Uppsala survey: it is hard to accept the validity and trust the survey when
there are no objects to provide “sky truth” that the pipeline works. The testing to show that
it would detect objects if they were there has to be both comprehensive and robust. For this,
we built a survey simulator.
This comprehensive structure applies the known Uppsala survey, exactly as it was observed,
to a population of outer Solar System objects. It then provides detailed information on
which objects it was able to recover, and the reasons for object loss.
Once the Uppsala     survey was processed (Ch. 3), we needed a way to determine for any
given object in the outer Solar System, if it fell on our fields, the probability that it would
have been found. Tombaugh (1961) could rely on the e ectiveness of his eyes and mind to
claim that “[t]he planet search work was done with such care and thoroughness that the
author believes that no unknown distant planets brighter than the sixteenth magnitude exist
and that any planet between magnitudes 16 and 17 had a good chance to be discovered.”
Subsequent researchers have quantified this process.
The uncertainty in the e ciency of     surveys is often estimated by the number of known
objects, particularly multi-opposition    s, that they recover: this forms the ultimate proof
of survey e ectiveness for surveys that over at least part of their sky coverage reexamine
shallower-surveyed sky.
We did not detect any    s in our survey. In addition, the known trans-Neptunian objects
according to the Minor Planet Center’s classifications1 showed no multi-opposition objects
with a > 30    and visual magnitudes < 20.5 that fell on our survey images.
Unrecovered known objects, and the corresponding reasons for their loss, o er a measure
of the uncertainty in a survey’s e ciency: detection of known objects can suitably be
considered rare events, so Poisson counting statistics apply. For example, Schwamb et al.
(2010) use their detection statistics of    s  21st magnitude, those that were below their
median image limiting magnitude, to obtain an e ciency of 68% for their survey; this value
was Poisson-uncertain to 1  between the range 51–89%. Using this technique does produce
large uncertainties in e ciency. We did not have this option for constraining our e ciency
for the Uppsala     survey.
The     magnitude distribution is su ciently steep, with a fourfold increase in object
abundance per magnitude of depth, that most known objects found will be right at the
limiting magnitude of a     survey (Trujillo & Brown 2003). Assessing the o set between
the observed magnitudes and the known magnitudes of recovered objects thus also permits
calibration of the survey magnitude limits, though only crudely, as the object magnitudes
retained by the Minor Planet Center (MPC) are themselves generally uncalibrated. Under
1The MPC’s List of Transneptunian Objects and List of Centaurs and Scattered-Disk Objects, Feb. 2013.
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testing by Romanishin & Tegler (2005), ninety of the MPC    s were systematically 0.3
magnitudes fainter than their MPC-recorded values.
We therefore cannot use the discovery statistics to calibrate both e ciency and magnitude
limits, as did Trujillo & Brown (2003) and numerous other wide-field surveys, cf. Schwamb
et al. (2010); Rabinowitz et al. (2012). In addition, our search technique’s requirement to
merge together the observations made within a single night (§ 3.3.2) purposely removes
asteroids, known andunknown alike. Wedid this tominimise their otherwise overwhelming
abundance in observations made under motion rate confusion conditions. Unfortunately,
this means we cannot use comparisons of their serendipitous occurrence in the observations
to known well-measured asteroids to calibrate,2 as did Rabinowitz et al. (2012).
4.3.1. Selecting a population model
The Uppsala     survey can provide constraints on the existence of    s within the strictly
defined region of orbital parameter phase space within which it could detect objects: this is
the capability of the survey that can be characterised. The orbital phase space is paramet-
erised in terms of semimajor axis a, eccentricity e and inclination i space; the other three
parameters of longitude of the ascending node, argument of perihelion, and mean anomaly
(⌦, !,M respectively) are secondary.
The survey’s lack of new     detections prevent it from providing su cient fine-grained
resolution to distinguish between models of Solar System formation; it is possible for
multiple models to imply that we would have had zero detections. We therefore do not
try to overstretch the dataset to provide these kinds of answers. However, this survey can
provide strict definitions on the existence of bright    s within a constrained region.
We therefore use a test population of small bodies that fulfils the requirement of testing
if the survey is complete in each quantum of phase space, without being too concerned
whether it is the “best” possible outer Solar System population model available at this point
in time to test the survey against. It need only well sample the orbital phase space.
The test populations we chose were those of Grav et al. (2011): their Centaurs and classical,
resonant, and scattered trans-Neptunian objects. They built each population by convolving
a well-known dynamical model with the best available observed size distribution (equi-
valently, absolute magnitude distribution). With this, they generated objects sampling the
population’s orbital distributions of a, e and i, then randomised uniformly on ⌦ and !
in their 0-360 degree ranges, and selectedM based on the time of perihelion passage, all
in abundances corresponding to the size distributions. The random orbital orientations
rendered the orbital epochs unimportant (Grav et al. 2011). They retained objects that
when at perihelion had apparent magnitudes that were brighter than the limiting mag-
nitude of their survey of interest, Pan-Starrs, at V = 24.5. This cuto  is unimportant for our
application, as we are only concerned with sampling their orbital distributions.
The Grav et al. (2011)     population is substantial, with 108,022 Centaurs, 48,682    s
(predominantly classical; only about six thousand are resonant objects), and 10,951 scattered
2In theory we could; in practise it would require reprocessing the whole dataset again only to specifically
extract them, taking some large part of 105 hours processing time.
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Figure 4.6 The orbital distribution of the artificial objects that could be observed by the Uppsala survey: 1,821
Centaurs (a subset, all have i > 25 ), 8,898    s and 2,077 scattered disk objects from the population model of
Grav et al. (2011); shading identifies population. These are shown in more detail, with their parent populations,
in Figs. 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. Smaller blue dots are the    s known by the Minor Planet Center as of 9 February 2013.
disk objects.3 Unfortunately, this abundance of 167,655 objects leaves us with too many
objects to be run through the survey simulator in a practical amount of time. A subset of
the Grav et al. (2011) populations, those that would be visible in Uppsala observations (as
determined subsequently in § 4.3.3), are shown in Fig. 4.6, together with the entire set of
known    s for comparison. The less numerous scattered disk and Kuiper belt are tractable
to process, but it was possible to consider only a subset of the multitudinous Centaurs in
this thesis; the rest may follow later.
The more than a hundred thousand Grav et al. (2011) Centaurs are defined as 5.5  a  30
   and q > 5.2   , many of which would be excluded by being too northern on the sky to fall
on our fields. We will be able to better detect the higher-inclination population, as the sky
density of a given inclination of objects peaks just below the ecliptic latitude corresponding
to that inclination (Gladman et al. 2012). Given our survey coverage is of a significantly
larger fraction of the sky above ⇠ 20  (Fig. 3.7), it was reasonable to first test our sensitivity
to this subset. Of the overall 108,022 objects, there are 35,628 Centaurs with i > 20 , 20,375
with i > 25  and 10,499 with i > 30 . We opted to assess the Centaurs with i > 25 ; this
proportion provided a good sample that could be processed in a feasible amount of time
3As obtained from the now-defunct website listed in their paper.
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Figure 4.7 The orbital distribution of the 20,375 Centaurs with i > 25  in the population model of Grav et al.
(2011) (note the artificial trimming this imposes across the lower end of the inclination distribution). Those
1,821 objects that are observable by the Uppsala survey are darker.
(Fig. 4.7) and was well matched to our fractional sky coverage.
The Kuiper belt population of Grav et al. (2011) display the expected low dispersion of
inclinations of this comparatively minimally-excited population; of the 48,682    s in the
population model, 8,898 objects are observable by the Uppsala survey (Fig. 4.8). They occur
densely on the survey’s low-ecliptic-latitude fields.
The scattered disk of the Grav et al. (2011) model is our population of primary interest,
as it o ers abundant high-inclination objects not present in the Kuiper belt; about two
thousand of these fall within our survey’s predominantly high-latitude coverage (Fig. 4.9).
This synthetic population are the survivors of integrating the Nice model’s simulation B
(Levison et al. 2008; Morbidelli et al. 2008) over billions of years: they are less excited than
the known real population, lacking the high-inclination and high-eccentricity objects, as the
only mechanism available for orbital excitation in the model is resonance pumping (Grav
et al. 2011). The synthetic    s also lack large-perihelion objects like (90377) Sedna (q = 76.3
  ).
This is partly due to being based on a set of test    s that date from the early days of
modelling in the field of     studies. The late-1990s survey of Trujillo et al. (2000) prompted
Duncan (1998) to model the dynamics of the scattered disk, but they used a small population
of seven objects. These objects have been used by all further workers to extrapolate a
population for the scattered disk. In principle this may introduce biases as it is based
on a small limited survey; Trujillo et al. (2000) were well aware of their limitations. The
comprehensive and comparable modern such survey is       (Petit et al. 2011); the scattered
disk size distribution has been modelled from that survey by Shankman et al. (2013), though
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Figure 4.8 The orbital distribution of the 48,682    s in the population model of Grav et al. (2011); those 8,898
objects that are observable by the Uppsala survey are darker.
Figure 4.9 The orbital distribution of the 10,951 scattered disk objects in the population model of Grav et al.
(2011); the semimajor axis range is truncated at 140    for legibility of detail in the denser parts of the population,
though the maximum a in the population is 1181   . Those 2,077 objects that are observable by the Uppsala
survey are darker.
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no appropriate population model from that work to replace the late-90s model has yet been
published.
Given that the Uppsala survey has such incredible time baselines, it should be sensitive
to motions at great distances; the orbital model is inadequate to characterise the survey’s
sensitivity to this potential population. We appreciate this weakness in the orbital model,
and consider how it might be addressed in § 4.7.2.
4.3.2. Input
There are di erent stages at which we could have added the synthetic    s into the pipeline.
Adding sources with appropriate point-spread functions to the images, rerunning SEx-
tractor, and regenerating the matched candidates and subsequent survey processing
would confirm that randomly located transients were found correctly by the transient identi-
fying scripts. However, this complete reprocessing of the survey, with its associated 105
   -hours, is counterproductive if future workers ever wished to try di erent    models
against the Uppsala survey.
We instead took the approach of assuming that the survey’s transient and matched candid-
ate lists were adequate, due to our earlier testing. We instead chose to deal with individual
synthetic objects on an object-by-object basis, which allowed us to consider them merely as
very small transient lists, which were run through the entire pipeline as were the normal
transient lists, with a few extra checks and simplifications that are detailed in later sections.
In this approach, the synthetic objects first encounter the temporal sampling of the obser-
vations that the survey made, which allowed us to sub-select a population that meet our
geometric constraints. We then assessed the survival of this subset through the processing
pipeline.
We adopt the orbital elements of the Grav et al. (2011) population to our requirements: we
ensure each synthetic object has a known semimajor axis, eccentricity, inclination, longitude
of the ascending node, argument of perihelion, mean anomaly, epoch in Modified Julian
Date (MJD) and identification string. We then determined the sky position and sky motion
of these objects over the duration of the Uppsala observations.
4.3.3. Populating the Uppsala fields
A survey can be considered 100% e cient at detection if it found all objects that were
detectable, by falling within the geometric and magnitude constraints of its imaging; what
always remains undetectable is the orbital-element phase space that produces geometric
locations that fall outside the survey area during the span of the survey. To determine our
survey’s e ciency we must first know what part of orbital phase space is detectable; for our
survey to detect an object, it must first fall on the main Uppsala survey fields.
The span of time over which we had to work was su ciently large that the quality of the
propagation of the elements from the epoch of the orbital elements became significant. We
noticed this when our test calculations of the ephemerides of known objects had better than
arcsecond accuracy at the end of the survey, which was within a year or so of the current
epoch, but on calculating celestial positions at the beginning of the Uppsala survey in 2004
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showed an inaccuracy of several arcseconds when compared to those predicted by the
equivalent web-based service of             . This seemed odd as we used the C-language
routines of the        library,4 which is used for most major telescope control systems, to
obtain geocentric J2000 coordinates with correction for annual aberration and light-time.5
The few-arcsecond deviation was eventually found to be due to the lack of calculating full-
planetary perturbation in the        wrapper: it simply assumes that the orbit for the object
is entirely defined by the orbital elements.              starts with the orbital elements at
their epoch and iterates forwards or backwards in time to the point requested, taking into
account gravitational perturbations from other Solar System bodies and using the DE405
data from JPL.6
We therefore acknowledge that our 2004 ephemerides are less precise, by a few arcseconds,
than those later in the survey. However, this is not overly significant, because later in the
pipeline we create our initial triplets of orbital arcs only within each opposition season, so
the tolerance did not have to be meticulous.
Each object was projected against the night sky over the duration of the survey; an initial
rough subset of objects in the synthetic populationwere retained based on their ephemerides
as calculated every seven days. This interval was chosen as a Centaur’s maximum motion
rate of 15” per hour, or 6 arcmin per day, would produce a minimum side-to-side field
crossing time of 20.5 days, modulo the looping e ects of retrograde motion; for three
observations to occur, this required an ephemeris calculation interval of 6.83 days, which
we rounded. With 2061 nights between 2004-03-03 and 2009-10-24 (padding the span of the
survey by a day in each direction for careful overlap), this required the calculation of 295
ephemerides for each synthetic object. From these celestial positions, synthetic    s were
kept for further processing if they fell within the corner-to-centre distance of 1.4506 deg of
the field centre of any Uppsala field (according to the field centre list, Appendix A.1).
Once the synthetic     was determined to be on a field, we refined this rough cut, precisely
matching to the exact cadence of the observed survey. For each observation on each night
made of each of these fields, we obtained the positions of the synthetic    s at the moment
the field was observed, confirmed that they were indeed within the image that was made,
were within a seeing disk each night, and finally calculated which of those would have
blended with a star on the field.
As the search radius forms a circle, and the Uppsala fields are near-square in spherical
coordinate space and overlapped longitudinally (as visible in Fig. 4.10), reducing the area
corresponding to the field from that of our initial search, we reconfirmed that each given
4We appreciate the suggestion of Jon Nielsen to use        and his subsequent assistance in repackaging
this portion of        into a standalone command line utility, orbephem.
5While it does not correct for leap seconds, this made only a very slight di erence as calculations are only
back to 2004.
6This shows up an interesting hole in the development of the field of     studies: dynamicists develop
full-perturbation n-body models of the outer Solar System populations, observers require near-epoch celestial
coordinates for single or small numbers of objects, but there is seldom a requirement for models that fully
propagate great numbers of orbital elements with perturbation to produce accurate celestial coordinates on a
significant scale far from the current epoch.              is easily scripted for such coordinates for individual
known objects, but it is not currently possible (or computationally feasible if it were) to script it for arbitrary
orbital elements for the quantity of ephemeris calculations that we require. LSST are implementing this kind of
large-scale ephemeris generation for their survey (L. Jones, pers. comm.).
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observation of a synthetic     did actually fall on the field in question. We loaded the star
list for the field and kept the synthetic     observation if it was within the maximal (RA,
dec) box of the stars. This was a necessary finesse over merely calculating the field corner
locations from the declared field centres as the telescope pointing was not perfectly stable
from night to night, and varied by up to an arcminute (cf. the alignment problems seen in
§ 3.3.2).
As in the processing in § 3.3.1, we also only retained observations where the change in
position of the synthetic     between the start and the end of the observation of that field on
that night (generally about 40 minutes elapsed) kept the     within the night’s seeing disk.
This as before placed a constraint on objects’ motion rate, but one that only substantially
a ects Centaurs: the simulator would quantify it.
Paradoxically, this design choice, imposed to optimise detection of objects more distant than
asteroids and taking advantage of our preferentially poor-seeing site, penalises nights with
good seeing: the smaller seeing disk restricts retention to slow-moving objects, which is
suited to our survey’s aims, but leads to the occasional loss even of scattered disk obser-
vations. This is less than ideal, but our dense cadence sampling makes up for it to a great
degree.
The lack of image subtraction in our pipeline design meant that there was a possibility of
losing transients if they were superimposed on the fixed stars7. If any observations of these
synthetic    s fell on top of a star, defined as the centre of the stellar PSF and the     having
an arc separation of less than four arcseconds, the     was defined as merged with the star
and therefore lost. This was exactly the same test as that used in § 3.3.2 to construct the
intranight Sources in the original pipeline processing.
We made one simplification from the § 3.3.2 pipeline: loading the star list (matched candid-
ates) of each field was highly time-consuming because the files were so large and complex,
so we calculated stellar merges based only on the sky positions of all sources present in the
deepest night of that field, rather than on the sources present in that night of that field. The
astrometry of the images of the nights of each field varies very little through time, just the
pointing, so this seemed an acceptable tradeo  to increase processing speed, balanced in
possible missed merges from any astrometric wobbles by the greater density of sources on
the deepest night.
Finally, we made a simplification not present in the original pipeline, that is possible only
because the synthetic objects are defined in advance: we removed observations where the
opposition season of the field on which they fell contained fewer than three observations.
Three points are the minimum needed to construct a valid orbital triplet in § 3.3.3, so
the overly sparse points would not have survived past that part of the original pipeline.
Applying this constraint to the synthetic observations retained only data that would permit
a triplet to be linked to a triplet from another opposition season of that field so that longer
orbital arcs might be found, as in § 3.3.5. This speeded our processing.
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Figure 4.10 The ephemerides of the classical     2010 FX86, rh ⇠ 47    , as it would have been observed by
the Uppsala     survey if it were bright enough to fall within the survey magnitude limits. Labelled grey
boundaries indicate the maximum field boundaries as extracted from the 30+ nights of observation and the
name within the Uppsala field naming scheme, for fields that contained Uppsala observations that could be
used in the rest of the pipeline. Dots indicate the ephemeris of the     every seven days, filled spots the Uppsala
observations that could not be used due to selection requirements of the pipeline and the starfield, and crosses
the Uppsala observations that definitely could be used for synthetic object recovery in the rest of the pipeline.
4.3.4. Geometric losses
Our constraints produced pleasantly high     survival rates. For example, if we consider
the simulated Uppsala observation of a known     that has a magnitude too faint to detect
in our survey, 2010 FX86, we find that its ephemerides are well recovered by the survey
(Fig. 4.10). Initial appraisal of its position every seven days showed it to cross nine fields in
the span of the survey; 713 of the 2,474 Uppsala images of these fields were made while
2010 FX86 nominally crossed these fields. After calculating 356 positions of the     for those
images’ nightly start and stop times, and confirming according to the exact field boundaries
which were on their fields, 134 start-stop intranight positions were combined to make 67
single-night observations.
One observation was removed; as discussed above, good seeing can work against our
pipeline design, and the on-sky motion rate of the     that night of 4.8” exceeded the
required 5  limit set by the night’s seeing of 2.3”. Three observations were lost to merging
with stars, by falling within the 4” separation required in the construction of transients.
Seven were subtracted as the opposition season of the field on which they fell contained
fewer than three observations, preventing triplet creation.
After these eleven observations were removed, 56 observations, all within su ciently popu-
7We do not distinguish here between stars and galaxies; ’star’ is used to mean a sidereal-motion source
extracted as a point source by SExtractor
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Figure 4.11 Individual observations of the synthetic    s of our test populations that crossed the fields of the
Uppsala survey that could not be retained as observations of the    s due to merges with stars: the predicted
    position on a given image was within the seeing disc of a known star on that image. The y-axis (and a
very small amount of data occurring at a loss fraction of > 0.35) is truncated to better show how the loss of
observations is in proportion to the stellar density of the field. The apparent linear structure in places is an
artefact of the similar, relatively small numbers of observations.
lated (3+ observations) opposition seasons, on 5 fields, were ready for further processing
(Fig. 4.10, red crosses).
Having outlined the survival of a single object, we could then consider the e ects of our
processing on the observability of each of the three Grav et al. (2011) populations due to
geometric e ects. We consider each of three geometric causes of loss in turn.
First, the losses due to stellar overlap did not change noticeably — indeed, it should not
show variation across the various populations of synthetic    s, but should increase linearly
with increasing stellar density on the fields. As seen earlier in § 4.2, the survey covers a
range of Galactic latitudes and has a corresponding variability in source number density on
the fields. If we approximate between the ends of the range of our observed stellar number
density per field (a few hundred to 40,000 stars per 4.21 deg2 field), and assume a point-
spread function for each star covering 4” x 4”, commensurate with our 4” internight source
combination limit, the area of each field covered by stars ranges between 0.01–1%. This
probably underestimates the PSF coverage of stars toward the brighter end of the magnitude
range: a star close to saturation would cover far more sky. We therefore estimated that
there would be on the order of 5% loss of all     observations due to stellar mergers. Our
full analytical simulator quantification shows that the loss rate was indeed in the 5-10%
vicinity for all populations (Fig. 4.11). No synthetic     or     lost more than one to three
of its Uppsala observations to stellar merges, and many lost none. The increase in loss as a
function of stellar density of the field was not quite geometrically fourfold as expected, but
closely approximated it.
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Figure 4.12 Individual observations of the synthetic    s of our test populations that crossed the fields of the
Uppsala survey that our algorithms deliberately removed: these were eliminated because the    motion rate
on a given night spread its intranight span out larger than the seeing disk calculated for the night. As expected,
the most substantial e ect of this imposed condition was on the closest and fastest-moving objects, Centaurs.
The apparent linear structure in places is an artefact of the similar, relatively small numbers of observations.
Second, the e ect of on-sky motion rate varied strongly between populations (Fig. 4.12).
The most-a ected population was, as expected, the Centaurs, where there was a severe
loss of observations. This was due to the Centaurs’ swift on-sky motion from their smaller
geocentric distance, which a ected their retention: the high motion rate caused the first and
last observation of each Centaur on each night to shift outside the night’s seeing disk. The
   s and scattered disk were minimally a ected, as intended, losing < 5% of observations.
Third and finally, our requirement for our initial orbit formation of three or more observa-
tions in each field’s opposition season a ected populations moderately evenly (Fig 4.13),
and caused the loss of up to 40% of observations. This may only be a problem if the overall
detection e ciency is quite low. Here, interfield linking to form arcs would substantially
have improved the retention of observations; this would probably be the easiest way to
retrieve enough observations to balance those lost to intranight geometric loss and increase
the Centaur detection e ciency.
However, our survey would have been geometrically sensitive to some Centaurs: applying
our constraints to the 20,375 Centaurs with i > 25  in the population model of Grav et al.
(2011) (Fig. 4.7), we retained 1,821 observable Centaurs, with 9,750 too northern or in the
Galactic avoidance zone of the Uppsala survey. 8,738 fell on Uppsala fields, but were too
sparsely observed to be further considered for detection, lost for the reasons above.8 The
ephemerides of these observable Centaurs are shown in Fig. 4.14.
8There were also 66 Centaurs lost where the ephemeris generation failed; this was how we found that the
Grav et al. (2011) model has allowed in some very slightly negative eccentricities (-0.001– -0.004).
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Figure 4.13 Individual observations of the synthetic    s of our test populations that crossed the fields of the
Uppsala survey that our algorithms deliberately removed: these had to be eliminated due to our algorithmic
requirement for orbit calculation that for a given     , there had to be more than three observations of it in
each opposition on each field. The imposition of this condition produced relatively even geometric losses of
individual observations across the three     populations, as would be expected given this is a result of the
survey cadence sampling rather than the orbital motion. The apparent linear structure in places is an artefact of
the similar, relatively small numbers of observations.
The much more numerous    s are less orbitally inclined, and highly inclined objects spend
most of their time distant from the ecliptic plane. This puts them at a disadvantage for
detection in our highly o -ecliptic survey (Fig. 3.7 in the previous chapter indicates how far
from the ecliptic most of our sky coverage falls).
Of the initial 48,682 (Fig. 4.8), we retained 8,898 observable    s, with 38,353 too northern
or in the Galactic avoidance zone, and 1,431 too sparsely observed on our survey fields to
be processed any further. This predominantly flat inclination distribution tightly packs the
observable    s close to the ecliptic (Fig. 4.15).
In contrast, the scattered disk objects have a wider spread of inclinations: of the 10,951
scattered disk objects of Grav et al. (2011), 2,077 became observable    s, 8,550 were too
northern or fell in the Uppsala galactic avoidance zone, and 324 were on Uppsala fields
but too sparsely observed to be processed any further in our pipeline. The observable    s
are shown in Fig. 4.16. The looping retrograde motion of the scattered disk objects each
year is visible, though minute given the scale of sky involved. It can be seen more clearly
by considering the motion of individual objects: for example, Fig. 4.17 shows a synthetic
scattered disk object that crosses sixteen fields over the course of the survey.
Following this processing of the Grav et al. (2011) outer Solar System populations, we had
1,821 Centaurs, 8,898    s, and 2,077    s, 12,796 in total, for the next stage: determining
the detection e ciency by taking into account how these orbits would be observed when
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magnitudes are applied.
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surveyFigure 4.14 The distribution on the sky of the 1,821 Centaurs with i > 25  of Grav et al. (2011) that retained 3+ observations in one opposition on one field when their observation
over the span 2004-2009 by the Uppsala survey was simulated. Solid-filled fields indicate un-processable fields, which are considered as gaps in the     survey coverage. The galactic
plane is the lower, blue solid line; the ecliptic plane is the orange solid line in the upper right.
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99Figure 4.15 The distribution on the sky of the 8,898 objects in the 48,682    s in the population model of Grav et al. (2011) that retained a minimum of three observations in one
opposition on one field when their observation over the span 2004-2009 by the Uppsala survey was simulated. Solid fields were not processed and are considered as gaps in coverage.
The galactic plane is the lower, blue solid line; the ecliptic plane is the orange solid line in the upper right.
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surveyFigure 4.16 The distribution on the sky of the 2,077 objects of the 10,951 scattered disk objects in the population model of Grav et al. (2011) that retained 3+ observations in one
opposition on one field when their observation over the span 2004-2009 by the Uppsala survey was simulated. Solid-filled fields indicate unprocessable fields, considered as gaps in
coverage. The galactic plane is the lower, blue solid line; the ecliptic plane is the orange solid line in the upper right. Note the scarcity of high-inclination objects, a known flaw in the
input population.
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Figure 4.17 The distribution on the sky of the Uppsala observations that meet the requirements of the Uppsala
    survey of a single Grav et al. (2011) scattered disk object, SS00001na. This     crosses sixteen fields in the
course of the Uppsala survey: the eight labelled fields (grey rectangles) are those that contain observations
with three or more observations in each opposition season.
4.3.5. Assigning absolute magnitudes
Each observable synthetic     represented an opportunity to examine a slice in outer Solar
System a, e, i orbital parameter space. However, having the piece of parameter space was
only part of the picture: we also needed information about the range of brightness within
which each of these slices would be detectable, according to the magnitude limits that we
had ascertained earlier. As albedo can vary significantly for dwarf-planet size    s due to
their complex surface processes (§ 1.4.1), we assigned a brightness distribution based on
absolute magnitude rather than on object size, and explored the extremes of this distribution
within our visible magnitude range.
We assigned each of the nearly thirteen thousand observable    s an absolute magnitude
range Hmin  H  Hmax according to their parent population, set such that at each end of
the H-range the    would either saturate or vanish into the noise on all of its confirmed
Uppsala-plausible observations. We used 4.5  HCentaur  12.0,  3.0  HKBO  5.5 and
 6.0  HSDO  6.0. We chose a stepwithin the absolutemagnitude range of 0.25magnitudes
as a reasonable compromise between the time for processing and a good resolution of the
population.
For each of the synthetic    s at each assigned H, we calculated its apparent magnitude
due to its heliocentric distance at the time when each of its Uppsala observations were made,
using the albedo-independent relationship for rotationally-averaged apparent magnitude
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cf. Petit et al. (2008), after Bowell et al. (1989):
H =< m    > +2.5log
266664  ( )r2H 2
377775 (4.2)
m    = H    + 2.5 log10(r
2
H(rH   1)2) (4.3)
with the assumption that the phase angle  (0) = 1, as at opposition, and the approximation
of geocentric distance as rH   1, with rH in   .
We then confirmed that this apparent magnitude was brighter than the magnitude limit
for that night on that field. The observation was also labelled with the probability of its
detection at that magnitude, according to the sensitivity function for each night found in
§ 4.2.
This resampled object-observation-subset — often more sparsely sampled, if an object’s new
magnitude prevented it being observed on many nights — then formed an individual    
processing unit. Units were filtered by abundance of observations in opposition seasons of
fields, and as before, retained for orbital arc processing where at least one field retained
three observations of the     in one opposition season.
Not all observable objects were run against the magnitude limits, especially in the    s, as
their fields required the calculation of some fields’ magnitude limits that were exceedingly
time-consuming relative to the magnitude limits of most fields. 8820 of the 8898    s and
1965 of the 2077    s were processed at the range ofHmagnitudes. The absolute magnitude
range proved slightly too great at the faint end for the scattered disk objects, though this
didn’t a ect the results except to pad with zero detections at H > 4.5. The range chosen for
the    s seemed better suited.
We now had the exact test population that fell on the survey fields: nearly eleven thousand
test    s retained from the full phase space, each of which had at minimum three observa-
tions on one opposition season of one field, moderately well distributed across the fields
(Figs. 4.14–4.15). Each    , for all its assigned H-magnitudes, now knew its observations of
existence in the Uppsala dataset.
4.3.6. Monte Carlo orbital arc creation
Wewished to be able to report the reasons for loss or retention of the synthetic    s object by
object. TheUppsala     pipeline (§ 3.3) is structured to process observations in amultiplexed
batch manner, with the field as the basic unit. Each     had just had the observations per
field calculated, so each    ’s fields were fed individually to the Keplerian filter for triplet
creation, subsequent orbit-fitting and survivors arc-fitted in the same manner as the normal
Uppsala     pipeline (§ 3.3.3–3.3.5).
The detection of a     requires it to be bright enough to be seen on the observation; however,
there is the added complication that the sensitivity curves for any night of any Uppsala
field have < 100% e ciency. Many of the transient detections we made in each image fall
toward the magnitude limit of each night of each field, where the e ciency is even less.
While the probability of survival of each constituent observation bright enough to be in the
flat regime of maximal e ciency is up in the range 0.85–0.97, the overall probability of a
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triplet of such observations drops to 0.61–0.91. Those transients at the magnitude limit, on
sensitivities of 0.5, sharply lower the overall survivability of triplets and their subsequently
linked arcs. A quadruplet orbital arc with all Sources scraping in just above the level of
noise, at the magnitude limit of 0.5 sensitivity, has just an 0.06 chance of survivability. This
means the sensitivity function probabilities cannot be treated as absolute even when the
synthetic     observations are brighter than the field’s magnitude limit.
We therefore took a Monte Carlo approach to the triplet creation and the sensitivity function
probabilities. The small, but cumulatively time-consuming need to run orbfit in each
of the Monte Carlo iterations led to adding an abundance of heuristic constraints that
minimised unnecessary computation. With the sets of observations for each absolute
magnitude for each    , we took the following approach:
• For each iteration, create a set of random probabilities, a Pnight (0-1) for each night.
• Assess every Source against their respective Pnight: PSource   Pnight = detected.
• Assign detected Sources a positional uncertainty, drawn from a normal distribution
with µ = 0.3", characteristic of the survey’s astrometric uncertainty.
• This forms a new subset of the synthetic    ’s observations, retaining those fields
with > 3 observations (arcs require a minimum of four observations and are only
formed intrafield).
• Fields are sorted by abundance of observations; we first try finding an arc on the
sparsest-observed field, which will process most quickly.
• Run as normal on each field’s portion of these observations for triplet creation/arc
determination.
• Try triplet creation only if at least one set of three nights within an opposition season
existed.
• First try arc creation after finding nine triplets, or vast quantities of arcs were found
and processing time became prohibitive.
• Retry with all triplets if the first nine didn’t find an arc.
• Collate number of arcs produced for each iteration for each tno.
• If even one arc is found for each tno, cease further examination of the iteration’s fields,
and record that in this iteration, we detected the     in the survey.
• The     detection e ciency at that H is the fraction of iterations where an arc was
found.
We counted a given synthetic    , assigned a certainH-magnitude, as successfully recovered
if a minimum of one arc was found on one of its fields. The apparent magnitude corres-
ponding to that H-magnitude’s e ciency was counted as the mean of the    ’s apparent
magnitude over its fields; the heliocentric distance of these    s changed little over the
course of the survey, with the maximum variation of any object about 0.1 magnitudes.
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Running a thousand of these Monte Carlo iterations would give a 3% uncertainty to the
outcome for eachH for each    , but to perform that for the whole survey, at a thousand per
thirty to fifty H-magnitudes per twelve thousand synthetic    s, required the calculation of
approximately 600 million iterations. We erred on the side of computational accessibility
and ran 100 iterations per absolute magnitude value, which gave a 10% uncertainty to each
H-magnitude outcome. This dropped the required calculation of confirmed detectability to
some 60 million iterations, requiring a few 103 CPU-hours.
4.3.7. Output
We could then report the outcomes for individual successful    s with the following level
of detail, tracking all component Sources:
•     always too northern to reach anyUppsala fields, or southern but fell in the Galactic
avoidance zone.
•     fell on an Uppsala field
– the field was in the main survey
– observations were made in the timespan when the     crossed the field
– the     position was within the field box bounds and had no star merge
– the     ’s H-magnitude produced > 3 observations brighter than their nights’
magnitude limits: Monte Carlo testing could commence
  a field contained > 3 observations of a     when randomised per-night
probabilities were applied to it
  the     had enough observations to form in-season triplets on at least one
field
  the triplets survived the Keplerian filter and orbit fitting
  there were enough triplets to form at least an arc.
This allowed us to identify the e ciency of the pipeline at every level.
We also examined the recovery of arcs on a field-by-field e ciency before implementing the
e ciency as a function of each    ’s detection in thewhole survey: this allowed us to confirm
how e ective the field-by-field checking worked. For example, the synthetic scattered disk
object SS00015Aa had Uppsala observations on seven fields: between H =  2.0 and 4.25,
five of the fields had detection e ciencies that began at saturation apparent magnitudes
as 80-100%, and stayed roughly constant at that maximum e ciency on each field over
the next several absolute magnitudes. The greatest absolute magnitude at which the    ’s
e ciency remained above zero subsequently varied between fields. This was a product of
the variation in magnitude depth and density of the temporal sampling of each field.
From this, we could move to the overall survey detection e ciencies, computed from the
per-    e ciency.
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4.4. Survey e ciency
Our pipeline detection e ciency is the fraction of the synthetic objects detected: for each
synthetic    , did at least one orbital arc make it through to the final stage in the pipeline.
Even if the throughput e ciency is very low otherwise, if at least one arc survives so that
the     counts as detected at that apparent magnitude, the e ciency is su cient to be
well covering the orbital phase space of the Solar System and the survey is adequate to its
purpose.
However, we found that most synthetic objects as distant as the Kuiper belt or further
produced several hundred arcs at the final stage. This verification confirmed that any
real bright    , such as a dwarf planet, within the survey parameter space would have
emblazoned itself across the output.
Having obtained the outcomes of running the survey against our test populations, we
binned the brightnesses of the objects by 0.1 mag intervals; they spanned from the saturation
magnitude at 13.0 to about 20th magnitude. From the mean e ciency in each magnitude bin,
we produced an overall survey e ciency as a function of magnitude (Fig. 4.18). The slight
stepwise e ect around maximum e ciency is due to the absolute magnitudes at which
the    s were checked having been sampled at 0.25 magnitude intervals. As mentioned
earlier in § 4.2, Sesar et al. (2006) found that the RMS scatter in the photometric error of
the USNO-A2.0 magnitudes which which this survey is calibrated was 0.234 magnitudes
when calibrated against the 0.02 mag scatter SDSS; we therefore take the uncertainty in our
survey limiting magnitude per population to be 0.2 magnitudes.
A least-squares fit to these e ciencies with the function in Eq. 4.1 showed that the maximum
survey e ciency was 0.90 ± 0.01 for Kuiper belt objects, 0.92 ± 0.01 for scattered disk
objects; e ectively identical. The 50% detection e ciency, which we take as our limiting
magnitude m⇤, was also e ectively identical for the two orbital classes: m⇤kb0s = 18.9 ± 0.2
and m⇤sdos = 19.0 ± 0.2.
The plot of Centaur e ciency is not shown in Fig. 4.18, as the detection e ciency of this
population was astonishingly near-zero: a sample of several hundred of the 1,821 nominally
observable Centaurs did not find any retrievable under the Monte Carlo methodology
applied above. The optimisation of our survey design to the outermost Solar System proved
too restrictive to this population.
As we add small positional uncertainties and calculate orbital arcs with orbfit, we are
testing the e ectiveness of Bernstein & Khushalani (2000)’s implementation. However, the
majority of the objectsmissedwere lost because of undersamplingwithin opposition seasons
rather than from orbfit errors; the sheer density of revisitation of the fields was enough
to pull past the rare triplet or arc loss seen in individual orbfit attempts, preventing
the 5% loss of synthetic objects found in Bernstein & Khushalani (2000)-computed Sedna
simulations by Schwamb et al. (2010). While full confirmation of the correct operation of
the Uppsala     survey would come on running known    s through the full pipeline,
prevented as none bright enough existed within the survey coverage, this 90% e ciency
confirms that our survey is useful for characterising the distant Solar System.
Our overall survey e ciency for distant objects improves slightly (by 0.05 to 0.15) on that
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(a) Kuiper belt objects: 1459 objects (drawn from the 8898 observable), with an e ciency
function with ⌘max = 0.90, ⌘max/2 = 18.90, g = 0.52.
(b) Scattered disk objects: 1965 (drawn from the 2077 objects observable), with an e ciency
function with ⌘max = 0.92, ⌘max/2 = 18.96, g = 0.53.
Figure 4.18 The e ciency of detection of the synthetic TNOs re-detected in the survey simulator via Monte
Carlo iteration per absolute magnitude unit and comparison of the resulting apparent magnitudes against the
nightly magnitude limits. The blue line is the mean population detection e ciency per 0.1 apparent mag bin,
with its uncertainty the standard error of the mean.
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of Rabinowitz et al. (2012), over the visible magnitude range of m = 15–19 where we are
comparable. We presume that the e ciency of Sheppard et al. (2011) in the overlapping
range with our own is comparable, as at m = 20.5 it is identical to ours, but they do not
show their e ciencies over our magnitude range. (Both surveys’ limiting magnitudes are
mr   21.)
The earlier, smaller sky survey of Sheppard et al. (2000) with the Automated Patrol Telescope
at     obtained a 50%     detection e ciency at a similar limiting magnitude of mr = 18.8.
It is interesting to note that their calculation of their e ciency used 100 objects randomly
placed on a subset of their 1428 sq. deg. sky coverage; our computation of ⇠ 60 million
simulations of     detection to determine our our detection e ciency is a reflection of the
increased computational power available twelve years later.
The constraints that we applied to the creation of triplets and subsequent arcs made our
survey less sensitive to faster-moving objects. With the lack of recovery and exceedingly
low detection e ciency of Centaurs, our survey examines only the orbital properties of the
Kuiper belt and scattered disk.
4.5. Constraints on the trans-Neptunian population
With this survey, we provide constraints on where bright    s cannot exist in the outer
Solar System: if they existed, we would have had a 90% chance of seeing them, within our
carefully defined boundaries. The elaborate check of absolute magnitude as a function of
orbital parameter space allows us to confirm our sensitivities to the various trans-Neptunian
populations: which objects, at which distances, of which brightnesses, would be observable
by the survey. We wish to constrain both what the brightest object is that could be in the
south, and what bright objects we can rule out.
We proceed by assuming that our 90% maximum detection rate applies out to our limiting
magnitude, at which point the e ciency drops entirely to zero. From our saturation mag-
nitude of m = 13.0 to our completeness limit of m = 19.0, Kuiper belt objects with absolute
magnitudes  2.42  H  3.52 and scattered disk objects with  2.60  H  3.35 would have
been detected in our survey 90% of the time.
We note for interest that the tails of the Kuiper belt detectability were slightly truncated
by the absolute magnitude range that we applied to each    ; the scattered disk range
extended beyond the detectability of its objects at both ends, but after processing we found
that the Kuiper belt one did not. In retrospect the range should have been made a little
wider thanH = -3–5.25 to ensure we covered the detection of objects falling fully to zero; we
underestimated the range of rH of the Grav et al. (2011)    s. Projecting from the drop in
object detectability seen in the scattered disk when binned per H, the Kuiper belt absolute
magnitude visibility should go another 0.75–1 magnitudes brighter and 0.5 fainter. This
does not a ect the 90% detection limit given above, as the     limits went below the 50%
detection limit within the range of absolute magnitude that we used, just the magnitudes at
which our survey could have seen no    s at all.
Our survey places a constraint on the bright end of the     size distribution. Given our
survey detection e ciency function, and the sky area of 6,275.08 square degrees that we
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surveyed,9, 15% of the 4⇡
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(41,252.96 sq. degrees) of the total sky sphere,10 we can
compute statistical upper limits to the cumulative surface densities of bright a > 30    s.
Using the well-defined Grav et al. (2011) populations in our simulator allowed us to consider
our survey’s sensitivity to population subgroups; for example, we could determine the
brightest plutino our survey could have missed.
For the plutinos, we selected the Grav et al. (2011)    s with 39.3  a  39.7 and 0.1  e 
0.35, based on the regions where plutinos are statistically most likely to spend time in the
De Elía et al. (2008) map of the orbital distribution of plutinos, as a proxy for identification
by full orbital integration. There were 2,816 such objects; 510 were visible in the Uppsala
survey and had apparent magnitudes calculated. We computed their detection e ciency as
a function of absolute magnitude: after 216 plutinos had processed, the e ciency function,
unsurprisingly, was the same as that for the greater     population: 90% e ciency, m = 19
limiting magnitude. The brightest plutino is (134340) Pluto at H =  0.7 (mr = 13.6); our
detectability range for plutinos was  2.0  H  3.9, so we easily encompass Pluto as
expected.
Applying our absence of plutino detections to our sky coverage is a little tricky as plutinos,
like other resonant populations, are highly longitude-dependent, and debiasing survey
coverage to account for this clumping on the sky with respect to Neptune is a major e ort,
cf. Gulbis et al. (2010); Gladman et al. (2012). However, we have the advantage of being
able to see this population (those of it within our absolute magnitude range) in all parts of
their orbits — a big e = 0.3 plutino will still be visible to us at aphelion — unlike for the
scattered disk, where the objects are only visible for the part of their orbit near perihelion.
We therefore do not have flux bias a ecting our survey of those plutinos H < 3.9 at least.
   s of a given inclination iwhere i is large will as they travel on their orbits spend most
of their time near their ecliptic latitudes close to i, not near the ecliptic, so we should be
particularly sensitive to the abundance of high-i (> 23 ) plutinos, a part of the population
preferentially lost by surveys that did not make recovery observations a few months after
discovery (Gladman et al. 2012). Of these i > 23  plutinos, only four were seen by CFEPS
(Gladman et al. 2012) and none by the DES (Gulbis et al. 2010).
Is the null detection of our survey reasonable? Currently, only some ten known    s are
su ciently bright and close that, if within our survey coverage, we would have been able to
detect them. Estimates of the numbers of objects of these magnitudes remaining undetected
vary. As Sheppard et al. (2011) point out, there are only one or two    s with m < 21st
that could exist in sky unexamined to that time. Of the recent H < 4.0 “dwarf planet”
discoveries, since those of 2007 JJ43, 2007 OR10 (H = 1.9) and 2007 UK126 (H = 3.4) by
Schwamb et al. (2010), the only subsequent discoveries have been 2010 EK139 (H = 3.8) and
2010 KZ39 (H = 3.9) by Sheppard et al. (2011); Rabinowitz et al. (2012) found no new    s
with H < 4 (though one at H = 4) after surveying an area of ⇠7,500 sq. deg. comparable to
98,989.66 square degrees is the area of fields where all nights for the field were successfully processed
to match astronomical sources together over the span of the survey, and for which we calculated detection
e ciencies. We expect the pipeline di culties between this step and processing for arcs to be overcome. The
1491 fields that have been checked for arcs comprise 6,275.08 square degrees, so we use this value.
10Processing to 8,989.66 sq. deg. will bring this to 22% of the sky; after that we can work toward the originally
intended 9,498.9 sq. degrees, 23%.
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that processed in our own survey.
Our survey searched one of the unexamined regions that Sheppard et al. (2011) mention,
the southern fields > 20  in ecliptic latitude (Fig. 3.7), and as was discussed in § 3.2.1,
could reasonably have expected to find 1 ± 1 objects in either the     or scattered disk
populations of these magnitudes, given the proportion of southern hemisphere sky that
has not previously been examined for such objects. Our nondetection is therefore not
overly surprising, and does not provide any evidence that might contravene the current
understanding of early Solar System formation that currently produces these observed
small numbers of large    s (Kenyon & Bromley 2008; Schlichting & Sari 2011).
How much does this non-detection depress the bright end of the     size distribution? As
we are sensitive only to the bright end, we consider only its size distribution. This can be
further subdivided into the populations of    s and the scattered disk, to which we had
di ering sensitivities due to the flux bias of only being able to see    s for part of their orbit.
For    s, our non-detection does not a ect the di erential power-law radius distribution
given in Eqn. 1.15 for H < 4.5 as per Sheppard et al. (2011): q = 3.3 ± 0.7 (main Kuiper belt)
and q = 2.2± 0.5 (Plutinos), as we add only 7% of sky coverage relevant to these populations
(§ 3.2.1).
For the scattered disk, the e ect may be more significant as we covered much more of the
sky sensitive to their phase space (§ 3.2.1 and area covered as discussed above): q = 3.3± 0.7
for    s of Sheppard et al. (2011) is based on completeness of objects H < 4.1 and r < 50   
due to the population’s aphelion bias. However, Sheppard et al. (2011) were covering similar
sky to our survey. We conclude that their size distribution for the scattered disk based on
the known objects in that absolute magnitude range (Eris, 2007 OR10) is appropriate.
How well qualified are our H-magnitude limits? Fig. 3.5 shows that the plutino (28978)
Ixion, H = 3.3, would be on the survey, but at magnitude 19.6, it fails to be detected in
our survey. Physically, Ixion is 650+260 220 km in diameter (Stansberry et al. 2008). Using the
time-honoured proxy for     size of parts of the author’s local landmass, this means the
Uppsala     survey is sensitive to objects larger in diameter than about three times the size
of Victoria, but not to an object with the cross-sectional area of Tasmania.11
What yet remains to be searched? Our survey and those of Sheppard et al. (2011) and
Rabinowitz et al. (2012) have left only the few thousand square-degree area of the Galactic
plane for future surveys to examine for bright    s. We agree with Sheppard et al. (2011)
that the outer Solar System is e ectively complete to m = 19.0 and selectively to m = 21.
This flux limit does not entirely however take into account the biases on which detection is
dependent: it describes only the flux bias.
What can be said about this survey’s sensitivity to distant objects, those su ciently large that
their H would bring them within our magnitude limit even at several hundred    ? The test
population of Grav et al. (2011) that we used did not contain a population reproducing this,
so we did not directly test it with the survey’s simulator. Adding a more distant population
is discussed in § 4.7.2.
Such distant objects would not have been lost as stars: the constraint we applied in § 3.3.2
11Using the upper size estimate for Ixion of a 455 km radius, ie. 650,388 km2. Victoria is 237,629 km2,
Tasmania (main island) is 62,409 km2.
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was that when dividing stars from transients, for a source to be considered as in the same
position, the closest source to that position on a di erent night had to be at a distance that
was also within 4” of the position. In theory this could mean that the sensitivity of the
survey would be limited in the distant case to only the motion rate of objects moving > 4”
between nights, i.e. faster than 0.17 ”/hr: Sedna-at-discovery distances, equivalent to the
sensitivity of Schwamb et al. (2010) (Rabinowitz et al. (2012) required a motion rate greater
than 0.0044 degrees per day, rejecting objects at distances greater than 200 AU). In practice,
Uppsala fields were revisited mostly at intervals between 5 and 20 days (Fig. 3.9) so very
few observations of distant objects would be lost from this immediate-night constraint, cf.
§ 4.3.4.
In practice, the combination of the widely spread Uppsala cadence and the multi-tens-of-
days duration of valid triplets shown in Fig. 3.14) o ered a proxy for our distant sensitivity.
If the implied maximum of valid surviving triplets at temporal spans of 130 days is taken to
be representative, and given two triplets have to occur within a single opposition season of
180 days to create a detectable triplet, a motion rate of 4” in the 180-day maximum span
corresponds to a heliocentric distance of many hundreds of   . This is far beyond where
any object of reasonable     size would have an apparent magnitude visible to the survey.
The flux limit of the survey is therefore farmore significant a factor on distant object detection
than their motion rate. We made these calculations of detectability purposefully to exclude
the incorporation of albedo; the largest diameter D > 1000 km objects have particularly
high albedos, ⇢ = 0.6–0.8, influenced by sublimation frost-thaw cycles of their volatile ices
refreshing their surfaces (Brown 2008). The theoretical detection limits can be plotted as
object diameter (km) (assuming uniform albedo) against detection distance at opposition:
Fig. 4.19. Clearly dwarf-planet-sized objects of all reasonable albedos are not detectable by
this survey beyond ⇠ 150   , but this survey is easily sensitive to such objects out to there.
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Figure 4.19 At two typical albedos of large    s, how the 13.0 saturation and 19.0 limiting magnitudes of this
survey a ect the .
4.6. Summary
We have surveyed 6,275.1 square degrees to m = 19.0 ± 0.2 with an e ciency of 90%,
and tested the e ectiveness of our detection strategy on 8,989.7 square degrees to the
same detection e ciency and limiting magnitude. With a Monte Carlo approach to testing
whether any given    would pass our observations’smagnitude limits, we found that froma
population of several thousand synthetic orbits, wewould detect Kuiper belt objects between
 2.43  H  3.51 and scattered disk objects with  2.60  H  3.35. Our survey design
is sensitive to bright dwarf planets in these more distant populations, but the constraint
of combining intranight observations together to form a single point per night proved
geometrically restrictive to Centaurs, and we are not sensitive at all to them.
4.7. Future work
4.7.1. Refinement of magnitude calibration
There is one sky catalogue available with su cient stellar density and better photometric
precision than the USNO-A2.0 that encompasses our Uppsala sky coverage. The AAVSO’s
APASS Data Release 6 has a density of > 1000 stars/deg2, providing good flux calibrators
from 10th up to 17th magnitude to a photometric accuracy of about 3% in BVg0r0i0 filters. Its
sky coverage is shown in Fig. 4.20. APASS DR6 has been successfully used for calibration
for spot observations by LCOGT, who have obtained better than 3% accuracy on flat-fielded
data across a wide range of atmospheric conditions (Pickles & Rosing 2013).
As digital detectors have a linear response, tying the Uppsala stellar magnitudes to APASS
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Figure 4.20 The stellar density of the APASS Data Release 6 catalogue across the sky, from the AAVSO website.
Note the comprehensive sky coverage.
stars throughout the magnitude range in which they are visible will allow us to calibrate
our survey. Our clear filter is roughly equivalent to a V; the APASS provides Johnson V
magnitudes, so while we do not have colour information for any stars in the Uppsala survey,
we could compare to these APASS V magnitudes by computing a field-by-field direct o set,
rather than needing to perform a full colour-dependent transform.
Would the e ort produce a noticeable improvement in the survey’s usefulness? Sesar
et al. (2006) brought the USNO-A2.0 from .234 magnitudes RMS scatter to 0.17 rms after
calibrating against the SDSS. So the uncertainties on the magnitude limits for each night
that are used to get the overall detectability of an object are 0.2 magnitudes, as given here:
this could be improved to ±0.1 by the technique of Sesar et al. (2006). This would have
little e ect on the overall limits on absolute magnitude-range detectability — this survey
operates in the shallowest part of the power law curve of the     size distribution, so its
sensitivity is not at the point in the range where adding a tenth of an absolute magnitude
of precision would greatly a ect the survey’s sensitivity to the number density of bright
objects. The e ort to recalibrate the survey may therefore not be necessary for the data the
survey can provide.
4.7.2. Improvements to the survey simulator
Wewould consider in the future generating our ephemerides viaOpenOrb rather than       .
       handles only one object at a time, while OpenOrb could propagate all > 170, 000    s
in the Grav et al. (2011) model, plus an artificial high-inclination     population, for all of
the survey’s 114,727 nights, and then generate the projection against the sky for ephemeris
generation. This would be computationally intensive, but would close o  the assumption
that our single-year linking prevents the propagation problem being significant.
As most of the Uppsala fields are far from the ecliptic plane, using only the Grav et al. (2011)
   s left many fields without any synthetic objects falling on them. To counter this, we
would create an arbitrary high-inclination, high-eccentricity population with a, e and i,
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perhaps e 0.5–0.95, i 30–120 , a 35–150   , again with uniform randomisation on ⌦, !,M
within their 0-360 degree ranges, and compute the e ciency of detection of these objects
over an absolute magnitude range where they would be visible within the m < 19.0 regime
we determined for the survey. The computational requirements of several 106 CPU-hours
prevented this as part of our primary analysis.
It would be useful to confirm the restrictions of the survey on its sensitivity to distant objects
at several hundreds of    . Ensuring the population of high-e, high-i objects covers an H
range su cient to check the survey’s sensitivity at the objects’ aphelion (settling what H
was necessary to bring the objects’ apparent magnitude within the survey magnitude limits
of m = 19.0 ± 0.2 ) would provide this test.
4.7.3. Serendipitous observation of unknown main-belt comets
Main-belt comets are a recently discovered class of objects that orbit within the asteroid
Main Belt, but display episodic low-level cometary activity, ejecting water vapour plumes
and developing a short tail, though often with no coma. The discovery of main-belt comets
in their cometary phase remains sparse, despite recent surveys (Hsieh & Jewitt 2006; Gilbert
& Wiegert 2009; Hsieh 2009; Sonnett et al. 2011; Waszczak et al. 2013); see also the review of
Bertini (2011). Long-term photometry could potentially show us the start of their activity
and any previous periods of activity: the rotation curves of the known main-belt comets are
su ciently well characterised to be able to see if there are flares in brightness on timescales
of months (seasonal e ects as the object comes to perihelion appear to play a role (Bertini
2011)) that would indicate cometary activity. More data on these little-understood objects is
needed.12
The Uppsala data are unlikely to have the resolution or the magnitude depth to show comae
around these objects, but they do sample frequently enough to potentially produce long-
term photometry on known objects. Four known main-belt comets fell on Uppsala survey
fields: Scheila, 133P/Elst-Pizarro, P-2008-R113, and P-2010-R2, andwe briefly inspected their
observations. Scheila, the brightest of the four at magnitude 11.9–15.1 over the course of
the survey, was easily detected, but it showed no visually noticeable point-spread function
variation in its Uppsala observations on four nights in 2007 and six nights in 200814. Our
survey’s m = 19.0magnitude limit proved too bright for the other three main-belt comets:
they were either too faint for detection, or too faint for any high-quality cometary-activity
searching photometry. This is further verification of the     survey magnitude limit. For
example, the Pan-Starrs-discovered main-belt comet 2006 VW139 would in principle have
fallen on Uppsala fields on 15 nights between late 2004 and late 2005; in practice, at expected
magnitude 19.8 to 22.5, it was too faint for the survey’s individual images, with those nights’
limiting magnitudes being between 17.8 and 19.5.
Though our brief individual-image examination of the known main-belt comets showed no
cometary activity, it might be feasible to use the Siding Spring Survey archive data to search
12This search was suggested by Dave Jewitt and Carey Jones while I was at the 2011 Gordon Research
Conference on Origin of Solar Systems.
13Discovered by G. Garradd at the Uppsala at magnitude 18.3-18.7 on 2008-09-02 (Garradd et al. 2008)
14Initial assessment of moving object PSFs for anomalous variability from a point source is often done
visually, cf. (Hsieh 2009) and(Gilbert & Wiegert 2009).
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for new main-belt comets. The best search strategy would be to take main-belt asteroids
from the Minor Planet Center records with appropriate orbits, the Beagle family and other
high-rH main-belt asteroids, and take advantage of the four 30-second images available per
night for up to ninety epochs, image stacking and algorithmically searching the stacks for
“fuzz”. Development of a suitable algorithm for careful statistical checking of PSF variation,
to determine if a given source is a point source, would be aided by having the APASS
calibrators matched to the data to provide stars as comparators to the PSFs of the moving
objects; the similar search of Waszczak et al. (2013) had the advantage that their survey with
the Palomar Transient Factory was restricted to only the area with Sloan Digital Sky Survey
coverage.
4.7.4. Calibrating the long-period comet record
It would also be possible to track the long-period comets that fell on Uppsala fields, to
produce a calibrated record of their changing brightness with heliocentric distance. This
photometry would allow a debiasing of the size distribution of the long-period comet
population. This task had been originally envisioned for the SkyMapper survey, but the
Uppsala dataset should provide more than su cient photometric coverage.
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusions and future directions
Although the Universe is under no obligation to make sense,
students in pursuit of the Ph.D. are.
– Robert P. Kirshner1
The trans-Neptunian small body populations o er unique insight into the protoplanetary
disk of the Solar System. Their present orbits have been sculpted by the giant planets’ ancient
migrations; their surfaces reflect the strange weathering of a deep space environment on
volatile ices. Roughly forty thousand objects are larger than 100 km in diameter; perhaps ten
are more than a thousand kilometres in diameter. This portrait of small distant worlds has
been primarily constructed through many surveys of the sky, most of which have searched
the Northern Hemisphere.
We have completed a comprehensive examination for    s that has a 90%detection e ciency
of 6,275 sq. deg. of the southern sky, between 13.0    19.0 ± 0.2magnitudes in clear. This
survey presents an innovative archival approach, using five years of densely revisited data
from a near-Earth asteroid survey with the 0.5 m Uppsala telescope and resampling its
cadence for much more distant objects. The only slightly similar approach is that of Larsen
et al. (2001, 2007), but they retain searching for    s by motion within a single night as well
as inter-night, and are focussed on the ecliptic. We have created the first large-area fully
o -ecliptic bright     survey. This gives us sensitivity to bright, potentially large objects
with high orbital inclinations.
Our survey pipeline takes a list of point sources in each Siding Spring Survey image,
produced by software such as SExtractor, and processes the lists for all images of a given field,
restricting potential linkages between points in the field through a limit on the maximum
rate of motion. The pipeline initially finds the plausible intrafield orbits for all sets of three
points, using a pre-filtering algorithm that selects only for bound orbits. Plausible-orbit
prefiltering was necessary to reduce the sheer quantity — a trillion potential orbits — from
1Quarterly Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society. 1991, Vol. 32, No. 3, p233
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considering sets of three of these sources. This prefilter kept bound orbits with suitable
orbital parameters and quality of fit: heliocentric distance > 15 AU, a > 0, e < 1,  2 < 500.
The filtered triplet orbits were then fully fit using the Bernstein & Khushalani (2000) orbfit
package and reselected under the same criteria. This still left too large a number of potential
candidates to blink visually. We subsequently link all permutations of two triplets into arcs
and refit the arcs to see if any longer orbital arcs are present, and winnow candidates in the
same manner. Finally, we visually inspected the remaining potential candidates to minimise
false positives: no trans-Neptunian objects were detected.
Processing the appropriate set of some 568,000 images with this survey design took a
hundred thousand CPU-hours. Concluding this thesis in 2013, eighty-three years after
the first discovery in the trans-Neptunian region, it may be of interest to compare that
Tombaugh (1961) took seven thousand hours of person-time for his ninety million image
survey of 30,000 sq. deg. to 17th magnitude. Tombaugh estimated that scanning 5,000 sq.
deg. along the ecliptic to 20th magnitude would take three man-years; we note that, like any
good astronomer, he was out by a factor of ten.
We place limits on the existence of bright    s: we had sensitivity to the absolute magnitude
ranges  2.42  H  3.52 for the Kuiper belt, and  2.60  H  3.35 for scattered disk objects,
but detected no new objects. We hope that this constraint on the upper end of the large
bright     population will inform the development of models of planetesimal formation,
and the orbital phase space vacant of such objects may aid in understanding the conditions
that gave rise to the dynamical structure of the current Solar System giant and terrestrial
planetary arrangement.
The limitations of the Uppsala     survey are clear when compared to the ambitious surveys
planned in the next decade. SkyMapper, a 1.35 m dedicated survey telescope at Siding
Spring which will survey the southern sky to g = 21.9 and r = 21.6;       on the      4 m;
HyperSuprimeCam on Subaru, and the fabled 8 m     : all o er the promise of expanding
and redefining our Solar System’s distant reaches. This thesis only concludes our first step.
5.1. Future prospects: SkyMapper
We end this chapter and the thesis with a discussion of the successor survey to our Uppsala
    survey, the     survey that will be part of the forthcoming2 SkyMapper Southern Sky
Survey, and which was the original motivation for this thesis.
The new SkyMapper telescope at Siding Spring has a 1.35 m diameter wide-field primary
and a single instrument: the 5.7 deg2 field of view3 imager, which has 32 CCDs and 268
megapixels at a filling factor of 91%, with a plate scale of 0.497” per pixel. This matches
well to the median 1.5” seeing at Siding Spring, providing the appropriate near-Nyquist
sampling. A six filter set, uvgriz, covers most of the same wavelength bands as the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, with one extra short-wavelength filter, v, providing extra information
on the position of the Balmer jump for stellar classification (Keller et al. 2007; Bessell et al.
2011).
2SkyMapper saw first light in 2009. Vibrations in the telescope which degrade the image quality have
prevented the Southern Sky Survey from starting, as of July 2013.
32.373 x 2.395 deg, Granend et al 2006.
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The SkyMapper Southern Sky Survey aims to repeatedly image the entire southern sky in
these six colours, observing every pointing at temporal spacings with a roughly logarithmic
time interval such that all fields are eventually imaged in all filters for either three or six
epochs (Keller et al. 2007). The main survey’s cadence is set independently for each filter
based on the science requirements in that passband. Each filter’s cadence is modified by
the scheduler software’s careful manipulations to avoid the moon, planets, bad weather,
poor seeing, and minimise the field’s airmass.
One of themain science objectives of the Southern Sky Survey is to provide a photometrically
calibrated survey of trans-Neptunian objects. The filters of interest for     studies are the
g and r filters, as the reflected light from the objects is brightest in that part of the solar
spectrum. Some information could also be provided by the i and z filters, but    s will be
much fainter at those wavelengths. The responsibility for setting the cadence of the g and r
filters is therefore entirely controlled by the requirements of the     survey. We determined
a design for the survey.
5.1.1. The SkyMapper Southern Sky Survey
The initial images taken will be observations for the 5-second-survey. This survey, made
only under photometric conditions, will provide the framework of bright stars that will
be used to lock all subsequent SkyMapper observations into a world coordinate system
(WCS). The magnitude range of this survey will be from 8.5 to 15.5 in g (Keller et al. 2007),
prohibitively bright for detection of any    s much smaller than Pluto. It would provide
a check on the existence of any astoundingly large    s: as an all-sky survey, it would be
able to definitively confirm the absence of such large worlds, at magnitudes where other
surveys would have their detectors saturate.
The Southern Sky Survey will occupy 75% of the telescope time, with the remainder given
to other proposals, including a dedicated ⇠ 1200 deg2 area of supernova surveying. The
supernova survey will revisit its fields several times per week in g through z, with slightly
shorter exposure times; this dataset will be mined for colours and photometry of known
asteroids, identification of new asteroids, and supplementary data for the     survey. 20%
of the SkyMapper main sky survey is expected to take place in the first year, although the
5-second survey that provides information to set the world coordinate system for the main
survey will take priority. The full initial SkyMapper sky survey is expected to be completed
within about three to four years.
The main survey can be made in conditions that are non-photometric but with adequate
seeing. Its 110-second integrations will reach up to a depth of 21.9 and 21.6 respectively
in each g and r observation (Table 5.1), with systematics of 0.03 mag and astrometry of
50 mas (Keller et al. 2007). These photometrically calibrated observations form the main
dataset for the     survey, and set its depth. There are 3845 fields in the Main Survey4. The
overhead for each observation is 12 seconds, including readout and filter change: this can
be accommodated within the time to shift in pointing when the next field is selected.
The approximate depth of the     survey is fixed, as the integration time in the Southern
Sky Survey is constant across all filters. The primary part of the survey design is therefore
4Their centres are given at https://www.mso.anu.edu.au/local/skymapper/fieldcentres.dat
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Table 5.1 SkyMapper main survey depth in
AB magnitudes, 1 epocha
u v g r i z
21.5 21.3 21.9 21.6 21.0 20.6
a From Keller et al. (2007). Signal-to-noise
of 5, 110-second exposures, 1.5” seeing.
to decide which temporal spacing should be chosen in making the multiple observations
required to show that an object is moving. The     survey design’s requirements are
to choose an optimum (g, r) cadence given factors including the range of observed sky
positions relative to opposition, the survey sensitivity to asteroids and their amount of
contamination of the detection of real    s, allowable noise limits in each observation,
and the characteristics of orbfit, the orbit fitting code of Bernstein & Khushalani (2000)
when fitting both real and synthetic Solar System objects with observational errors added.
We examine each of these factors, and the tradeo  between the optimal and the practical
solutions, in the succeeding sections of § 5.1.2.
5.1.2. SkyMapper     survey cadence design
SkyMapper will observe in three cadences:
• (u, v): 3 epochs consecutively
• (g, r): 3 epochs with  t approximately 3 days, exact spacing to be determined by this
work
• (i, z): 3 epochs with 5 day spacing.
The SkyMapper survey’s temporal spacing of observations, its cadence, is set for each filter
independently. The filters of interest for     studies are the g and r filters, as the reflected
light from the objects is brightest in that part of the solar spectrum. Some information
could also be provided by the i and z filters, but    s will be much less bright in those
wavelengths. The responsibility for setting the cadence of the g and r filters is therefore
entirely controlled by the requirements of the     survey. In this section, we describe our
choices for the     survey cadence, outlining the survey’s filters and scheduler constraints.
The filters that encompass most of the Sun’s light are the b, g, r, i, z set;    s are almost all
too faint to be observed in u and v.5 These broad-band filter observations give a few spectral
points along the wavelength range, enough to provide the gradient of the wavelength-
dependent surface reflectance. This gradient or spectral slope S is expressed as the percent-
age change in reflectance per unit of wavelength (Doressoundiram et al. 2008):
S =
RF1   RF0
 1    0 (5.1)
5The passbands of the uvbri filters are discussed in Bessell (1990)
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where RF0 and RF1 are the reflectances measured in filters F0 and F1 with the central
wavelengths of  0 and  1. Often these are given as the various colour indices. The spectral
slope and colour indices are used to classify the object. Various taxonomies have been
proposed, for example Barucci & Peixinho (2006), but these are not yet widely used. Generic
descriptions use two states: a “blue” object has a spectral slope that either decreases with
wavelength or is near-flat, which makes it grey in true visual appearance, while a “red”
object has a reflectance that increases at longer wavelengths, and which would appear red
to the naked eye. Ultrared    s and Centaurs exist that have S > 25%/100nm.
The meaning of colours is a hotly debated topic. They correspond to an average of the
surface, which could be thrown o  significantly by strongly varying regions.
Survey filters
The g filter is solid glass, while the r filter is dielectric-coated glass; both are single-piece at
309 x 309 mm. These filters are close to but not identical to the Sloan bandpasses: the r is
nearly unchanged, but the g has its blue edgemoved redward to allow a v band to be inserted
for fine detection of stellar metallicities (Bessell et al. 2011). This allows easy comparison of
the su ciently southern known    s to their well-characterised Sloan colours (Ofek 2012).
We considered sequencing observations as (g), (u, v), (u, v), (u, v), (i, z), (r) to separate the
g and r enough to add asteroid detection to the science case, but scheduling this extra
complication added too much overhead in filter wheel moves for too little gain in movement
for     detections. We are therefore scheduling a set of three (g, r) observation pairs. The i
and z are likely to detect only su ciently large    s, so that data will be checked but not
required for confirmation of     detection.
Design considerations
The six-filter observation requirements of the main survey made repeat observations on
the field in a single night prohibitive to schedule: we plan for three observations spaced
around or at greater length than one week, but all to be observed within one lunation, and
to a proper depth. If these observing conditions were not met, the field would need to be
redone.
While four observations would be better, fitting that into the scheduler was implausible.
Instead, any discoveries will be followed up either by requests to the 25% of Time Allocation
Committee-controlled SkyMapper time, or to queue requests to Faulkes South. These
followup observations would ideally occur within about three weeks, as each increase in
the lag time before followup will increase the orbit’s uncertainty and the size of the target
area to search.
One week between first and last discovery observations still does not allow Sedna-like
objects to be distinguished from the family of orbits of    -distant scattered-disk objects
near aphelion. Further recovery observations in subsequent years are necessary (Schwamb
et al. 2010).
The Sedna-population survey of Schwamb et al. (2009) considered opposition fields to be
those within 14  of opposition. Beyond 42  from opposition they had significant contam-
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ination from asteroids (M. Schwamb, pers. comm.). With two epochs in one night, they
were able to recover possible asteroids 2-3 nights after discovery (as the asteroid motion
increased, orbfit switches its identification from     to asteroid).
We hoped to have control over the patterning sequence of field observation: observing
close to the ecliptic early in the survey would be best, preferably observing in an ecliptic
tessellation of fields, sequenced in longitudinal swaths to optimise     detection across
field edges. Our sky coverage overlaps in the north with that of Pan-STARRS, providing
comparative calibration. Depth-wise, we also ask the scheduler to keep the depth of the
observations to the defined depth in g and r: if some of the observations don’t reach
an appropriate depth, reschedule and re-observe, as a critical depth is also required for
SkyMapper stellar and galactic science.
There are two remaining areas of unsurveyed sky in the south. South of about -80  declina-
tion, where telescopes that like Uppsala have equatorial mounts cannot point, leaves a small
patch of 376 deg2. This area over the celestial pole is at ecliptic latitude -65 , so it will have
a low probability of containing    s even when surveyed to 21st magnitude. The second
unsurveyed area is the area of avoidance across the galactic plane. This region is defined
in the Uppsala survey as fifteen degrees avoidance either side of the galactic plane, which
forms a region that, south of -15  declination where the survey has coverage, is 4,200 deg2.
The galactic plane falls largely at lower ecliptic latitudes, and is a worthwhile area to survey
in the future: the  10  b  10 part that is south of the celestial equator covers a substantial
3560 deg2. We plan an additional     search of this region by an image subtraction survey
with a modified version of the     survey pipeline. The data for this would either come
from the Southern Sky Survey, or from a separate survey at a reduced exposure time to
lessen the field crowding produced from going to mr21.6.
Each night, the half-terabyte of main survey data are sent via high-speed link to their archive
at theANU supercomputing facilities. Themain SkyMapper data processing pipeline is then
run as time allows on the supercomputer’s queue, and extracts an object catalogue within
a few days of the observations. Since the delay of the supercomputing in producing an
object catalogue is of uncertain duration, a separate set of processing is made on the 32-core
minermachine at Mt Stromlo. This separate processing is maintained by the supernova
search team, and is the same as that run on their dedicated supernova search area. We
will also run our     survey pipeline with their output. A comparable     survey from
supernova survey data, SDSS Stripe 82 (Table 1.2), surveyed 300 sq. deg to SDSS depths
and found 24 new    s, going to ±20  ecliptic latitude and providing some constraints on
inclination distributions (A. Becker, pers. comm.).
The SN survey maintains an MPC-linked module that identifies known asteroids on their
fields to clean their transient list. We plan to harvest these known asteroids for colours and
photometry to a separate database, and exclude them from the transient list supplied to the
    survey pipeline.
Once SkyMapper begins operation, the main survey may be completed within five years;
the entire sky will then have been surveyed to better than 90% completion to mr ⇠ 21.5 or
deeper. We can then expect LSST to begin surveying and add new objects to our inventory of
the Solar System at a prodigious rate. The next decade of small-body planetary exploration
will be an exciting time.
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Table A.1 Field centres used for pointing in the Uppsala 0.5 m Southern Sky Survey. Partial version of
table; the full 8700-plus line version can be found in the electronic version of this thesis. Note that this table
comprises all the fields that the Survey observes, not only those fields with 30+ observations that were used
to form the Uppsala     survey. Fields used in the final survey per survival through the pipeline described
in § 3.2.1 are indicated by ⇤ on their field ID.
Field ID RA (hours) Dec Ecliptic lat. Ecliptic lon. Galactic lat. Galactic lon.
S17060 08:18:08.3 -17:08:29.9 131.84 -35.70 238.85 +10.72
S17061 08:26:30.6 -17:08:29.9 134.20 -35.13 239.98 +12.39
S17062 08:34:53.0 -17:08:29.9 136.52 -34.54 241.15 +14.04
S17063 08:43:15.3 -17:08:29.9 138.83 -33.93 242.35 +15.66
S17064 08:51:37.6 -17:08:29.9 141.10 -33.29 243.59 +17.27
S17065* 08:59:59.9 -17:08:29.9 143.35 -32.63 244.86 +18.86
S17066* 09:08:22.3 -17:08:29.9 145.58 -31.95 246.19 +20.43
S17067* 09:16:44.6 -17:08:29.9 147.78 -31.26 247.55 +21.97
S17068* 09:25:06.9 -17:08:29.9 149.96 -30.54 248.96 +23.49
S17069* 09:33:29.2 -17:08:29.9 152.11 -29.82 250.43 +24.98
S17070* 09:41:51.6 -17:08:29.9 154.25 -29.07 251.94 +26.44
S17071* 09:50:13.9 -17:08:29.9 156.36 -28.32 253.51 +27.87
S17072* 09:58:36.2 -17:08:29.9 158.45 -27.55 255.15 +29.27
S17073* 10:06:58.5 -17:08:29.9 160.52 -26.77 256.84 +30.63
S17074* 10:15:20.9 -17:08:29.9 162.57 -25.98 258.60 +31.95
S17075 10:23:43.2 -17:08:29.9 164.60 -25.18 260.42 +33.22
S17076 10:32:05.5 -17:08:29.9 166.62 -24.37 262.32 +34.46
S17077* 10:40:27.8 -17:08:29.9 168.62 -23.56 264.28 +35.65
S17078* 10:48:50.2 -17:08:29.9 170.60 -22.74 266.32 +36.78
S17079 10:57:12.5 -17:08:29.9 172.57 -21.92 268.44 +37.86
S17080 11:05:34.8 -17:08:29.9 174.53 -21.09 270.63 +38.89
S17081 11:13:57.2 -17:08:29.9 176.47 -20.26 272.90 +39.85
S17082* 11:22:19.5 -17:08:29.9 178.41 -19.43 275.24 +40.75
S17083* 11:30:41.8 -17:08:29.9 180.33 -18.60 277.66 +41.58
S17084 11:39:04.1 -17:08:29.9 182.24 -17.76 280.15 +42.34
S17085 11:47:26.5 -17:08:29.9 184.15 -16.93 282.70 +43.03
S17086 11:55:48.8 -17:08:29.9 186.05 -16.10 285.32 +43.63
S17087* 12:04:11.1 -17:08:29.9 187.94 -15.28 288.00 +44.15
S17088* 12:12:33.4 -17:08:29.9 189.83 -14.45 290.73 +44.59
S17089* 12:20:55.8 -17:08:29.9 191.71 -13.64 293.51 +44.94
S17090* 12:29:18.1 -17:08:29.9 193.59 -12.82 296.31 +45.20
a Fields marked with ⇤ are the 2136 that have produced lists of matched candidates and transient sources.
